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Technologies Addressing
the Challenges of an Aging
Population
In 1881 Chancellor Otto Von Bismarck of Germany
proposed the first social insurance program of government pensions for nonworking older citizens. The age
chosen for eligibility was 70 (later lowered to age 65,
which subsequently became popularized as a milepost
for when a person is “old”). Although historians and
gerontologists suggest that this was a cynical political
move since at the time life expectancy from birth was
less than age 50 and thus the number of pensions to pay
out would be relatively small, the concept of support for
aging well remains a valued goal. Now, however, it poses
very different kinds of demographic challenges.
For a number of reasons, life expectancy trends in
the United States have increased steadily during the
past 40 years (Arias and Xu 2018). Accordingly, the
number of older persons over age 65 has grown rapidly,
from 29 million in 2000 to 49.2 million in 2016, and
the number is projected to climb to 78 million by
2035, when for the first time in America the “elderly”
(those over age 65) will exceed the number of children
(those under 18).1
At the same time, the top concerns of aging—
physical health and personal finances—and the intersecting value proposition of surmounting these two
concerns—remaining independent—remain a challenge. This results at multiple levels in stress to not only
1

US Census Bureau, “An Aging Nation: Projected Number of
Children and Older Adults” (https://www.census.gov/library/
visualizations/2018/comm/historic-first.html).

aging individuals but also their families and the institutions that support them.
The irony of living longer is illustrated by the ancient
Greek myth of Tithonus whose lover Eos asked Zeus to
grant Tithonus immortality. She should have asked for
eternal youth. Instead the prince was doomed to an
increasingly debilitating, dependent existence.
The age-associated risk of progressive disablement
is why concerns about aging center around sustained
health and in particular mental or cognitive function. Nearly half of those over age 65 have difficulty or
need help with activities of daily living (Freedman and
Spillman 2014), and over a third of adults in the United
States will develop cognitive impairment or d ementia
after age 65 (Alzheimer’s Association 2018). This
latter statistic is of special concern because, of the top
ten leading causes of death and disability, Alzheimer’s
disease and related dementias are the only ones with
no prevention or cure. Without change, such as the
development of effective management techniques, this
age-driven disability alone will become a trillion-dollar
expense in just the next 30 years.
With this context in mind, many policy and social
changes have been proposed to ease the potential nexus
of personal and societal strain posed by an aging society,
often with an eye toward finding or shifting money to
support the needs of a growing older population. For
example, extended employment for older workers with
part-time positions (thus generating additional tax revenue) or policies promoting and rewarding volunteering, care, and artistic work have been proposed. But
many of these proposals suffer from the criticism that
they “just throw money at the problem,” or will fail by
trying to change deeply rooted cultural norms. They do
not deal with the individual challenges of maintaining
independence in daily life.
A major opportunity to transform and improve the
aging experience resides in the rapidly advancing field of
digital technologies and related sciences. Of course, the
word “technology” conjures up a range of concepts that
differ depending on one’s point of view and age. Alan
Kay famously observed in the 1980s that “technology is
anything that wasn’t around when you were born.”
Today, technologies such as wearable devices, robots,
smartphones and apps, and artificial intelligence (AI)
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pervade everyday activities and discourse, and they exist
in a larger universe of technologies such as pervasive
and ubiquitous sensing and computing, the Internet of
(connected) Things (IoT), and high-dimensional data
analytics. The articles in this issue of The Bridge explore
the intersection of these technologies, engineering
science, and aging to provide state-of-the-art reviews
and perspectives of key topics in this area. The authors
explain the promise of emerging technologies and solutions, as well as how to address challenges so as to fully
realize their potential.
In the opening article Charles Consel and I explore
the possibilities of the IoT to address age-related c hanges
and help maintain independence, using a hypothetical
scenario of an older individual taking advantage of the
connected world of sensors and devices with AI and services. One of the barriers to adoption of this vision is
technology acceptance, an important subtext for many
of the subsequent articles. A larger, more coordinated
research ecosystem is needed to design, develop, deploy,
and evaluate these technologies and generate needed
evidence to move users, as well as governments, toward
adoption.
Joseph Coughlin and Samantha Brady focus on a
critical area for maintaining independence outside the
home, the ability to navigate in one’s community. After
describing mobility challenges and the characteristics of
the aging population that bear on the choice and design
of transportation modes and systems, they outline a useful
framework of micro- and macro-mobility, differentiating
between travel in the community and farther afield. Using
this framework, the authors consider mobility-related
scenarios—e.g., public transport, conventional personal
vehicles, autonomous vehicles—that are a major focus of
transportation research for the aging population. As in
other articles, they make the point that transportation
solutions can connect with other technologies and must
be designed with the user in mind.
Cynthia Breazeal and her coauthors report advances
and possibilities with social robotics, which can reduce
older adults’ isolation, provide support and coaching,
and increase social engagement. The authors discuss
advances in the field and their own work showing how
social robots and the services they can provide require
an understanding of user interfaces to successfully
develop technologies that support the essential human
need for interpersonal interaction. They call for integration across development teams with multidisciplinary
specialization.
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In the next article, William Rouse and Dennis
McBride review technologies that can provide func
tional cognitive support for the daily tasks of work or
life. Many of the considerations here align with the previous article, illustrating the use of smart technologies
for social interaction assistance, coaching, and cognitive
assistance. Rouse and McBride take a systems approach,
outlining the levels of interaction that a successful cognitive assistant application must traverse. They briefly
describe a Wearable Coach system for developmentally
disabled persons that could be adapted for aging adults.
In their systems approach they point out that cognitive assistants will achieve their potential only if they
are fully integrated into the care and support ecosystem,
which is currently unintegrated and uncoordinated
across agencies and regulatory policies at the state and
national levels.
Weaving through the technology development and
solutions presented in the previous articles are the data
generated with these new technologies. These data—
diverse, multidimensional, often unsupervised, and
continuous—require special consideration for both
their information content and the analyses that can be
conducted. Hiroko Dodge and Deborah Estrin consider
some fundamental issues regarding the data and in particular implications of digital data streams. They explain
the distinction between big data, which applies to populations, and “small data,” which they define as “the big
data of the individual,” and explain how pervasive computing and the digital biomarkers that result from small
data are particularly suited to providing unique insights
at the person-level for aging and disease management.
In the final article Eric Dishman presents a grand
synthesis encompassing much of the information in the
foregoing articles into the concept of precision aging, the
use of an individual’s real-life data-based “lifeprint,”
incorporating both personal data generated over the life
course from diverse sources (e.g., omics, digital health,
activity readouts, environmental conditions) and the
big data of the populations and systems in which they
live. He echoes the other authors in noting challenges,
from basic usability issues to the need for integrated
policy-level planning.
I thank the authors for their insightful and forwardthinking contributions. Collectively, the articles
describe many promising technologies and systems in
development that can improve the aging experience at
the personal as well as the societal level. Some solutions
have begun to be adopted, but clearly there is consider-
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able technology and engineering research and development yet to be done.
As everyone ages, let us hope the scientific community and all its stakeholders are successful as they build
out and unlock the potential at the intersection of the
world’s aging society and technology.

University). Cameron Fletcher must also be prominently acknowledged and thanked for her terrific editing and guidance, which truly enhanced not only the
quality and clarity of the articles but the experience of
the authors while writing them.
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With capabilities for sensing, analysis, and actuation,
the IoT has immense potential to help aging adults
maintain health and independence.

Aging with the Internet of Things
Charles Consel and
Jeffrey A. Kaye

The Internet of Things (IoT) offers a host of new functionalities for sensCharles Consel

Jeffrey Kaye

ing both environments (e.g., through motion-activity sensors) and indi
viduals (e.g., through wearable smart watches) and for analyzing sensed data
to make them actionable to users via notifications (e.g., through a smart
speaker) and to applications via actuators (e.g., through a light switch).
Wireless capability facilitates the deployment and use of such devices in
every aspect of life and across age groups.
This article explores the potential of the IoT to compensate for age-
related changes by helping older individuals achieve and maintain health
and independence. We briefly explain the Internet of Things and its
relevance to aging, and then illustrate its applicability with a fictional
80-year-old. Although much of the technology exists to support the fic
tional scenario, there are challenges to the widespread attainment of the
IoT’s potential. We review these and then focus on the particular challenge
of technology acceptance among the elderly, considering particular aspects
Charles Consel is a professor of computer science at Bordeaux Institute of Technology
in Talence, France, and head of the Inria Phoenix research group. Jeffrey Kaye is Layton
Professor of Neurology and Biomedical Engineering and director of the Oregon Center
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of this barrier, before closing with suggested steps to
realize the IoT vision.
Introduction

The Internet of Things is a network of devices that offer
both sensing and actuating capabilities related to an environment or user; the devices may have some computing
and storage capabilities to process sensed data (e.g., room
temperature, user motions); and they require network
capabilities to receive and transmit the data (Consel and
Kabáč 2017). Advances enable them to provide ever
higher-level functionalities (Bahga and Madisetti 2014),
making them readily usable via web or mobile applications. In addition, they can be configured by the user
(e.g., to set a threshold for a room temperature, a duration
of physical inactivity) and send notifications (e.g., alarm,
text messages, push notifications) when certain situations are detected. The magnitude of potential impacts
is illustrated by the pervasive nature of the IoT, which
covers all aspects of people’s lives: health, entertainment,
home, transportation, communication, and more.
Why would the IoT be of interest or value to aging?
The answer lies in one of the fundamental challenges
of aging: the trend toward loss of function and potential
loss of independence. Among adults over age 65 in the
United States, for example, nearly half require assistance with routine daily activities and over 20 percent
have mild cognitive impairment or d ementia. As the
large baby boomer population ages, these numbers will
grow substantially during the next decade.
These trends have major implications for society as
family caregiving is the major source of support for those
who need assistance, yet the number of younger individuals available for this support will decline with the
shifting demographic trend toward an older population.
Thus, strategies for sustaining well-being and independence with aging are a high priority.
IoT Support for Aging: An Illustrative Scenario

To illustrate how the IoT can support aging, we present
a scenario with a fictional individual who aggregates the
profiles of participants in studies of assistive technologies. The account is an idealization to frame the discussion. Although the scenario is based entirely on existing
technologies, there is much research to be done and it
is likely that much of what we describe may be adopted
only in part.
Mr. Dubois is 80 years old and lives by himself in an
apartment in a small town. His daughter, Yvette, does
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not visit often because it is a 5-hour drive from where
she lives. She used to call almost every day to check
on her father, which was not satisfactory for either of
them. To address this situation, Mr. Dubois subscribed
to an application for monitoring his activities, leveraging WiFi signals from already deployed devices (e.g.,
router, WiFi speakers). He configured the app with a
selection of events that Yvette agreed to help him track.
She can now see on her smartphone how her father’s
day is unfolding.
A longitudinal analysis module indicates his functional status. The data show deviations in daily routines, level of physical activity, medication taking,
sleep patterns, and gait. Mr. Dubois allowed this assessment to be communicated to his physician, augmented
with medical-related measurements that complement
self-reported information, providing useful insights for
medical appointments.
Mr. Dubois is comfortable using a computer and
smartphone, as long as this use involves applications he
is already familiar with, mainly email, weather, a calendar, and a favorite online game. He recognizes his lack
of motivation to adopt new applications and complains
vehemently about new versions of his usual applications
that keep changing their user interfaces.

IoT data can show
deviations in daily routines,
level of physical activity,
medication taking,
sleep patterns, and gait.
For example, he had stopped using the photo application on his computer until Yvette, during one of her
visits, showed him how to use a new voice-controlled
interface. The speech recognition module allowed
Mr. Dubois to perform his tasks of interest, giving voice
commands to the built-in microphone of his computer
or a smart speaker within range (he has several to listen
to music). He now receives an audio notification when
new photos are posted by his family and friends. He can
activate voice-driven dialogues to perform tasks in the
photo application such as displaying recent photos on
any connected screen, managing pictures, and posting
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his own. A module of the application adapts to his usage
patterns and optimizes the steps proposed in the dialogues to improve efficiency and his user experience.
Although Mr. Dubois remains independent, recent
minor events have shown that he could use some help.
He and his daughter decided to subscribe to a couple
of services that address the situations of concern. One
service monitors the stove to ensure that someone is
at least periodically present in the kitchen when the
stove is on. If the stove is left unsupervised, an audio
alert is sent to Mr. Dubois via the home speakers. If he
does not promptly respond to the alert, the stove turns
itself off automatically. Another service involves Mr.
Dubois’s financial transactions. A secure online transaction monitoring service flags unusual financial activity
and, with his permission, shares this information with
his daughter.

An IoT service monitors
the stove to ensure that
someone is at least
periodically present in the
kitchen when the stove is on.
Finally, since his last medical examination, Mr.
Dubois has set himself a daily goal of increasing his
physical activity. He acquired a new watch with a builtin activity tracker and he and his doctor configured it
with his profile and appropriate goals. The device takes a
variety of reliable measurements (heart rate, steps, body
temperature, GPS tracking, gait) and compiles them
into actionable information, delivered to Mr. Dubois by
a virtual coach that interacts with him via voice interface, allowing him to rapidly become proficient in using
the system. Mr. Dubois’s activities are recorded and both
inter- and intraindividual analyses continuously assess
his activities with respect to his goals. The virtual coach
is understandable and pragmatic for Mr. Dubois, and its
sophisticated analyses are useful to his physician.
As illustrated in the scenario above, IoT devices can
provide aging individuals with support in their daily life,
stimulating, assisting, and/or compensating to address
age-related changes and in the process both reinforcing the user’s self-determination and reducing caregiver

burden (Dupuy et al. 2016). And because IoT services
address the specific user’s needs and preferences, they
leverage the individual’s motivation.
IoT Potential and Challenges

Innovation tends to effectively transfer among user
populations when it leverages mainstream technologies, and the rich potential functionalities and ubiquity
of IoT devices enable older users to use mainstream
technologies as opposed to special-purpose, expensive,
stigmatizing “senior” devices. A touch-screen tablet, for
example, can provide application-level user interfaces
of value and immediate usability to older adults (e.g.,
display of a remote control with large buttons and familiar symbols).
Connectivity and Interoperability

Despite the potential for connectivity, most devices
tend to be narrowly focused on a specific purpose (e.g.,
room temperature) or task (activity tracking), providing
limited interoperability. But their potential connected
ness is already supported by a pervasive network infrastructure. Devices can send/receive data and interact
across area-specific networks (e.g., home, health, security) thanks to dedicated gateways; Bluetooth, for example, is used for both wearable devices and entertainment
devices.
The IoT can promote full interoperability of d evices
and realize services as the data produced are combined and cross-checked to improve the accuracy of
analysis and refine the delivery of assistance. Achieving this goal requires that services depart from specialized tasks (e.g., inactivity alert based on a timer and an
activity sensor) and target higher-level activities (e.g.,
detection of individual deviations in personalized daily
routines).
Trends in IoT Innovation

The IoT gathers and processes data for applications
that are customized for user needs and preferences, with
data storage and analysis increasingly done by online
applications (apps) promoted by smartphones. Mobile
apps that provide computing support for the aging population can create opportunities to introduce or adapt
device use for older users. Mainstream devices (such as
the tablet) can thus become relevant to older adults.
For example, activity-tracking wristbands that monitor sleep, heart rate, number of steps, and a variety of
activity-related movements were originally intended
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to support physical exercise such as walking, running,
or cycling, but some vendors of such devices now team
up with third-party companies that provide advanced
coaching based on user data.
If vendors appreciate the size and needs of the aging
population, age-supporting apps could provide feedback
and be used to suggest and coach physical activities
or exercises adapted by professionals. More advanced
applications and devices could monitor dimensions
such as stress levels with respect to physiological signs
and mobility with respect to gait and posture information (Kaye et al. 2012) and help address challenges such
as fall risks and mood disorders.
Such applications must be customizable for each user
and trustworthy in the services they deliver. Further
more, they must avoid false alarms and irrelevant or,
worse, erroneous user advice. The providers of these services must be dedicated to capturing large amounts of
relevant data to ensure that their inference algorithms
and advice are actionable and reliable.
As can be expected, making user data available for
analysis (e.g., by opening up vendor platforms to unaffiliated programmers and third parties) may raise security
and privacy issues. This could create a conflict between
fostering application innovation by giving access to
as much data as possible, at the cost of risking privacy
breaches, and protecting the user’s data by imposing
stringent and restrictive rules, at the cost of discouraging programmers.
The development of IoT applications should leverage cloud computing, which covers all the functionalities needed to build innovative applications, including
authentication services, storage and database facilities,
data processing, machine learning, and speech recognition. As shown for mobile platforms, this approach dramatically improves software productivity. Additionally,
cloud computing should achieve IoT interoperability by
providing support to aggregate and cross-check information with other devices.
Trends in programming and platforms should enable
computing support for aging to keep pace with mainstream technology innovation. Indeed, developers
for this population can integrate readily available,
advanced building blocks to deliver functionality-rich
applications and thus reduce the gap between mainstream technologies and those dedicated solely to older
adults.

Evaluation

There are significant standardization gaps, such as high
variability in the devices or technologies (both hardware and software) and no common ontology or schema
for specification of the systems deployed and the analytic algorithms applied. To ensure that the systems are
truly individualized, more research is needed on usability across the multiple stakeholders involved, from the
older individual to family members, clinicians, and
other service providers.
Mobile apps will need to undergo evaluation to ensure
their usability and efficacy. Evaluation procedures
should be more stringent for applications that target
security or health and should include an evidence-based
analysis of efficacy.

IoT applications and devices
could monitor physiological
signs and mobility to help
address challenges such as
fall risks and mood disorders.
Recognizing when an application crosses the line
between tracking a user’s general well-being and identifying specific medical issues can be challenging as innovation brings unforeseen functionalities and usage contexts
of technologies. The more medically oriented an application, the higher the degree of evaluation n
 eeded to
ensure its safety and reliability. This is likely to slow the
development and adoption of such applications.
App Navigation

Finally, an important practical issue to address is the
navigation of an online app catalogue, which becomes
increasingly challenging as it grows. This navigation
could be assisted by a recommendation system based on
information from deployed applications and the needs
and preferences of users and their care partners. This
recommendation system would integrate domains such
as medicine, psychology, and ergonomics.
While rates vary from one individual to the next,
in general older adults increasingly need assistance in
managing their computing environment because of
declines in sensory (e.g., hearing, vision, touch) and
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cognitive function (e.g., slower reaction times, processing speeds, memory), affecting their ability to fully
benefit from applications for their daily activities. This
need should give rise to new types of professional service
workers with expertise in computing support for older
adults (e.g., training users, configuring devices, maintaining assistive support, and prescribing new services).
Factors That Affect Technology Acceptance

Virtually any device can be proposed to older adults as
long as adoption is seamless and meaningful uses can be
identified, programmed, and disseminated. For example, mobile apps offer a variety of ways to assist a user in
performing a task or activity; each variation is in principle meaningful and customized to individuals with
shared characteristics and preferences. This customizable usefulness can address virtually every aspect of daily
life and contributes to successful adoption (Dupuy et
al. 2016). Nonetheless, technology acceptance remains
a challenge. We briefly review commonly cited issues
relating to technology acceptance (Czaja et al. 2009;
Kaye 2017).

Needs analysis should target
both individual users and
their care or life partners.
Addressing Needs

To be accepted, a new technology must address the
user’s needs. A proper needs analysis must be conducted
before any technology deployment. It can involve a
variety of methods, such as questionnaires and task
analyses. Because studies have revealed differences in
perceived needs, it should target both the user and their
care or life partners (e.g., Gold 2012; Wild et al. 2008).
Matching needs with applications can be challenging,
especially when a catalogue with a plethora of applications must be navigated. Classification approaches
should be used to group applications for aging according
to dimensions such as health conditions (Pollack 2005)
and activity types (Gillespie et al. 2012).
Leveraging Motivation

Identifying needs is not sufficient if the user is not motivated to use the technology. Recent work has shown

a relationship between motivation and technology
acceptance in both younger and older adults (Dupuy et
al. 2016; Lee et al. 2015). The IoT can facilitate motivation because it is not a one-size-fits-all model served
by a monolithic computing system. Instead, it should
support the emergence of rich online catalogues of
applications that can assist specific activities that are
meaningful to the user and tailored to their needs. This
approach is illustrated by the HomeAssist platform for
independent living (Consel et al. 2017). A field study
showed that the granularity of its applications matched
meaningful support needs of users, motivating them to
use the apps and thus bringing them satisfaction and
improving their well-being (Dupuy et al. 2016).
Promoting Inclusive Design

Applications can be ill designed and stereotyped or
biased when targeting older users, resulting in challenges
to age-related sensory, motor, and cognitive changes
and exhibiting poor usability in terms of efficiency,
efficacy, learnability, and other dimensions. Developers
must leverage, on the one hand, user-centered design
principles and experience that account for the specificities of older adults (Czaja et al. 2009) and, on the other
hand, software development approaches that integrate
human-related dimensions (Consel 2018).
Lowering Cost

Acquiring IoT devices to support aging can be costly.
Fortunately, the IoT promotes the adaptation and use of
mainstream devices and technologies to support aging,
delivering more affordable products than those developed specifically for older users.
Ensuring Privacy

The IoT raises important privacy issues both because it
is pervasive and because devices rely on greater amounts
of data about users’ environment and users themselves, a
risk that may be even more pronounced for older adults
as they age and their needs for monitoring and assistance increase. This situation is further complicated by
the growing number of platforms sharing user data with
third-party developers to boost their catalogue of applications. All these factors make privacy a major challenge for the IoT to support aging.
It is common to read of privacy breaches in widely
used applications (e.g., social networks, health system databases). The Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA; DHHS 2003)
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protects the privacy of health information, but does
not cover private online applications. In May 2018 the
European Union passed a regulation on personal data
that applies to any business regardless of location and
area of service. The General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) protects the data and privacy of all individuals
in the European Union (EPC 2016) and introduces a
major requirement on business processes: “data protection by design and by default” (emphasis added). Thus a
processor of personal data is required to be designed and
built using principles and safeguards to protect the data
using the highest possible privacy settings by default.
What Is Needed to Realize the IoT Vision

The IoT can bring needed information and services
into everyday life for older adults. Applications that are
increasingly device agnostic should enhance interest
among the growing population of aging users by accounting for their specific attitudes, beliefs, and needs. Online
app catalogues may eventually create a continuum of services covering the needs and preferences of all age groups.
Over the past decade, many prototypes of “senior
smart apartments” and some larger, end-to-end systems
have been deployed (e.g., Consel et al. 2017; Cook et
al. 2013; Kaye et al. 2011) to explore their feasibility and efficacy. But there remain few studies in other
areas such as medicine, psychology, and human factors.
Studies suggest value but have been limited by small
sample sizes, short study periods, biased designs, and the
involvement of nondiverse populations (Liu et al. 2016;
Madara Marasinghe 2016).
Barriers to technology deployment include lack of
usability, inadequate research expertise, costs, and lack
of evidence of efficacy or effectiveness. Aside from
ongoing technological improvements, what is missing
is a larger research ecosystem to design, develop, deploy,
and critically evaluate the services in order to create the
evidence to move users, as well as governments, toward
adoption.
We suggest the following steps to put this vision into
practice:
• Much research is needed to conduct field studies to
assess computing systems and protocols that support
aging with respect to three dimensions: clinical, ergonomic, and acceptability.
• To address the major societal challenge of independent living, the home should be a primary area
of focus. Real-world experiments of IoT-based plat-

forms supporting independent living—such as
Collaborative Aging Research Using Technology
(CART; www.carthome.org; Kaye et al. 2011), the
Center for Advanced Studies in Adaptive Systems
at Washington State University (CASAS, casas.wsu.
edu; Cook et al. 2013), and HomeAssist1 (Consel et
al. 2017)—should be encouraged, fostering a collaborative approach in this research area.
• Public-private partnerships and government support
will be needed to create precompetitive spaces for
development.
• To address online privacy breaches the computing
industry and user communities should actively engage
in developing regulations to minimize such risks. Different privacy levels could be offered, depending on
the sensitive nature of user data.
• Larger scale, as seen in other areas of research that
inherently utilize big data (e.g., genomics), is needed
to build evidence that can be relied upon across
communities.

A research ecosystem is
needed for the design,
development, deployment,
and evaluation of services,
to create evidence and
promote adoption.
• Models should be developed to enable comparison
of platforms with respect to dimensions such as measurement accuracy, effectiveness in supporting aging,
and learning cost for users.
• Research groups studying IoT-based support for aging
should collaborate to accelerate progress, to make
this research area more mature, and to develop more
effective and sustainable approaches.
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A new look at transportation technologies and systems
is necessary to support the evolving demands of an
aging society.

Planning, Designing, and Engineering
Tomorrow’s User-Centered,
Age-Ready Transportation System
Joseph F. Coughlin and
Samantha Brady

The United States is in the midst of a major demographic transformation
Joseph Coughlin

toward older citizens. The percentage of the US population aged 65 and o lder
was 13 percent in 2010, and the Census Bureau projects that by 2020 that
number will be 16.1 percent and by 2030 nearly 20 percent (Werner 2011).
The increase in the number of older adults will increase demands on
today’s transportation system. Creative development and deployment of new
technologies and approaches are required to ensure that people can remain
mobile, safe, engaged, and productive throughout their lives. Applying a
user-centered approach to develop and integrate information and communications technologies, robotics, and related artificial intelligence applications
into tomorrow’s transportation vehicles and infrastructure will be critical to
meet the evolving demands of an aging society.
Living Longer, Better in Today’s Longevity Economy

Samantha Brady

Every 8 seconds in the United States, another baby boomer (of the generation born between 1946 and 1964) turns 73 years old (Heimlich 2010). This
historically large postwar cohort of nearly 77 million Americans reshaped the
nation’s housing, education, healthcare, and transportation systems. Now in
Joseph Coughlin is director of the AgeLab and Samantha Brady a research specialist in
the AgeLab at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Center for Transportation &
Logistics.
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older age, they are placing new demands on transportation that are quantitatively and qualitatively different
from those of previous generations of older adults.
The number of aging baby boomers alone doesn’t
explain the mobility demands the transportation system
will have to address in the coming decades. Previous
work by Wachs (1979) identifies education, income,
and health as major drivers of mobility. We expand
on Wachs’ framework to include the reality of work in
“retirement” as well as gender and living arrangements.

Health

Education

Work

Educational attainment is a major factor in an individual’s capacity and desire to travel (Wachs 1979, p.
12). Education often enhances an individual’s efficacy
as well as knowledge and curiosity about the world; a
better-educated older population is more likely to use
transportation not only to satisfy basic needs but also to
seek new experiences.

Retirement typically results in fewer vehicle miles
traveled, since the commute to work is no longer part
of an individual’s daily transportation. But data show
that about 25 percent of men and 16 percent of women
remain in the workforce past the traditional retirement age of 65 (BLS 2017, table 3.3). Furthermore, the
Bureau of Labor Statistics projects that the labor force
participation rate will grow fastest among those over age
65: by 2024 they are poised to account for approximately
8 percent of the total labor force, up from 6 percent in
2018, with an annual growth rate of 4.5–6.4 percent
(BLS 2019, table 18b; Toossi and Torpey 2017). They
will continue to need transportation to work.

A better-educated older
population is more likely
to use transportation not only
to satisfy basic needs but
also to seek new experiences.
In the United States, educational attainment has
risen significantly among older adults. From 1993 to
2015 the percentage of adults aged 65 and older with
a high school diploma rose from 60 percent to over 84
percent. Those with a college education more than doubled, from under 12 percent with at least a bachelor’s
degree to over 27 percent (Hobbs and Damon 1996; US
Census Bureau 2016).
Income

Today’s older adults are far more likely than their forebears to have discretionary income. Americans aged
50 and older control nearly 83 percent of the nation’s
household wealth (Coughlin 2017, p. 8), spending
power that is likely to translate into more purchases of
products, services, and experiences. Transportation is a
vital means for these more affluent older consumers to
pursue an active lifestyle.

Although approximately 80 percent of adults over the
age of 65 manage more than one chronic condition,
medical advances have provided innovative strategies
to manage diseases (Gerteis et al. 2014). Some diseases
that were once considered a death sentence (e.g., some
cancers, heart disease) can now be managed for years,
enabling many older adults with these conditions to
more fully participate in activities outside the home,
thereby increasing demand for transportation.

Women

Given their higher levels of workforce participation,
education, and income, older women are likely to travel
more than their mothers did in their old age. One indicator of this trend is licensure rates: for women over age
65 they rose from around 63 percent in 1994 to about
79 percent in 2016 (Byerly and Deardorff 1995; FHWA
2018a, table DL-220; US Census Bureau 2017). There
has also been an increase in average annual miles traveled for these women, from 4,785 miles per driver in
1995 to 6,090 in 2017 (FHWA 2017, 2018b).
Living Arrangements

Where older adults prefer to dwell as they age suggests
that there will be greater demand for transportation not
only to satisfy travel interests but to meet basic needs.
Over 70 percent of today’s 65-plus population lives in
suburban or rural locations where public transportation
is absent or provides less than optimal service (Administration on Aging 2015). AARP’s Home and Community Preferences survey reports that nearly 60 percent of
adults 50 and older say they are likely to remain in their
current dwelling as they age (Binette and Vasgold 2018).
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Moreover, living alone in older age is becoming the
new normal. Solo living, particularly among women
over age 75 (47 percent of whom live alone), may
require older adults to independently meet their transportation needs without relying on a family member or
neighbor (Administration on Aging 2011).
How Older Adults Move Today

These trends in education, income, health, employment, and living arrangements among older adults all
suggest that this population will produce unprecedented
demand on the transportation system, requiring innovative perspectives and solutions.
Prevalence of the Personal Automobile

Driving is likely to remain the preferred travel mode for
aging baby boomers (Coughlin 2001). In 2009 nearly 90
percent of all trips taken by adults over age 65 were in
private vehicles; only a very small fraction (2.2 percent)
involved public transportation (Lynott and Figueiredo
2011). Table 1 shows that while average annual miles
reported by licensed drivers in 2001–2009 declined for
individuals under age 65, the number rose more than 7
percent for drivers over age 65. More recently (2009–
2017), average annual miles decreased for drivers of all
ages—but the decline was lowest among older drivers.
Self-Regulation and Driving Cessation

Some older adults will face diminished capacity and
health conditions that will preclude driving as a comfortable or safe mode of transportation. Many of them
(especially women; D’Ambrosio et al. 2008) will choose
to limit their driving in certain conditions, such as at
night, in poor weather, or during peak traffic congestion. For some, self-regulation can be an effective safety

strategy; however, it may also represent trips denied and
activities forgone, which affect quality of life.
While individuals with mild cognitive impairment
or dementia may still be able to drive safely with some
regulation, their driving behaviors become increasingly unsafe as these conditions progress (Vaughan et al.
2015; Wadley et al. 2009). For these individuals, driving cessation may become nonnegotiable. Alzheimer’s
and other neurodegenerative diseases are forecasted to
affect nearly half of the future 85-plus population, and
by 2050 driving may not be a transportation option for
an estimated 7 million Americans because of d ementia
(Alzheimer’s Association 2018). Advanced chronic
conditions that impair vision or motor function or cause
pain can also make driving impossible.
The Costs of Lost Mobility

Reduced mobility is about more than lost convenience
or trips not taken. Mobility has a profound impact on
physical and emotional health. A national survey of
adults aged 50 and older showed that driving was not
readily equated with transportation or access to necessary activities and services; rather, it was perceived as a
key to personal independence and freedom (Donorfio et
al. 2009). For older adults, reduced driving and driving
cessation have been linked with higher risk of depression, cardiovascular disease, stress, poor adherence to
healthy behaviors, and a higher likelihood of entry into
long-term care (Freeman et al. 2006; Marottoli et al.
1997, 2000; Ragland et al. 2005).
Lack of seamless transportation options reduces trips
that make life joyful (e.g., a spontaneous outing for
ice cream on a hot summer evening) and also limits
chance encounters with friends. Easy and regular access
to friends and places that enhance social interaction is

TABLE 1 Percent change in reported average annual miles per licensed driver. Source: McGuckin
and Fucci (2018).
Survey year

Driver age
16–19

20–34

35–54

55–64

65+

1990–1995

−10.1%

2.2%

3.1%

4.7%

7.9%

1995–2001

−3.8%

3.7%

2.2%

10.1%

0.5%

2001–2009

−14.8%

−12.4%

−3.3%

−4.9%

7.4%

2009–2017

−10.9%

−11.1%

−8.7%

−3.5%

−0.4%
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may be a macro-mobility demand. Lifestyle travel for
recreation, visits with extended family, and vacations
is likely to cross regions and involve multiple modes of
travel.
Micro-Mobility Modes of Transportation

FIGURE 1 Continuum of micro- and macro-mobility needs.

key to well-being. Social isolation is directly related to
poorer health, especially for older adults (Cacioppo and
Hawkley 2003; Cornwell and Waite 2009). One study
equated social isolation with the mortality risk of smoking 15 cigarettes per day (Holt-Lunstad et al. 2015).
User-Centered Continuum of Micro- and
Macro-Mobility Patterns

Some analysts suggest that transportation policy should
shift from a focus on engineering for the optimal movement of people and goods to a more holistic perspective
on both small trips and large-scale operations—that is,
transportation as a contributor to the well-being of individuals with varying desires and needs (Marshall 2001;
Wheeler 2004, p. 76). Such an approach enables transportation planners and engineers to better understand
how to most effectively design and operate a transportation system that meets a range of needs while considering multimodal alternatives.
A user-centered framework with a continuum of
transportation activities from micro- to macro-mobility
needs is introduced in figure 1. Micro-mobility refers to
travel around the home and in the immediate community; macro-mobility entails trips into and beyond the
traveler’s broader home region.
Figure 1 depicts five broad trip types. Errands such
as food shopping and medical appointments are most
likely micro-mobility trips in the immediate community
or nearby region. Social trips may extend beyond the
community for visits with family and friends and to participate in faith or other activities. Work-related trips

The capacity to move freely around the neighborhood
may be supported by new technologies and modes of
transport.
“Cobotics” (robots that have been designed and built
to physically collaborate with humans; Colgate et al.
1996) and exoskeletal systems used by assembly line and
logistics workers to extend strength and reduce fatigue
may help older adults as well. Panasonic (2018) has
developed exoskeletons to assist not only employees
in jobs with high physical strain but also caregivers
and older adults. The company’s newest exoskeleton is
designed to be put on and taken off without assistance,
a vital feature for older adults living alone. Exoskeletal
systems could help elderly individuals remain in their
home by affording them improved mobility for routine
in-home tasks and travel in the neighborhood.
For very short trips, small-vehicle services may enable
micro-mobility. For example, in retirement communities such as The Villages in central Florida, residents
travel primarily by golf cart (US Census Bureau 2016).
Modes Spanning Micro- and Macro-Mobility

Public Transit
Public transportation can be an option for both microand macro-mobility needs. Unfortunately, insufficient
system availability and bounded budgetary resources
limit the capacity of bus and rail services and demand
response systems (which respond to individual user
demand and do not maintain fixed schedules or routes)
to meet the needs of older adults. Moreover, despite
the Americans with Disabilities Act, many older adults
still find that physical access to buses and rail services
is difficult.
Diminished vision and even minor cognitive impairment may hinder wayfinding in transit hubs and other
public spaces. New tools are needed to help transportation engineers, planners, and developers understand
the mobility challenges of older users. One such tool
is the Age Gain Now Empathy System (AGNES), a
suit developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology AgeLab that simulates some of the physical
changes that accompany age and the onset of various
chronic conditions (figure 2; Lavallière et al. 2017).
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The wearer experiences
age-related physical
limitations when navigating elements of the
built environment such
as streets and sidewalks,
steps, stores, and public
transportation.
Novel systems are
under development to
improve access to and
availability of public
transit resources. Ondemand app-based bus
services, often called
microtransit,
could
help link users with
public transit services (Westervelt et al.
FIGURE 2 Wearer of MIT AgeLab’s Age Gain Now Empathy System (AGNES) navigating the
2018). Supporting these
streets of Boston. AGNES is meant to simulate some of the physical changes commonly associated
efforts, Carnegie Mellon
with aging. Photo credit: Casey Atkins.
researchers have developed a smartphone app
with unfamiliar automotive technologies and interfaces
called Tiramisu that improves the visibility of transit and
(figure 3), yet there has been little focus on educating
microtransit options (Steinfeld et al. 2011). Mobilitynew car buyers about effectively and safely using new
by-app services such as Uber and Lyft provide transportadriver assistance systems. One study found wide variation options with wheelchair accessibility, making them
tion among brand dealerships in explaining new vehicle
effectively a private transit fleet for people of all ages.
technologies to prospective vehicle buyers (Abraham et
New Features in the Personal Automobile
al. 2017). A fundamental engineering requirement for
new automotive systems is a simple and intuitive learnAs discussed above, the automobile remains the domiing process, lest driving itself become the new driver disnant mode of transportation for older Americans, so
traction safety problem (Koo et al. 2014; Reimer 2014;
technologies that facilitate driving are of particular
Souders and Charness 2016).
value to them. Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
improve both driver performance and safety, supporting
Autonomous Vehicles
operator performance and, for older adults in particular,
The “Holy Grail” of vehicle technology is the fully
compensating for diminished vision, delayed reaction
autonomous vehicle, heralded as a comprehensive
time, and even reduced neck and back rotation due to
mobility solution for older adults of all levels of capacity.
poor flexibility or pain (Reimer et al. 2008). Such sysBut user-centered engineering challenges will still need
tems include lane departure warnings, pedestrian and
to be solved to ensure complete and seamless mobility
side impact detection, adaptive cruise control, collifor older travelers.
sion warning systems, heads-up displays, and advanced
A user-centered approach requires engineering the
navigation.
entire trip. Curb-to-curb vehicle travel research is a
The average age of a new car buyer in the United
well-established field, but what about the first and last
States is about 52 years old (Kurz et al. 2016). Luxury
25–50 feet of movement outside the car? A person who
vehicle buyers are typically older than that, making the
is physically or cognitively unable to drive is likely to
mature driver the lead adopter of many of the autorequire assistance from her home and into the vehicle
mobile industry’s newest systems. An older driver of a
and then out of the vehicle to her destination—and
new car must reconcile decades of driving experience
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FIGURE 3 Volvo 940 1990 dashboard (left) versus Volvo V60 2018 dashboard with touchscreen console (right). Sources: (left)
https://www.autoevolution.com/cars/volvo-940-1990.html#aeng_volvo-940-1990-20i; (right) https://autorai.nl/garmin-dashboardvolvo-infotainmentsysteem/.

then back again for the return trip. In today’s transportation landscape, a family member, friend, or trained
driver typically solves this challenge. But if tomorrow’s
driverless vehicles are to be a seamless solution for older
adult mobility, engineers must solve for the traveler’s
complete trip, and not merely that which involves the
vehicle itself.
Macro-Mobility Modes of Transportation

Older adults are already a core market for the leisure
travel industry, and the next generation of older adults
is likely to travel even more for leisure, experience, and
family visits. Such macro-mobility needs often entail air
travel, which presents frictions and frustrations for even
the most experienced traveler.
Challenges for older adults who travel by plane
include wayfinding in the unfamiliar, complex, and
harrying environment of the airport; reading signage or
operating automatic ticketing services that can be difficult to read or unclear in meaning; clearly hearing critical terminal announcements over the intercom; and
getting their luggage from the curbside through checkin, security, and baggage claim (TRB 2014).
New airport technologies and systems exist or are
being developed to ease these challenges. For example,
if transitions onto and off moving walkways are engineered effectively, they can reduce older traveler fatigue.
Boeing engineers and designers have used AGNES-type
suits to understand the difficulty experienced by older
travelers when boarding a plane and stowing luggage,
leading to a rethinking of the engineering of luggage
racks, seating, and lighting (Spicer 2005). Robotic air-

port assistants are under development to carry baggage
for overburdened travelers (Wu 2018).
Almost Like Being There: Technology and
Mobility Substitution

A user-centered approach to transportation planning
and engineering goes beyond defining mobility as simply travel from point A to point B: it is about connecting to services, activities, and people. Many older adults
are not able to access transportation because of their
location, poor health, or disability. Fortunately, rapidly
developing services and technologies may make even
the most isolated feel connected.
The Sharing Economy

The sharing economy is defined as “an economic system in which assets or services are shared between
private individuals, either for free or for a fee, typically by means of the internet.”1 Common examples
include Lyft, Uber, Taskrabbit, and Instacart. Although
it appears to be designed for the lifestyles of younger
people and urban professionals, the sharing economy
and e-commerce services (e.g., banking, online shopping) could also form the foundations of virtual assisted
living for some older adults. Meals can be delivered to
one’s door with a smartphone app. Basic shopping needs
can be satisfied online and, in many areas, delivered to
the doorstep within hours. A recent study showed that
accessing services through the sharing economy may be
1

Oxford English Dictionary, https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/
definition/sharing_economy
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not only effective in satisfying an older adult’s needs
but also more affordable than moving to senior housing
(Miller et al. 2018).
Healthcare Technology

Health care is moving increasingly into the home. Telemedicine and mobile technology enable caregivers and
families to virtually monitor the health and well-being
of loved ones living alone. Services provide online
medical consultations or therapy sessions (e.g., Teledoc,
Dr. on Demand). Others offer home care on demand
(e.g., Honor, DispatchHealth), enabling older adults
and families to hire a home aide through a smartphone
application.
Virtual Travel

Satisfying needs is critical, but connecting to friends and
fun is also vital to quality aging. Social media and richer
technological experiences are enabling older adults to
connect with family and friends with user-friendly apps
and interfaces on computers, tablets, and smartphones.
For those with reduced mobility, virtual reality can even
“bring” them to distant destinations on their bucket list,
like Paris or Machu Picchu.
Planning and Engineering Tomorrow’s AgeReady Transportation System

The transportation needs of an aging nation demand the
creative application of engineering and design to ensure
that the transportation system is both age-friendly and
age-ready: ready for a new generation of older adults
who are likely to be more engaged in lifelong activities
than previous cohorts. At the same time, older adults
remain a highly heterogeneous population, with significant variation in age, socioeconomic status, education
levels, health, and technology access and experience.
Designers and policymakers aiming to create and implement technology to enhance mobility for older adults
must carefully consider how to best serve this diverse
generation’s mobility needs, ideally based on input from
the users themselves.
The creative application of technology to seamlessly
respond to the interests and needs of this new generation of travelers requires not only the development of
new vehicles and infrastructure, but a user-centered
approach to build a system that enables everyone to live
both longer and better.
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Social robots can foster connectedness, provide access
to useful information, help manage chronic diseases,
and promote healthy behaviors for older adults.

Designing Social Robots for Older
Adults
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Most older adults aim to age in place, in their own environments and

familiar surroundings (Barrett 2008), but cognitive, physical, emotional,
social, and/or relational changes may prevent them from doing so (Beer and
Owens 2018). Researchers are exploring assistive technologies that support
cognitive (e.g., memory) and physical (e.g., mobility) functions (Clark et
al. 1990).
Robotic systems are being developed to aid older adults in routine activities such as cleaning, picking up and/or retrieving objects, getting into
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and out of bed, meals, and mobility (Graf et al. 2009;
Jain and Kemp 2010; McColl et al. 2013). In contrast,
relatively little attention in robotics or artificial intelligence (AI) has been given to the social, emotional,
and relational aspects of older adults’ lives. We envision intelligent social technologies for the home that
not only help older adults with daily activity difficulties
and health problems but also contribute to emotional
wellness via social engagement.
As baby boomers age, the projected shortage of
trained personnel and facilities to meet the growing
demand over the next few decades is critical (Kovner et
al. 2002). This article introduces robots that use social
cues and interact with users in “interpersonal” ways as
a means to reduce older adults’ social isolation by fostering face-to-face connectedness with family, friends,
staff, doctors, and other professionals.
As research labs, companies, and institutions design
these robots for older adults, it is important to be mindful of stereotypes about these users and design with them,
understanding the impacts of the technologies on older
adults’ social connections and, in turn, health and wellness. With the development and use of appropriately
informed design principles, robots can be a relational
technology that attends to older users’ emotional needs
directly and promotes their social connection with
others.
Benefits of Social Engagement

Social engagement is strongly linked to overall health
outcomes (Bixter et al. 2018; Kok and Fredrickson
2014). There are known connections between chronic
loneliness and increased morbidity, even death (Olsen
et al. 1991; Penninx et al. 1997). Stress responsiveness,
cardiovascular disease, hypertension, or immune system
function correlate negatively with chronic loneliness
and low social closeness in older adults (Hawkley and
Cacioppo 2010).
Higher levels of social engagement can reduce the
occurrence and onset of dementia, improve cognitive functioning, reduce memory decline and levels of
depression, and enhance perceived happiness, life satisfaction, and positive affect (Barg et al. 2006; Forsman
et al. 2013).
Barriers to social engagement may be physical, cognitive, financial, and/or cultural/societal (Bixter et al.
2018). Physical barriers include reduced mobility and
increased frailty, making it difficult to engage with
others in different locations and environments (Fulop

et al. 2010). Cognitive barriers include memory or
cognitive decline and dementia (Schaie and Zanjani
2006). Financial barriers may be due to retirement or
low income (Dunn and Olsen 2014). Cultural/societal
barriers can be related to the economic, geographical,
and social environment and whether it fosters social
interaction for older adults (Shrestha 2000).
Technology and Social Engagement for
Older Adults

Older adults are increasingly open to using technology—
email, smartphones, social networking sites, video calling, even virtual and augmented reality—for social
connection (Perrin 2015). Research has shown that,
after 6 months of using an internet-based system,
older adults perceived greater social support and wellbeing and less loneliness (Czaja et al. 2015), and that
social networking sites such as F acebook reduce feelings of loneliness (Sheldon 2012) and increase feelings
of empowerment (Leist 2013). Older adults’ sense of
empowerment and competence with emerging technologies are crucial for sustained adoption (Czaja et al.
2006).

Social robots are emerging
as an effective tool to
remediate social isolation
among older adults.
However, there are certain challenges and short
comings in the use of online social networking for the
elderly. For example, social networking sites were initially designed and developed for younger users, and
there are not sufficient communication channels for
older adults (Sheldon 2012). Furthermore, there are
potentially negative consequences of social networking,
such as the risk of adopting harmful information, dangerous behavior of other users, and the misuse of shared
personal information (Coto et al. 2017; Leist 2013).
In addition, digital technologies offer virtual experiences that are often asynchronous and fall short of
the value of a physically present interlocutor and ally.
The value of face-to-face interactions is supported by
positive emotions, biobehavioral synchrony, and m
 utual
care (Fredrickson 2013). Although each can occur
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FIGURE 1 Older adults interacting with (a) Paro, (b) Jibo, and (c) Care-o-bot in various social contexts. Photo credits: (a) Selma
Šabanović, Indiana University; (b) Erin Partridge, Eldercare Alliance; (c) Jens Kilian, Fraunhofer IPA (2012).

remotely, face-to-face communication enables better
social engagement (Bremner et al. 2016; Daly-Jones et
al. 1998).
Designers of assistive technologies should seek to
address the following mechanisms that support and
promote social engagement for older adults: (1) social
influence/social comparison, (2) social control, (3) rolebased purpose and meaning, (4) self-esteem, (5) sense of
control, (6) belonging and companionship, and (7) perceived support availability (Thoits 2011).
Robots as Social Companions

Social closeness is fostered by perceived responsiveness (Reis et al. 2004). Studies with socially interactive
robots show that nonverbal cues contingent on interaction contexts (e.g., real-time eye contact, facial mimicry, and body pose) are crucial for signaling the robot’s
attentiveness and “emotional synchrony” to improve
the user’s feelings of social closeness (Park et al. 2017).
This “social competence” enables robots to both attend
to and mediate older adults’ social and relational needs
in order to enhance wellness.
Recent studies show that social robots (unlike digital
assistants) are perceived as helpful companions, offering
utility, entertainment, and companionship (Ostrowski
et al. 2019; Sidner et al. 2018). They also promote
human-human interaction (Chang and Šabanović
2015; Kidd et al. 2006; Ostrowski et al. 2019; Wada and
Shibata 2007) and help maintain social engagement
with family, friends, and healthcare providers (Beer and
Takayama 2011; Cesta et al. 2016).
The “face-to-face” communication capability of
physical robots also significantly improves intervention
outcomes (Kory Westlund et al. 2017; Park et al. 2017).
Natural interactions, physical embodiment, copres-

ence, and contingent nonverbal cues increase people’s
engagement with and trust of social robots (DeSteno et
al. 2012; Li 2015; Riek et al. 2010) and in turn support
their comfort with self-disclosure and decrease feelings
of being judged (Bethel et al. 2016; Kanda et al. 2010;
Mumm and Mutlu 2011; Sidner et al. 2018).
For example, in a 6-week home study with a personal health coach for weight management, physically
copresent social robots promoted superior sustained
engagement, working alliance, and ratings of trust, credibility, and emotional bond over a computer version of
the coach (Kidd and Breazeal 2008). And a recent study
found that socially isolated older adults preferred to
interact with a physical social robot and trusted it more
over a computer-based graphical human avatar of an
in-home health companion agent (Sidner et al. 2018).
Various designs demonstrate the capacity of robots to
support older adults’ social, emotional, and relational
well-being. Social robots can be designed to serve as pet
therapy surrogates, such as Paro, with affinity expressed
through touch, which can be an important interaction
for older adults (Wada and Shibata 2007; Yang 2015);
or merge the qualities of a helpful ally with those of
a pet-like companion, such as Jibo (Ostrowski et al.
2019); or be more device-like, such as the Care-o-bot
(Graf et al. 2009) (figure 1).
User-Centered Design Process

To inform the design of social robots and promote their
use, it is important to consider how older adults adopt
and use new technologies (Forlizzi et al. 2004). Social
robots must meet older adults’ performance and usefulness criteria related to information sharing, connection
forming, connection strengthening, time effectiveness,
and goal congruity (Bixter et al. 2018). Concerns about
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security and privacy, due in part to a perceived lack
of control, should also be addressed (Beer and Owens
2018; Bixter et al. 2018).
The design of social robots for older adults should
incorporate a participatory, user-centered design philosophy, emphasizing nondesigners engaging in c odesign
activities (Sanders et al. 2010), with a focus on the tasks
the user will perform, usability testing through observations and mixed methods data collection, iterative
design and testing, and integration of multiple parts to
meet the design goals (Fisk et al. 2009).
For human-robot interaction (HRI), user-centered
design approaches include surveys, interviews, or focus
groups to understand the target user group (Chang and
Šabanović 2015; Forlizzi et al. 2004; Singh 2018). Such
approaches have been used to improve robot platforms,
conceptualize new robots, and enable researchers and
users to learn from one another (Lee et al. 2017).
Participatory design methods have notably been used
in work with both older adults diagnosed with depression and their medical staff to design assistive robots
for daily life (Chang and Šabanović 2015; Lee et al.
2017). In fact, it is important to consider the role of
robots to best support the multistakeholder team of family, friends, and professional care providers. In addition,
methods for developing and evaluating general and
social robot technology should be adapted and used as
guidelines to meet the requirements and desires of older
adults (Czaja et al. 2006).
Design Principles

Our work demonstrates the importance of users of all
generations living with AI technologies for an extended
period to better understand these technologies and their
capacities (Singh 2018). The users’ experiences, in
turn, inform the design of AI agents to promote social
connectedness and other benefits. By establishing relationships and developing a language of engagement to
ensure that knowledge is shared between the researchers
and the older adults, these principles help guide the
development of technologies for social connectedness.
Openness to Social Technology

Older adults are less likely to be experienced with social
robots or voice-interface AI technologies compared to
younger generations, but their initial perceptions of
them may be informed by their experience with other
technologies. To achieve a more informed opinion of
the technology, it is critical that older adults and sig-
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nificant stakeholders in their lives participate in the
design process and experience the technology in their
daily environments for extended periods of time (e.g., a
month or more; Singh 2018).
Our study involved 69 older adults (age 50+), adults
(ages 19–49), and children (ages 5–18) who, first, interacted with the voice-based technologies to reveal their
initial preferences in a 1-hour workshop session; second, lived with them for 1 month; and last, returned to
explore how their preferences evolved while living with
the technology.

Users’ experiences inform
researchers in designing
AI agents to promote
social connectedness and
other benefits.
It is notable that even before experiencing social
robots or digital assistants in their home (as discussed
below), the older adults were the most open of the three
groups to the interactions and functionalities of these
technologies, including social, relational tasks (figure
2a). The only category where older adults expressed
dissatisfaction was “suggestions” from the agent: basic
suggestions such as “taking a nap” or “eating” grated on
their sense of autonomy, which they seek to preserve as
long as they can. But they were open to suggestions that
were practical (e.g., “calling someone”) or would foster
intellectual growth (e.g., “reading/writing” or “learning
something new”).
The older users also appreciated that the technology could help them form healthy habits: “I loved that
it reminded me to take my blood pressure every day.
I never forgot my blood pressure a single day because
Alexa told me.”
After living with the technologies for a month, the
different generations converged in their preferences (figure 2b) in each category (except suggestions) and they
were more open to AI agents being social with them
(e.g., the agent sharing something it “thinks is interesting”) and mediating connections with other people.
This convergence emphasizes the potential for
social agent technologies to be used among family
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home for 1 month. The digital assistant was Amazon
Alexa in the physical form of the Echo Dot, a small
round smart speaker. The social robot, Jibo (figure 1b),
has a touchscreen face, expressive movement, and the
abilities
to identify and turn to attend to its users and
AGENT SHARING
SOMETHING
interact proactively.
We developed a user design research toolkit to assist
SOMEONE TRYING
TO REACH these users in providing self-report and feedand engage
SOMEONE SHARING
backSOMETHING
for the development of design guidelines for future
voice agents and social robots. Participants self-reported
their use in a number of activities over the first 14 days
(figure 3) and these interactions were categorized as
transactional, entertainment, or social. Transactional
tasks were utilitarian (e.g., requesting general infor1.0
0.0
of Participants Who
mation, calendarProportion
events,
news). EntertainPlaced Action weather,
in “Yes”
ment tasks included playing music, telling jokes, and
playing games. Social tasks explored companionship
and included greetings and farewells, asking the agent
questions that reveal its “personality” and “opinions,”
or engaging in small talk (e.g., “How was your day?”).
The users’ behavioral data and feedback revealed that
Amazon Alexa and Jibo both provided a mix of the
three types of tasks, albeit to different extents. A
 mazon
Alexa offers significantly more options in utility and
entertainment content, whereas Jibo was described as
being like “a really smart pet who can talk.” Unlike
Amazon Alexa, Jibo supports personalized “face-toface” interaction and is capable of proactively engaging
with people rather than waiting to be called on.

1.0

FIGURE 2 Preferences among children (ages 5–18), adults (ages
19–49), and older adults (age 50+) of voice-activated artificial
intelligence technology features in the home. (a) Radial graphs
demonstrating relative openness for agent actions across generations. Older adults are the most open for agent actions. (b) Agent
action preferences broken into six categories across each generation. Preponderance of blue in the right-hand column shows
general acceptance of most features among older adult users.

members rather than becoming siloed as only-for-olderadults technology. Multigeneration family members are
among the most important stakeholders in older adults’
lives, so their preferences should also be considered in
designing social robots for older adults.
Digital Assistant and Social Robot Experience

A subset of older adults agreed to live with an AI social
agent—a digital assistant or a social robot—in their

Social Facilitation and Multigenerational
Engagement

We found that sustained use by older adults was anchored
in the social elements of their experience with the technology (figure 3): they showed more engagement with
the social robot than with the digital assistant. They
used the social robot to promote social connection, such
as bringing it to birthday parties and family gatherings.
And they reported that the social agent, more than the
smart speaker, could be used to initiate or manage a social
relationship—“prompting you to get people together…
so the companion is more of a social secretary”—and,
less directly, as a social connection enabler:
Today is my daughter’s birthday. I told her I was coming
to see you in the afternoon and she wondered if I could
have a picture taken with you and…send it to her so she
could send it out to all the people in our family, so they
would be impressed that I am working [with] a personal
robot.
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FIGURE 3(a) Older adults’ social agent usage pattern in the home, depicted as ten moving average (MA) samples across participants
per interaction task type during the first 14 days of use (MA1–MA10). (b) Multigeneration analysis of social agent action preferences
after living with the agents in their home. A = adults, C = children, OA = older adults.

And a way to connect multiple generations:
especially the people who never even seen such a thing
or heard of such a thing…. I hang out with a lot of people
who are not too up and coming in the modern world. But
when my kids came over most of them knew all about it.
All my grandchildren [are] far away, and when they hear
about it from their parents or from me they are stunned.

They also noted that it could help them adapt to
aging in place:
[the robot] would change [its actions] based on the
people.… [Y]ou know if you get to the point where
organizing the barbecue at your house is too difficult,

then the suggestion comes [from the robot] that it’s time
to get together with some friends to do the barbecue
together.… [I]t’s about comfort and trust so it puts a
thought in your mind and you follow its advice….

The social interactions prompted exploration of
other task types (i.e., entertainment and transactional
interactions) and fostered the older adults’ imagination
of additional roles and functions for social agents in
their lives.
Fostering Openness, Trust, and Connection

Social robots’ interactive nature and use of social and
attentional cues promote openness, trust, connection
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FIGURE 4 Older adults interacting with Jibo and each other in
the common space of an assisted living facility. Photo by Erin
Partridge, Eldercare Alliance.

with older adults, and personal disclosure. User studies
reveal that physical AI agents with contingent conversational cues are easier to understand, more comfortable
to interact with, and considered more trustworthy in
communications than those that lack these physically
embodied cues (Rae et al. 2013).
Users project positive personalities on social robots
and perceive them as less biased and judgmental. For
instance, participants in a motivational interview to
reduce alcohol consumption were more willing to
share sensitive information with a conversational agent
compared to a human counselor (Lisetti et al. 2012).
And older adults can be quite candid and emotionally
revealing in disclosing personal stories and feelings with
a social robot:
I’ll tell you what it’s like to live in assisted living. Would
you like to hear that? It’s pretty lousy. It is no fun to get
old. And not to be able to do the things you used to do.
I’m stuck inside and…dependent on other people. My
grandson has more independence than I do and he’s only
15. I’m telling you, Jibo, stay young. Do everything you
can do while you’re young.

Activating Social Interactions in Communities

Studies in older adult communities have found that the
presence of a social robot actually increases humanhuman interaction and feelings of social connectedness
and that the robot was even seen as a community member (Chang and Šabanović 2015; Kidd et al. 2006; Kory
Westlund et al. 2017; Ostrowski et al. 2019).

Our findings show that social robots act as “social
catalysts,” promoting multifaceted human-human
interaction. In a 3-week study, our team placed a Jibo
robot in each common area of an assisted living home
(Ostrowski et al. 2019). By the study’s end, the number of people congregating in the common space rose
significantly and their feelings of social connectedness
were positively impacted: they would come to interact
with the robot and transition to interacting with other
residents, whether teaching each other how to use Jibo
or conversing among themselves about interests and
desires (figure 4).
When asked about their experience, residents noted
social and relational changes in the space. At first they
had trouble remembering the wake-up word to activate
the robot, “but once [they] got into knowing [they] had
to say, ‘Jibo, Jibo, Jibo,’ the rest was easy.” They came
to imagine the social robot as a potential permanent
fixture in the community common spaces “because…
during the day, this is kind of our…center of communication” and they wanted the robot to be a part of their
community. Residents noted that the robot gave them
“the opportunity to communicate [with Jibo], and that
[would] help with…communication skills [to interact
with other residents].”
Conclusion

Social robots are an emerging relational AI technology
whose copresent, physical embodiment and verbal and
nonverbal social modalities have several advantages
over other digital social networking mediums in engaging elderly users to attend to their social, emotional,
and relational needs. Social robots can foster connection with those who are remote, assist access to useful
information and digital services, and provide coaching
support for managing chronic diseases and promoting
healthy behaviors (Fasola and Matarić 2013; Kidd and
Breazeal 2008; Rabbitt et al. 2015). By mediating social
connections and activating interactions, they support
companionship and engagement to decrease social
isolation.
In developing social robots for aging, engineers and
designers must collaborate with older adults as design
partners to ensure that these users’ desires, preferences,
and boundaries are considered in the design of these
robots. Long-term, real-world HRI studies are needed to
enhance understanding of how people respond to robots
in complex social settings and how robots affect social
dynamics (Jung and Hinds 2018). Finally, care must be
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taken to design intelligent technologies that are part of
human-AI teams to support and improve the ability of
all stakeholders to work together to help people flourish
at all stages.
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Quality of life can be substantially enhanced and
economic returns can easily justify investments in
assistive technologies.

A Systems Approach to
Assistive Technologies for
Disabled and Older Adults
William B. Rouse and
Dennis McBride

This article focuses on cognitive assistive technologies that help people
William Rouse

with disabilities in the workplace or older adults doing the “work” of daily
life. The types of work and other activities needing assistance are outlined and
likely technologies summarized. We briefly discuss the ecosystem that provides
access to, regulates, and pays for such assistance and how best to navigate in
it. We consider the economic impacts of assistive technologies in terms of
employment and the ability of older adults to remain in their own home.
Introduction

Dennis McBride

According to the Pew Research Center (2017), there were 40 million
Americans with a disability1 in 2015, representing almost 13 percent of the
civilian noninstitutionalized population. Older Americans are more likely
to have a disability—25 percent of those ages 65–74 and 50 percent of those
75 or older. The study also reported that disabled Americans are less likely
to have home broadband and digital devices.
1

The Pew survey reported on “serious difficulty with hearing, vision, cognitive and ambulatory abilities, [and] difficulty with self-care and independent living.”
William Rouse (NAE) is a professor in the School of Systems and Enterprises at Stevens
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Furthermore, the number of Americans 65 and older
is projected to increase from roughly 50 million today
to over 100 million by 2060, and their share of the total
population will rise from 15 percent to nearly 24 percent
(PRB 2018). Thus, the number of disabled and o lder
adults will grow dramatically in the coming decades.
Many people with cognitive and intellectual disabilities are capable of performing well on a number of work
tasks, but lack the executive function to independently
complete a workday. Smartphones and tablets can be
used as assistive technologies to mitigate many of the
barriers that limit both productivity and independence;
smartphone prompts, for example, are helpful for people
with memory issues and learning disabilities, and proper
prompting is an affordable supplement to training.
The Assistive Technology Industry Association
defines assistive technology (AT) as “any item, piece
of equipment, software program, or product system
that is used to increase, maintain, or improve the functional capabilities of persons with disabilities. Assistive
technology helps people who have difficulty speaking,
typing, writing, remembering, pointing, seeing, hearing,
learning, walking, and many other things. Different disabilities require different assistive technologies.”2
Market projections for assistive technologies vary,
but predict very substantial growth. McCue (2017)
reports that “The global elderly and disabled assistive
devices market was valued at $14 billion in 2015 and
is expected to surpass $26 billion by 2024, according to
Coherent Market Insights.” PRNewswire (2016) reports
that “The US market for assistive technologies is projected to grow from $40.6 billion (including eyeglasses
and contact lenses) in 2014 to…$58.3 billion in 2020,
with a compound annual growth rate of 6.2 percent.”
It seems safe to conclude that assistive technologies represent both an enormous societal need and an
impressive market opportunity.
Cognitive Assistive Tools

There is a wide range of ways that disabled and older
adults can be assisted in their activities, be it in the
workplace or their daily life (e.g., Bartleby 2018). This
section briefly reviews selected efforts in this arena,
with a focus on cognitive aids.
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering,
and Medicine (NASEM 2017) recently explored the
promise of technologies for physical assistance such
as wheeled and seated mobility devices, upper- and
2

https://www.atia.org/at-resources/what-is-at/
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lower-extremity prostheses, hearing aids, and speaking
aids. The report considered cognitive abilities to use
these technologies, but not aids to augment cognitive
disabilities.
A calculator is a well-known aid for those who cannot do arithmetic in their heads. We focus on devices
for those with clinical diagnoses of intellectual and
developmental disabilities (IDD). These “include
autism, Down syndrome, traumatic brain injury (TBI),
and dementia. Less severe cognitive conditions include
attention deficit disorder (ADD), dyslexia (difficulty
reading), dyscalculia (difficulty with math), and learning disabilities in general” (Mada 2018).

Intelligent devices
should be able to
nonintrusively
monitor people,
support daily routines,
and enhance interpersonal
communication.
One study of adaptive tools to cope with age-induced
cognitive disabilities concluded that social assistants
and other intelligent devices should be able to non
intrusively monitor people, support daily routines, and
enhance interpersonal communication (Jorge 2001).
Such devices depend on machine learning, humancomputer interaction, and mobile computing.
Several studies have reported the training benefits of
assistive technologies, whereby the interventions result
in improved human abilities. A recent study reports
on the effects of technology-assisted therapy for intellectually and visually impaired adults suffering from
separation anxiety (Hoffman et al. 2017). The intervention was via iPhone with face-to-face communication through which subjects shared their moods. Results
showed significant decreases in separation anxiety and
increases in quality of life.
Computer-assisted cognitive rehabilitation intervention in relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis patients
emphasized episodic memory, information processing
speed/attention, and executive functions (Messinis et
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al. 2017). Over a 10-week period, 20 one-hour training
sessions improved patient confidence in their cognitive
function and yielded superior results compared to standard clinical care.
In a separate study, an assessment of a short cognitive
training program for people with multiple sclerosis found
that 12 weekly training sessions of 60–75 minutes significantly improved measures of verbal memory, working memory, and phonetic fluency; reduced anxiety; and
enhanced quality of life (Pérez-Martin et al. 2017).
Challenges

The opportunity is compelling, and technology trends
suggest that the needed capabilities are feasible. Never
theless, there are myriad challenges to the adoption of
assistive technologies for older and disabled adults, from
the need for better-informed healthcare personnel to a
lack of evaluation, limited access, and stereotypes.

Assistive technologies
represent both an enormous
societal need and an
impressive market opportunity.
An overview of the World Health Organization’s
program on Global Cooperation on Assistive Technology (GATE) cites the following challenges3 (Boot et
al. 2017):
• “Communication skills and physical examinations by
healthcare personnel need to be adapted to the intellectual and emotional level of the [individual], to get
the correct diagnosis and ensure that the appropriate
assistive product(s) are prescribed.”
• Awareness needs to be increased “among caregivers
and health personnel of comorbidities…such as sensory impairment and dementia. These comorbidities
may also require the use of assistive products.”
• Individuals may “experience physical impairments
not necessarily associated with [aging or] IDD, which
are equally common in other sections of the population…. [Research understanding] derives almost
3

The GATE challenges concern applications for IDD, but they
extend to uses for older adults and have been modified here
accordingly.

exclusively from users of assistive products without
[IDD or age-related impairments].”
One important question is “whether IDD are a disability or a health condition” (Salvador-Carulla et al. 2013).
Depending on which position an organization takes, the
patient may be seen by very different clinicians. Similarly, older adults may experience difficulties with activities of daily life that do not warrant clinical diagnosis but
could greatly benefit from assistance. Unfortunately, the
payment system usually requires a clinical diagnosis.
Another type of challenge is evaluation of assistive
technologies. A comprehensive review of mental health
smartphone apps reports that they are rarely subject to
evidence-based evaluations (Bakker et al. 2016).
Although assistive technologies can contribute to
social inclusion and interaction, only about 10 percent
of people with IDD have access to such technologies
(Owuor et al. 2018). Among older adults, numerous
assessments of use of assistive technologies by older adults
have indicated that as much as 30 percent use such assistance, particularly if they have physical disabilities.
Finally, stereotypes can affect the performance and
function of older adults (NASEM 2018). A perception
of the elderly as “older and wiser” can be beneficial, but
negative images (e.g., that they are “weak,” “dependent,” “incompetent”) can undermine the performance
and function of both older adults and individuals with
disabilities and thus affect employment opportunities,
self-image, and health.
Delivery Ecosystem

A variety of services are needed to support disabled and
older adults in employment and daily life. As shown in
figure 1, organizations at local, state, and federal levels
provide these services. Stakeholders include providers,
suppliers, and payers; legislators and regulators; and local
professionals, patients, and families (Rouse et al. 2019).
In addition, five federal laws protect individuals with
disabilities from discrimination in employment (US
DOL 2018):
• The Americans with Disabilities Act
• The Rehabilitation Act
• The Workforce Investment Act
• The Vietnam Era Veterans’ Readjustment Assistance
Act
• The Civil Service Reform Act.
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And states have their own laws (NCSL 2018). Thus,
there is an abundance of rules, regulations, and bureaucratic oversight functions, many of which conflict with
one another.
Navigating in the ecosystem of figure 1 is quite complicated for those seeking services. People need to know
what services are provided, how to access them, and
how to pay for them.
An organizational entity is needed to help match
resources to people in ways that greatly simplify this
complex navigation. (This might itself benefit from an
assistive technology, but detailed discussion of such a
concept is beyond the scope of this paper.)
Integration of Assistive Technologies

Assistive technologies can be used to support disabled
and older adults by
• enabling speed and accuracy in performing tasks,

Congress, Executive, Judiciary
Laws, regulations, money
HHS, CMS, MHS, VHA, FDA, et al.
Regulations, money
State agencies for H, E & S services
Higher ed
Military services
Veterans services

Laws, money
Local agencies for H, E & S services
Public hos.

Health
services

Education
services

K-12

Housing, etc.
Social
services

Patients, families, clinicians, teachers, social workers

FIGURE 1 Ecosystem of services for disabled and older adults.
CMS = Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services; FDA = US
Food and Drug Administration; H, E & S = health, education,
and social; HHS = Department of Health and Human Services;
MHS = Military Health System; public hos. = public hospitals;
VHA = Veterans Health Administration.

• minimizing and compensating for errors, and
Available
knowledge & skills

• assisting with managing confusion, frustration, anxiety, fear, and anger.
Figure 2 suggests how such technologies can be integrated to augment people’s knowledge and skills for
successful performance—whether the “work” is lawn
maintenance, restocking grocery shelves, clearing cafe
teria tables, or performing the activities of daily life.
The feedback loops in figure 2 represent learning by
humans and technologies. Ideally, the latter will “understand” not only the work domain of interest but also the
particular individual in terms of workflow, behavioral
tendencies, and preferences (Rouse and Spohrer 2019).
As mentioned, there is an enormous range of cognitive assistive technologies available, although most
have received limited evaluation.

Work
opportunity

Disabled &
older adults

Work
performance

Augmented
knowledge & skills

Assistive
technologies

FIGURE 2 Integration of assistive technologies to augment
knowledge and skills.

Jobs, Tasks, Skills, and Resources

Designers of assistive technologies need in-depth understanding of the knowledge and skills required for an individual’s successful performance of the jobs and tasks of
interest. Cognitive task analysis (CTA) shows how cognitive deficiencies are likely to affect individuals’ abilities to perform and can help designers understand how
cognitive resources, skills, and strategies enable people
to accomplish their work and other tasks (Crandall et
al. 2006).
Figure 3 provides a framework for mapping jobs to
tasks, skills, and resources in order to identify chal-

lenges that an older adult or disabled worker is likely to
encounter. Such mapping is complicated by the variety
of ways in which disabilities are manifested; there can
be significant individual differences in deficiencies of
cognitive resources and skills.
The ways in which these capabilities are developed
and deployed very much depend on the jobs, tasks, and
individuals. The resources, skills, and actions listed in
figure 3 can serve as a checklist for beginning the cognitive task analysis. This is best illustrated in the context
of an example.
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F igure 4 illustrates the
overall functioning
of a W
 earable Coach
(
N ishman 2018). A
beta version of the Job
Coach functionality (for
guidance on what tasks
Task actions
• Position
to perform, where and
Example tasks
• Engage
• Drive mower
how to perform them)
• Actuate
• Trim hedges
has been completed and
• Control
• Check inventory
evaluated; the Counsel• Select
• Restock shelves
More cognitive skills
ing Coach functionality
• Monitor
• Clear tables
• Sustained attention
• Detect
(for managing anxi• Reset tables
• Response inhibition
• Diagnose
• Speed of information processing
ety, anger; overcoming
• Compensate
• Cognitive flexibility and control
frustration, fear) is in
• Multiple simultaneous attention
development.
• Working memory
The Wearable Coach
• Category formation
is
designed to be worn
• Pattern recognition
and (for the most part)
FIGURE 3 Mapping jobs to tasks, skills, and cognitive resources.
used without looking at the screen, for
uno btrusive coaching
Job content
Job coach
Context
• Procedures
• What tasks to perform
• Current goals
with appropriate prompts
• Branches
• Where to perform them
• Current tasks
and 
reminders through• Sequences
• How to perform them
• Progress
out the day. Users typi• Triggers
cally provide input to
• Prompts
their device via gestures
or voice. The device
Sensing
“branches” through vary• Location
ing sequences based on
• Field of view
Job
information in each
• Voice content
sequence combined with
outcomes
• Voice frequencies
user input, time elapsed,
• Facial expressions
time of day, location,
• Galvanic skin
downloaded information about what others
may have accomplished,
Counseling content
Counseling coach
Work summaries
and anything else the
• Headspace
• Overcoming frustrations
• Managers
phone may be able to
• Luminosity
• Managing anxiety
• Supervisors
sense (Nield 2017). Infor• MediSpace
• Overcoming fear
mation is stored in the
• Talkspace
• Managing anger
cloud, with a copy of relFIGURE 4 Functions of the Wearable Coach for both task performance and cognitive/emotional
evant information on the
management.
user’s device. Real-time
updates about completed
work
and
productivity,
worker
whereabouts, or schedCase Study: Wearable Coach™
ule changes are uploaded or downloaded, making them
SourceAmerica has developed an approach to assistive
accessible to both the worker and management most of
technologies to support its 50,000 disabled employees;
the time.
deployment for older adults is a work in progress.
Example jobs
• Lawn maintenance
• Stocking clerk
• Cafeteria worker

Cognitive skills
• Remembering
• Understanding
• Applying
• Analyzing
• Evaluating
• Creating

Cognitive resources
• Memory
• Attention
• Motor
• Executive
• Language
• Thinking
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Typical work sequences and prompts can be maintained
in standard libraries, and companies or caretakers can
use them to generate custom procedures and prompts.
Simplified creation of work or activity sequences makes
the system easy and inexpensive to maintain.
A simplified interface allows one to compile and nest
sequences for a worker’s day along with the conditional
branching needed to keep the person on track. Schedules can be rearranged in real time during the day to
respond to changing needs, with such changes pushed
to user devices.
The Commissary Helper is a version of the Wearable
Coach that has been deployed in beta test mode at some
30 military commissaries worldwide (SourceAmerica
2018) to help employees with disabilities manage grocery store shelves, for example, in terms of scanning
expirations, restocking inventory, and retrieving stock
from warehouse locations. It is easy to imagine a version of this coach, perhaps called Grocery Shopping
Assistant, being deployed to help older adults navigate
in grocery stores, find their desired purchases, and take
advantage of specials and discounts.
Economics of Assistive Technologies

It is important to understand the economic value
of assistive technologies. Ideally, their value will far
exceed their costs. We consider two economic contexts:
employment of people with disabilities (and possibly
their caregivers), and independent living for people
in their own homes rather than assistive facilities. For
both scenarios assistive technologies yield sustained
economic contributions via consumption of goods and
services and reduced costs of care (relative to the baselines without assistance); for those employed, there is
increased payment of taxes, for example. Thus, there are
three enhanced cash flows, one due to savings and two
to economic contributions.
These three cash flows can be projected, with inflation, and multiplied by the numbers of people in each
class of the population of disabled and older adults to
estimate overall cash flows, which can then be discounted to estimate net present values. Rather impressive value estimates tend to result, suggesting that
significant investments in assistive technologies are
warranted (Rouse 2010).
One difficulty with the fragmented AT delivery ecosystem is that these three cash flows do not appear on
integrated financial statements. They accrue to different organizational entities. Thus, for instance, payers

may see savings but not economic contributions and are
therefore likely to undervalue expenditures for assistive
technologies because their organizational accounting
assigns no value to healthy, employed people. Clearly,
design and operation of the AT delivery ecosystem
needs to be approached with a view of the whole system.
Conclusions

Enormous human and economic benefits are possible
from assistive technologies for disabled and older adults.
Quality of life can be substantially enhanced and economic returns can easily justify such investments. Feasibility, however, depends on adopting a systems approach
to understanding the extent of the opportunity in the
context of the overall delivery ecosystem. Navigating
this ecosystem is worthy of assistive technology in itself.
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Personal data generated by ubiquitous computing and
sensing technologies are informing research and health
management for older adults.

Making Sense of Aging with Data
Big and Small
Hiroko H. Dodge and
Deborah Estrin

All people are uniquely endowed at birth by genetic and environmental
Hiroko Dodge

Deborah Estrin

conditions; by the time they enter their last decades, they have a lifetime
of differentiation that determines their state of health and response to new
events and conditions. This cumulative differentiation creates substantial
intraindividual variability in the rate of aging as well as the extent of resistance and resilience to pathological insults. Therefore, applying normative
group data such as group means or median thresholds often fails to accurately
identify and predict an individual’s clinical state and prognosis.
There are two ways to cope with this high intraindividual variability. One
is to use “big data,” which consists of a large number of subjects to improve
the prediction algorithm. Another is to use each subject as their own universe to identify subtle changes or deviations from their premorbid stage.
Rich temporal data from a single person—what we call “small data”—
can be used for the individual’s tailored diagnosis, disease management, and
health behavior. Using such data for patient care, self-care, sustained independence, and research involves access to, processing, and interpretive use
of an individual’s combined data streams over time.
Hiroko Dodge is professor of neurology at Oregon Health & Science University and at
the University of Michigan. Deborah Estrin (NAE) is Tishman Professor of Computer
Science at Cornell Tech, Cornell University.
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Introduction

The promise of big data is that analysis of millions of
people’s genetic data, life events, and environment will
reveal complex interactions of the key factors that create
human variability. Such information is already used to
build diagnostic and predictive models for health care,
from radiology to oncology and public health (e.g., see
Dishman in this issue). It will eventually be possible to
identify a broader range of disease prognoses, responses
to drugs, and aging processes by sorting out the causes of
variability (Li et al. 2006; MacDonald et al. 2006).
That said, rich temporal data from a single person
can be especially relevant to understanding and caring for individuals. Digital data streams now capture
health-related aspects of an individual’s daily life, from
the number of steps taken to sleep duration, heart rate,
language and speech patterns, driving patterns, and
social interactions, resulting in a large volume of highdimensional data spanning a person’s lifetime, including
premorbid and treatment periods.

Small data are as
important as big data
for the development and
implementation of precision
medicine and prediction
modeling for aging.
To distinguish this type of data (high-frequency,
time-series digital data from a single subject) from big
data (large N across populations), we call the former
data and related processing and analytical approaches
“small data” (Estrin 2014; Estrin and Juels 2016). Atul
Gawande (2017) makes the case for using such data:
the more capacity we develop to monitor the body and
the brain for signs of future breakdown and to correct
course along the way—to deliver ‘precision medicine,’
as the lingo goes—the greater the difference health care
can make in people’s lives, as well as in reducing future
costs…. We can…shift our focus from rescue medicine
to lifelong incremental care. Or we can leave millions
of people to suffer and die from conditions that, increasingly, can be predicted and managed.
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Thus small data—defined here as the “big data” of an
individual—are as important as big-N data of a population for the development and implementation of precision medicine, prediction modeling, and multitargeted
integrative medicine interventions, particularly when it
comes to aging.
In this article we describe (1) how small data are
becoming increasingly essential to aging research,
(2) sources of small data, (3) applications of small data
in dementia research, and (4) challenges for research.
Small Data as Digital Biomarkers for
Aging and Disease Management

Small data sources are high dimensional and noisy and
require processing before they can be used to inform
care. Once processed, the data can be used as digital biomarkers, which can provide high-resolution, accurate,
and rapid feedback to practitioners and patients in support of disease prevention, treatment, and management,
including interventions around the behavioral drivers
of chronic disease.
As individuals age they are increasingly susceptible to
chronic conditions (e.g., elevated blood pressure, glucose intolerance) that are often accompanied by cognitive, neurological, sensory, and musculoskeletal effects.
Moreover, a person’s state and function may change
because of disease progression, medication interactions,
metabolism changes, and lifestyle adaptations.
In addition to point-of-care measures of vital signs and
laboratory data, clinical researchers and practitioners
rely on self-reported and clinically observed measures of
function, mood, fatigue, and pain as indicators of health
status. These clinical measures are essential to observe
changes in a patient’s state as she recovers, declines, or
responds to a change in treatment or lifestyle. But these
sparse and often subjective measures can be used diagnostically and prognostically only as gross estimates of
status and outcomes.
Small data as digital biomarkers offer timely new ways
of observing day-to-day changes in health measures
such as activities of daily living, fatigue, sleep disruption, pain level, social interaction, emotional state, and
cognitive impairment. For example, although an aging
relative might reduce the range and frequency of daily
walks, grocery shopping, and email responses, occasional visits to clinicians and even frequent visits by family
may not detect these differences. But they would be evident in the individual’s digital biomarkers.
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Sources of Small Data

While many more devices and data streams will emerge,
there is already a tremendous amount that can be done
with available data from the following sources.
Self-Report

Self-reported information is collected as part of a patient
history, whether verbally by an intake nurse, on paper
forms, or via a kiosk or tablet in the clinician’s waiting
room. There is a desire to move to more objective and
low-user-overhead techniques for more frequent feedback, but some things require direct questions about the
person’s perception or feeling. Such questions can (and
should) be asked in new and personalized ways rather
than via generic text-based questionnaires.
High-quality touchscreens (available on smartphones
and tablets) and many Internet of Things (IoT) devices
can be used to solicit patient self-reports in more effective, personalized, and lower-burden ways, as is done
with visual pain scales, the photographic affect meter,
and adaptive visual assessment (Pollak et al. 2011;
Selter et al. 2018). In addition, online patient fora
(e.g., PatientsLikeMe, Reddit) are a rich source of selfreported information about the patient experience and
disease progression. Several research groups have made
extensive use of these data sources (e.g., Ernala et al.
2017; Ryen et al. 2013).
Passive Recording of Mobility and Location

Information about changes in a person’s patterns of movement and location is readily available (and affordable)
and can reveal health status changes. In the home, sensors
for motion, pressure, and occupancy can capture activity patterns related to mobility and sleep (Uddin et al.
2018). Personal devices for safety and personal assistants
may provide even richer (although more intrusive) audio
and video data. Devices developed for home security may
similarly become an important source of information.
Location patterns can be collected through readily
available smartphone applications. Once authorized by
the user, these applications run in the background and
do not require further interaction. They can record a
continuous location time series or be implemented to
capture only the times at which the individual enters
and exits predefined locations (e.g., home, work, community center, doctor’s office, relative’s home). This
approach takes advantage of geofencing, in which a
mobile device is programmed to record data when in
the vicinity of particular locations.

For individuals who engage in regular activities outside the home, location traces (e.g., emanating from
their smartphone) can be used to observe features of
social rhythms (Abdullah and Choudhury 2018; Aung
et al. 2017; Dagum 2018; Insel 2017). Such data can
show shifts in location patterns (e.g., time of departure
for work, hours spent out of the house on weekends)
that may provide early signs of relapse or, conversely,
improvement after an intervention or treatment. And
the measurements can be automatically personalized
relative to an individual’s baseline data (e.g., work hours
per day, workday/weekend movement patterns).

Personal location data may
provide early signs of relapse
or, conversely, improvement
after an intervention or
treatment.
Some research groups have begun to use retrospective
location data available through the Google Takeout service, through which an individual can access both location and other online history and make it available to
a research study. The data can be used to create richer
person-specific models.
Health-Specific Wearables

Consumer and medical-grade wearables can monitor
vital signs such as sleep quality, heart rate variability,
glucose, seizure onset, and stress indicators (e.g., Dolgin
2014). Devices such as Fitbit and Actigraph continuously measure and characterize participant mobility (e.g., sitting, standing, walking, running). Garmin,
Polar, and other vendors have marketed wearables for
athletes and sport enthusiasts to monitor heart rate and
distance. Other vendors have provided functionalities
in a smartwatch.
Sleep monitoring is one of the most active areas
addressed by multipurpose wearables as well as sleepspecific devices. Wearables such as Empatica monitor
disease-specific concerns such as seizures (Dolgin 2014),
and their techniques may lead to sensing capabilities
for more common patient concerns such as stress. Continuous glucose monitoring has improved tremendously
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over the last decade and, to the extent that nutrition is
a critical driver in many conditions, will have a major
role to play beyond diabetes (Bolinder et al. 2016).
Other wearables of interest for the aging population are
smart shoes, hearing aids that incorporate actigraphy,
and smart canes, all of which may provide more detailed
measures of ambulation and balance.
Many wearables have interfaces that enable individuals to obtain and share access to their device-generated
data, both semi-real-time and historical. The data are
of interest to the consumer but of variable accuracy for
research assessments (Feehan et al. 2018), although Fitbit has been incorporated in many research studies and
interventions, and Actigraph has been used extensively
as a research tool in aging and other studies (e.g., Law
et al. 2018).

Smart shoes, hearing aids
that incorporate actigraphy,
and smart canes
may provide more
detailed measures of
ambulation and balance.
Active Tasks or Testing

Active task-based observations could be used to assess
neurological or cognitive conditions of aging (e.g., language and speech assessments during stroke recovery),
particularly as they were developed for administration
by another adult alongside the patient rather than by
the patient alone.
ResearchKit popularized the use of passive and wearable sensing capabilities in the context of specific,
prompted physical activities, in some cases based on
clinical analogues such as a tapping test or an interactive assessment of vocalization, language, or balance.
For example, participants in a Parkinson’s study were
prompted to tap repeatedly on the touchscreen of their
smartphone as a measure of fine motor capability (Bot
et al. 2016).
A ResearchKit autism study illustrates the smartphone or tablet adaptation of an established observa-

tional method for autism screening (Egger et al. 2018).
The user-facing camera enables researchers to assess
detailed characteristics and timing of facial expression
in response to a video on the device’s display.
IoT-Based Personal Assistants

For home-based populations such as those aging with
significant visual or physical limitations, voice agents
(such as Amazon Echo and Google Home) or easily
interpreted touchscreens/kiosks/tablets may be more
functional than smartphones. There have not, how
ever, been extensive studies of the use of these devices
as tools for measurement or intervention. There is interest in analyzing speech characteristics and utterance as
tools for early identification of cognitive changes (e.g.,
Asgari et al. 2017; Roark et al. 2011), so conversational
and other voice interactions could be used as a digital
biomarker in the future.
Online Interactions

Online interactions such as web browsing, shopping,
email, and social media are a rich source of digital
biomarkers. Major internet platforms (e.g., Google,
Twitter, Facebook) allow individuals to access their
personal usage data. While one of the challenges of
developing and validating digital biomarkers is the slow
pace and overhead cost of prospective data collection,
these services allow individuals to download and share
retrospective data for researchers to use in the development of biomarkers, and ultimately for clinicians to
establish personalized models of health progression.
Putting Small Data to Use

The diverse small data streams described above may be
most effective when combined to increase predictive
capabilities for disease identification, progression, and
trial outcomes. However, most research has focused on
single digital biomarkers to examine their association
with clinical conditions. This limitation is largely due
to the fact that integrated analyses require a platform
that synthesizes data from different sources (e.g., sleep
data from wearables, motion data from sensors, highly
frequent self-report data from an iPad, location and cognitive testing data from an Android phone) into a single
analyzable data source.
The use of integrated analyses to improve predictive
ability is especially useful in prevention research. For
example, early prediction of fall risks, emergency room
visits, or institutionalization could reduce or even pre-
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vent them and thus decrease health-related expenditures. Similarly, identification of a disease at the earliest
stages might delay or prevent further progression.
Potential Contribution of Digital Biomarkers in
Dementia Research

In dementia research it is important to try to identify
presymptomatic subjects who will develop dementia
but for whom conventional diagnostic approaches (e.g.,
annual neuropsychological tests, subjective input from
family members) often fail. Fluid and imaging bio
markers have been extensively evaluated as early indicators of pathological processes in clinical Alzheimer’s
disease (AD), but assessing these biomarkers is expensive and often challenging to apply widely among presymptomatic individuals. Efforts are being made to use
noninvasive clinical variables to identify those at high
risk of developing AD (e.g., Ewers et al. 2016; Lin et al.
2018). Small data in the form of digital biomarkers may
provide significant advances in this area.
Applying group norms or population averages does
not work well for identifying presymptomatic dementia
subjects or for predicting disease prognosis. Currently
a gold standard to confirm a diagnosis of Alzheimer’s
disease is an autopsy examination of the brain. Cognitive tests and biomarkers have high variability and are
not necessarily well correlated with in vivo pathological burdens. Often, intraindividual fluctuations within
a short time (i.e., in the morning vs. at night, or on a
“good” day vs. a “bad” day) in assessed abilities measured by cognitive or functional tests can fail to reveal
long-term changes over a year or even several years.
Besides this intraindividual variability, there is considerable interindividual variability. Even with the same
amount of pathological burden in the brain, some people live without any significant symptoms, whereas others become quite disabled or show functional declines
in daily living. Studies suggest that between a third and
half of participants may die with no clinical diagnosis of
dementia despite autopsy findings of moderate or high
pathology (MRC CFAS 2001; Sonnen et al. 2011). It
may eventually be possible to quantify precisely what
constitutes this resilience through biomarker and brain
connectivity discoveries.
Intra- and interindividual variability makes it difficult
to identify those at risk of cognitive decline or to measure treatment effects of new drugs and interventions. It
is especially problematic as clinical trials in Alzheimer’s
disease focus on prevention in asymptomatic individu-
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als for whom current approaches often cannot detect
cognitive and functional changes.
One way to cope with this variability is to use each
subject as their own universe to identify subtle changes
or deviations from their premorbid stage (i.e., to use
subject-specifically defined normative stages). For
example, using individual-specific distributions (as
opposed to group norms) of continuously monitored
activity data through an unobtrusive in-home sensor
system, a study showed that the use of frequently monitored intraindividual changes improves signal-to-noise
ratios and provides more powerful metrics for identification of the early onset of diseases (Dodge et al. 2015).

Continuously monitored
diverse activities could help
identify early signs
of dementia long before
more obvious clinical
symptoms emerge.
The data used for this simulation study came from a
platform developed by the Oregon Center for Aging and
Technology (ORCATECH; www.orcatech.org) (Kaye et
al. 2011; Lyons et al. 2015). A series of studies showed
that continuously monitored diverse activities such as
walking speed (Dodge et al. 2012; Kaye et al. 2012),
sleep quality and duration (Hayes et al. 2014; Seelye
et al. 2015b), driving patterns (Seelye et al. 2017),
computer use (Kaye et al. 2014), and computer mouse
movements (Seelye et al. 2015a) can help identify early signs of dementia long before more obvious clinical
symptoms emerge. Such monitoring has been further
refined through an NIH-VA–supported initiative (www.
carthome.org) to make it readily deployable to more
households for research use and to include more diverse
(low-income, rural, ethnic minority) populations.
While the data are noisy and variable over time and
across individuals, the above illustrates that there is
great promise for creating and evaluating initial digital
biomarker models for individuals with dense traces and
clinical history.
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Other Healthcare Applications of Digital Biomarkers

Integration of multiple small data streams has been used
for self-care and other research fields. For example, one
pilot study explored the multifaceted use of such data
to help patients manage lower back pain by integrating rehabilitation tutorial videos, frequent symptom
self-report using a visual assessment app, remote health
coaching via a chat channel, and daily activity tracking
via a suite of smartphone apps (Selter et al. 2018). And
for patients at risk of heart failure, an in-home toilet
seat–based cardiovascular monitoring system of blood
pressure, stroke volume, and blood oxygenation has
demonstrated accuracy consistent with gold standard
measures. The resulting data could reduce the hospitalization rate of such patients through early intervention
(Conn et al. 2018).

Gaps in internet use and
broadband accessibility
widen health disparities
across socioeconomic
groups.
Challenges

As techniques are refined and deployed, digital biomarkers will be useful to many stakeholders: (1) researchers,
to evaluate alternative treatment regimens; (2) clinicians, to identify disease onset or determine a patient’s
readiness for or response to a new form or dose of treatment; (3) family and other informal members of a care
team, to support care coordination; and (4) patients
themselves, to support treatment adherence and desirable behavior change. But challenges remain:
1. Establish and maintain validated measures. Any new
instrument requires iterative design, testing, and validation before it can be used for clinical care. At the
same time, the need for progress in the understanding and care of aging populations calls for validated
measures that will advance the field as much and as
quickly as possible. Mobile research frameworks (e.g.,
ResearchKit, Stack) and standardization efforts (e.g.,
Open mHealth) are examples of community activi-

ties to advance the state of evidence. There is significant opportunity for reuse of digital biomarkers across
conditions and contexts, and even more so if they are
created and validated in a modular manner.
2. Make data actionable and interpretable for both clinicians and consumers. The various digital biomarkers
discussed above are not yet used to predict disease
onset or prognosis using prediction models. Data on
person-specific long-term trajectories could be used
for detecting deviation from the expected path and
thereby predicting disease onset (e.g., the person
has X percent chance of getting a clinical diagnosis
of Alzheimer’s disease within 5 years). This type of
prediction requires a large amount of small data and
effective validation, likely through academic and
industry collaborations.
3. Reduce digital disparities. According to a 2015 Pew
Research Center study (Perrin 2015), internet use
drops sharply as age increases and, like broadband
accessibility, depends highly on income and educational levels. Such digital gaps further widen health
disparities across socioeconomic groups. Some
national efforts are underway to reduce digital gaps
(e.g., ConnectHomeUSA), but more work is needed.
4. Minimize privacy erosion. This comes with increased
surveillance and can seriously undermine important
constructs of independence, pride, and self-worth.
The research community should be engaged in the
design of privacy-aware systems that support selective
sharing, parsimony, and the security of patient data
(Estrin and Juels 2016).
Conclusion

We have considered how the confluence of novel data
types generated by ubiquitous computing and sensing technologies may transform the aging experience.
Both big and small data are useful in overcoming interand intraindividual variability in late life, the former
through a large number of subjects and the latter through
individual-specific trajectories. Small data in the form
of digital biomarkers provide opportunities to identify
aspects of a person’s life that may enable real-time predictions of disease and treatment outcomes. We have
also presented examples of the use of digital biomarkers
in health care to maintain health and independence.
Much research is needed to ensure the continued
development of meaningful and actionable algorithms
based on data that are representative of the diversity of
the general population. Addressing inherent challenges
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in working with these data, such as ensuring the validity
of the synthesized data, its usability, and its security, is a
key part of research and development.
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Precision aging is about optimizing lifetime care
based on a data-informed understanding of each
individual’s biological, behavioral, environmental, and
socioeconomic circumstances.

Supporting Precision Aging:
Engineering Health and Lifespan
Planning for All of Us
Eric Dishman
“The aim of precision medicine is to find ways to make health care more tailored to each person based on their individual differences.” (All of Us Research
Program 2018)
“Healthy Ageing [is] the process of developing and maintaining the functional
ability that enables well-being in older age.” (WHO 2015, p. 28)
Eric Dishman is director
of the All of Us Research
Program at the National
Institutes of Health.

Precision medicine—or precision health—is about delivering care that

p recisely addresses the unique biology, needs, and circumstances of an individual. The move to the broader term health recognizes that data streams
far more diverse than one’s DNA sequence—and interventions far broader
than targeted drug therapies—are required to bring sustainable health and
longevity to everyone.
Thanks to dramatic improvements in image analytics, computing, largescale databases, and cloud capabilities, precision medicine provides nextgeneration sequencing and molecular diagnostics that deepen understanding
of one’s unique biology. These technologies make it possible to uncover an
individual’s genetic risk for an increasing number of diseases and to determine pharmacogenetic-based treatments knowing which drugs may help or
harm that individual (Collins and Varmus 2015).
The same tools are enabling scientific breakthroughs based on “multi-omic”
analysis of an individual. For example, metabolomics yields knowledge of
how a specific individual metabolizes drugs, food, and even environmental
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chemicals (the “exposome”). Proteomics evaluates the
proteins expressed in that individual, and microbiomics
produces data about the complex relationship between
gut bacteria, the brain, and the individual’s entire biological system. These emerging fields of precision medicine hold great promise for more effectively treating,
preventing, or even curing many age-related and other
conditions (Fiocchi 2014; O’Toole and Flemer 2017).

In the next 10–20 years,
individuals will be able to
do lifespan planning from
an early age, just as they do
with financial planning.
Meanwhile, the emergence and growth of consumer
apps and electronic devices such as fitness wearables,
smartphones, watches, telehealth devices, and “smart
home” systems provide the potential to support health
through new data streams that provide a view of not
only a patient’s biology but also behavior, psychology,
and attitudes. The stage is being set for healthcare
researchers and providers to develop a more holistic and
complex understanding of health at both individual and
population levels.
Supporting Health over the Lifespan

Overall health involves more than longevity or the
absence of pain and disease to “live long and prosper,”
in the immortal words of Mr. Spock from Star Trek.
Healthy aging encompasses a broad view of multiple factors needed to promote the World Health Organization’s
goal of “well-being in older age” (WHO 2015, p. 28).
Gerontologists have long known, for example, that
a person’s function and independence characterize her
progression through life stages more than age alone.
This thinking is integrated into the WHO (2015) public health framework for Healthy Ageing that considers
the importance of an individual’s intrinsic capacity and
functional ability in his or her well-being over time.
What Is Precision Aging?

The mashup of the fields and tools of precision health
and healthy aging provides fertile ground for rethinking

care for people of all ages. Precision aging, then, is about
being able to individualize and optimize a person’s care
over the lifespan based on deep, data-informed understanding of her or his unique biological, behavioral,
environmental, and socioeconomic circumstances.
The platform for precision aging integrates technological breakthroughs from many industries and scientific
fields to produce unprecedented real-world, often realtime data. Understanding this lifespan thumbprint—
or “lifeprint”—can transform aging research and how
someone is cared for and prepared for across all stages
of life. Simplistic “real age” calculators (e.g., Sharecare
or BBC iWonder) that try to assess an individual’s functional capacity and overall health status abound on the
internet today, but they pale in comparison to what is
possible in an era of precision aging.
Lifespan Planning

Within the next decade or two, it seems reasonable to
imagine that most individuals will be able to leverage
personalized, predictive models with their care teams
to do lifespan planning from an early age, just as some
people do today with financial planning. Perhaps life
span planning becomes the norm as part of every annual
physical. Or perhaps even the frequency of physicals
is customized based on an individual’s health status,
“omic” profile, life goals, recent exposures, and continuous functional assessments from everyday devices.
A real-time, risk-adjusted lifespan plan that draws
on many data streams may enable clinicians (perhaps
“lifespan coaches”?) to recommend a well-balanced
portfolio of actions and interventions across life stages
with assistive technologies that help an individual to
achieve them. The same data enable the research, the
plan, and adherence to the plan. The plans will differ
significantly from person to person to bolster overall
health, function, and resilience.
These plans would need to start early. It is becoming
clear that what happens to each person in utero and early
childhood establishes very long-term health and functional trajectories for better and for worse. For example,
in an article on “The Obstetric Origins of Health for a
Lifetime,” Barker and Thornburg (2013, p. 511) write:
“There is now clear evidence that the pace and pathways of early growth and development are major risk
factors for the development of a range of chronic diseases
including coronary heart disease and type 2 diabetes.”
The variability of longevity, health, function, freedom, and vitality of roughly same-age individuals runs
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FIGURE 1 Precision aging portfolio framework

FIGURE 1 Precision aging portfolio framework.

the gamut from lives of fun and fitness to frailty and
futility. What data are needed to help scientists better
understand the complex combination of factors that
cause some 80-year-olds to be bed-bound or dependent on a loved one for basic daily activities and others
to still be running races and fully active in the workforce? Moreover, as the basic understanding of etiology becomes more nuanced and holistic, what are the
diverse vectors of health that come together to predict
and prepare an individual for a healthy, high-quality
life?
A Portfolio Framework for Precision Aging

As with a good financial plan, a lifespan plan requires
a diversified portfolio of investments (of one’s time,
actions, and money) that target the unique risks an individual may face in many different domains of health.
Based on almost two decades of global fieldwork, surveys, and design sessions with people over age 65 and
their family/friends/professional care providers, my Intel
lab created an “Opportunity Map” to drive innovations
in “aging in place” and independent living (Plowman
et al. 2009). It guided our technology development and
in-home pilots by focusing on one opportunity area at a
time in great depth. Across our studies it became clear
that the presence and perception of health or frailty are

highly variable, complex, and multifactorial for individuals, so I have revised the map here as a framework
for a precision aging approach.
Seven overlapping vectors, in different and dynamic
combinations for each individual, help define a port
folio of overall health and quality of life at any point in
time (figure 1). An individual may have full function
and capacity (represented by a full piece of the pie in
that vector) or varying needs and gaps in function. Four
foundational vectors—akin to Maslow’s (1943) “basic”
hierarchy of needs—play significant roles in total
health status: Safety and Comfort, Physical and Bodily
Health,1 Cognitive and Mental Health, and Connection and Community. The other three vectors—Choice
of Time, Choice of Place, Meaning and Purpose—
represent higher-order aspects of personal autonomy
that enhance quality of life.
Illustrative Scenarios

A few scenarios based loosely on three families from
Intel’s fieldwork help to tease out the complex,
interrelated dynamics of these seven vectors. In our
1

The two terms comprise both physical injury and negative or
harmful effects on the body as a system (e.g., disease, pain), to
accommodate different associations among readers/cultures internationally.
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FIGURE 2 Joanne at 79 years old.

FIGURE 3 Joanne 18 months later.

observations, two individuals with seemingly similar
foundations of safety, physical and cognitive health,
and connection may vary greatly in health and quality of life. And it is rarely the gaps in a single vector
that wipe out whole-person health if there is a balanced
portfolio of function and capacity in the others. However, slow, unnoticed declines in numerous vectors may
feel like a sudden, catastrophic event to those caught
unaware.
“Joanne” is a former software engineer living with
her husband Bernard in Arizona, forced to “retire
young,” as she put it, at age 57 due to the onset of
mild cognitive impairment. Most of her memory issues
(struggles with numbers, sequences of activities, and
names of familiars) have remained stable for 20 years.
She also has a long personal and family history of diabetes that is well managed and a congenital heart condition that has caused her no problems so far. A move
to Arizona was initially good for her allergies, but not
anymore since transplants from all over brought their
houseplants, too.
At Time A (figure 2), Joanne is 79 with a healthy,
fulfilled life thanks to what she calls the “heroic efforts”
of Bernard, who is 10 years younger and working two
full-time jobs as an engineer and caregiver for Joanne.
He helps her with her meds, food prep, daily schedule, and transportation to see former work and tennis
friends. She finds joy in teaching young children from
her church how to read and lives for her short, solitary
neighborhood walks.

Bernard is becoming worried because she forgets to
lock the front door and close the garage that fronts a
major street and sidewalk. Things have been stolen
out of the garage. Although he tracks her short walks
with a location app on her smartphone, he is concerned
because she has gotten lost and confused recently about
how to call him for help.
For Physical & Bodily Health and Cognitive &
Mental Health, where Joanne has gaps, her husband’s
compensation for those means the rest of her health
vectors are fulfilled. Even her Safety & Comfort has
reduced only slightly because of Bernard’s “free taxi service,” as he referred to it.
But just 18 months later, the portfolio and her overall
health and vitality are in decline because of Bernard’s
massive stroke and subsequent need for home care.
Their adult children who live hours away by plane
insisted on moving Joanne and Bernard into an assisted
living facility.
Although Joanne’s chronic disease management (Physical & Bodily Health) improved thanks
to nursing care and her cognition remained stable,
her overall health plummeted (figure 3). She hates
where they live; the stroke and move disconnected
her from Bernard and her old neighbors and friends
(
C onnection & Community has gone almost to
zero). Choice of Time is now half because she is
forced into scheduled activities she detests. Choice
of Place is almost nil because the facility staff limit
her movement on campus, and she has lost most of
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her M
 eaning & Purpose because her “church kids” no
longer come for tutoring.
In conrast, “Carter,” age 80, appears similar to Joanne
since he also lives in an assisted care facility, with memory loss from slow-moving dementia and several chronic
diseases, including arthritis (figure 4). But he is “loving
my life here just fine.” He has lived alone since childhood, so moving into the facility 10 years ago was a
boost to his social network. His Safety & Comfort is
lower because of occasional falls at night when he forgets to grab his cane by the bedside before heading to
the bathroom. But by day he is quite content and socially active, attending yard sales and eating out weekly
with a new-found “friend with wheels!” who lives in
the independent homes on campus.
A third scenario, with “Emma,” age 77, a retired
school teacher who still lives in the farmhouse she and
her husband built 50 years ago, shows someone who is
“healthy as an ox,” with no physical ailments or disease
(figure 5). She can still drive the 24 miles to the nearest
grocery store, even in the snow. On summer days when
the humidity is not too bad, she uses a push mower on
the small patch of lawn in front of the house, but points
out that “the tractor Aaron used for the fields just rusts
since I never learned to drive it.”
But, in contrast to her physical health, Emma suffers
from lifelong, mostly untreated depression, made significantly worse by the loss of Aaron 5 years earlier. Her
life orbited around him, and with the closest neighbor
6 miles away (“they are strangers to me,” she says), she
now has almost no Connection & Community. She is
distrustful of strangers and increasingly fearful someone
will break in and kill her at night. Her Choice of Time,
Place, and Meaning are all low because she has nowhere
to go amid the farm fields. She leads a mostly sedentary
life with the companionship of 24/7 television noise.
These three stories illustrate some of the common
challenges—with unique and different impacts for
individuals—that our social science team observed
repeatedly in the families we studied (figure 6). While
it is not easy today to predict whether and how a person
will face any of these challenges, what might be possible
in the near future?
The Future for Precision Aging

The platform for doing precision aging research and,
eventually, lifespan prediction, planning, and intervention is becoming widely available and affordable. The
growing ubiquity of smartphones, homes, and fitness

FIGURE 4 Carter at age 80.

FIGURE 5 Emma at age 77.

wearables with increasing diagnostic capabilities enables
real-time assessment of biological, behavioral, cognitive,
and social contexts (see Dodge and Estrin in this issue).
These same technologies afford individualized interventions in just the right way at just the right time.
The Internet of Things and cloud computing are establishing the architecture and infrastructure for precision
aging assistants—from robotic companions to social and
memory support bots to self-driving cars. Progress and
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FIGURE 6 Common challenges of older adults. Full health and happiness are linked to a sense of purpose or meaning, despite physical
pain, disability, and suffering.
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significant global investment in artificial intelligence,
deep learning, and multidimensional analytics at the
enormous scale of omic and other molecular diagnostic
datasets mean the pace and power of precision health
discoveries for people of all ages is growing exponentially.
So for a future Joanne, perhaps there will be options
to optimize for a healthy lifespan even before she is
born. Her parents may opt for prenatal whole genome
sequencing that reveals her risk of eventually facing a
particular kind of dementia based on her variants and
key proteins in her blood. Her Arizona allergies never
become a problem since the same analysis may show a
set of pollens and plants she needs to be exposed to in
early childhood to build resistance.
In her early 20s, subtle changes in her speech and
decision-making patterns—unconscious to her and
others—may show the earliest signs of her dementia
risk, triggering a series of cognitive games that may help.
If her predementia continues to progress into her 40s
and 50s, an individualized diet, meditation, and medication regimen may slow that progression, with the help
of a behavior change coach designed for her psychology,
attitudes, and preferences to keep her on track.
If dementia progresses into her 70s and 80s, there is a
better chance that safety monitoring, smart transportation, and digital assistants can supplement the help of
her partner so that her church tutoring and neighborhood walks are still something to live for. Self-driving
cars may be a new normal, enabling her to safely get out
into the world.
For Carter, perhaps his slow-progressing dementia
never forms because the stress and inflammation of
his youth that would trigger the “ministrokes” across
decades are prevented. An understanding of how his
body metabolizes certain foods, drugs, and chemicals
keeps him away from the careers and places with toxins
he is susceptible to. His doctor shifts his diet and exercise over the years, with adjustments enabled by a customized do-it-yourself blood analyzing patch. While his
form of arthritis is still incurable, a nonaddictive pain
medication sustains his golf game and even an occasional run well into his 80s. As his fall risk increases
in his early 100s, his personal health system identifies
times of day when his gait and stamina are good enough
to share a walk with his friends.
For Emma and her isolation and loneliness, an early
diagnosis of a specific depression yields a pharmaco
genetic solution that calms her mood swings and bouts
of paranoia. At an early age, she, her family, and her
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friends know the risks of her self-imposed isolation, and
that collective mindfulness prompts others to reach out
at just the right moment. While rural living may still
be her preference or only option for affordable housing,
Emma’s assistive apps keep her socially engaged, cognitively stimulated, and purposeful.
These vignettes are not meant to be a utopic celebration in which technology magically solves all human
health challenges. They describe ways in which science
and technology are enabling more nuanced understanding of health and aging processes that can be brought to
bear at an individual level. They also describe the kinds
of support systems that may be needed across one’s life
span. The opportunity to do lifespan planning across
the many vectors of overall health may improve longevity and quality of life even during the current age
wave that is increasing the number of people affected
by frailty, disability, and age-related disease.
A Personal Perspective: Persistent Engineering
Questions and Challenges

In 1993, as a junior social scientist and programming
geek freshly arrived at Paul Allen’s think tank, I was
asked to do fieldwork in places where there was no computing. I started studying nursing homes and families
dealing with dementia.
As part of a project called “Elderspace,” we engineered mock-ups—some real, most fake—of ways to
improve nursing homes: wearable sensors to track an
elder’s steps and balance, video tracking to alert the
staff to falls, voice analytics to detect cognitive decline
and depression, wireless tablets and earbuds for computing everywhere, and wall-sized telehealth stations for
remote chronic care. Almost nothing worked; we were
too early in the maturity curve of these technologies
to be effective (Dishman 2003). We later realized our
engineering energies could have been spent on a better
question: how to use computing and new technologies
to bypass nursing homes altogether?
As I write this perspective 25 years later, having
funded around 200 Intel university grants and started
several companies to support consumer health and
aging in place, I have seen great promise but few sustainable outcomes. Many of the technologies have been
too early, incomplete, or expensive.
Now at the National Institutes of Health to lead the
All of Us Research Program, I see that it is technological déjà vu all over again. All of Us is a life stage, life
span, big data study, with eventually 1 million pregnant
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 omen, newborns, kids, young adults, and people of all
w
While much closer to enabling precision aging for
ages sharing a wide range of health information and
everyone, the current state of the underlying technolodata—clinical, genetic, behavioral, social, environ
gies and infrastructure is still not ready for prime time,
mental, lifestyle—so that scientists can better underin my opinion. The list of technical challenges just to
stand the complex interactions of health described in
do the research is daunting (figure 7). And integration
FIGURE
7 above.
Technical challenges for precision agingofplatforms.
– SLIGHTLY
FIGURE
COME
the seven
vectors
these capabilities
intoAMENDED
everyday lives
and TO
homes
so
Systems Usability
•Home health support systems require simpler, more adaptive, and more robust user experiences.
•Current tools lack common data, mental models, and user interfaces.
•Newer "smart home" systems are still too technical for lay users.
•Developing reliable assistive systems that have staying power requires advancing the field of adaptive or learning interfaces.

Data Visualization
•Tools for interpretation must improve dramatically.
•Establishment of interface and visualization standards requires research into effective displays for different levels of health
literacy.

Electronic Health Records
•Precision aging research requires a central repository of full-access personal health data, which does not currently exist.
•Provider "PHR" web portals are limited.
•Services to manually aggregate health records are expensive.
•Data standards help consumers access more of their EHR, but it is still incomplete.

Privacy & Security
•News headlines give consumers valid reasons to worry, especially about the security of their health data.
•Data mining across domains is difficult, expensive, and potentially risky to security and privacy.
•Better algorithms are needed to audit for behaviors like attempts at research participant reidentification.

Identity & Authentication
•Challenges remain to verification of an individual's identity across apps and databases in order to compile holistic health
data.
•Precision aging research demands high-risk datasets, requiring authentication of researcher legitimacy.
•Establishing systems for credentialing and accountability of citizen scientists is vital.

Sensing & Sensors
•Ubiquity of sensors offers diagnostic and tracking opportunities, but only if vendors' data are reliable and accessible.
•Seamless location tracking is fundamental to any precision aging system but still elusive.
•Real-time sensing systems can be enormously helpful to data collection but limited by power needs not yet met by current
harvesting and management techniques.

Genomic & Other Omic Data
•Reliability, speed, and cost to sequence whole genomes have all improved, but barriers of fees and expertise remain.
•Repeated multi-omic analyses on large populations remain infeasible.
•Few researchers can use existing tools to perform sophisticated analyses on genome datasets.

Analytics & Artificial Intelligence
•Intelligence and analytics of support systems must vastly improve to be trusted to monitor urgent situations.
•Departures from gross and fine everyday patterns that may indicate disease onset require greater context awareness.
•Health monitoring could learn profiling from social media marketing.
•Scientific discoveries toward precision aging will be limited until researchers have simple tools for multimodal data analytics
across data streams.

Automated Data Cleaning & Curation
•Cleaning data from disparate sources to be findable, usable, and comparable by researchers and clinicians still requires
expert intervention.
•Automation of data cleaning would improve patient outcomes by making precision aging analytics faster and cheaper,
accelerating time to discovery and implementation.

FIGURE 7 Technical challenges for precision aging platforms.
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people can manage their portfolio of health needs will
require tackling systems challenges—technological,
political, economic, and social—in at least four areas.
Data Sharing at Scale

The persistence of data silos and dataset protectionism is a threat to discovery and cures. As most health
plans and medical centers rush to brand themselves as
the cutting edge of precision medicine, they often hoard
patient data for only their own researchers to make discoveries, publish the first papers, and garner the first
patents. As tech firms large and small rush to sell their
black-boxed data on consumers for product targeting
and marketing, progress in precision aging suffers from
the lack of large-scale datasets that could power faster
discoveries for both common and rare diseases.
All of Us is an open resource, but even at 1 million
people, it will not have the statistical power needed to
predict and individualize care. The field needs sample
sizes in the billions, not millions. While we are building data linkages to other large research programs and
to nonmedical datasets (e.g., weather, pollution), the
lack of interoperability and, in some cases, adequate
security in systems we are connecting to must be
overcome.

bioinformaticians, social scientists, social workers,
clinicians, economists, and many more. These teams
can rarely muster the disciplines and dollars to do the
kinds of systems development and longitudinal testing
that will build the scientific, clinical, and economic
case for precision aging solutions at scale.
Reengineering Care and Business Models

The biggest challenge I see in almost every research
experiment or startup in the broad space of precision
aging is that they rarely do the true experiment. Time
and time again, important innovation in technology and
infrastructure is not complemented by the reengineer
ing of the care or business models that could transform
and sustain health care and aging care.
For example, the pilot of the preventive care solution
to stop most heart attacks occurs in a hospital-driven,
fee-for-service paradigm that thrives on heart surgeries
to pay the bills. The clinical care model and incentives
are not realigned to make the best workflows and outcomes happen around new technical systems. If the care
models and business models—the workflows and d ollar
flows—are not reengineered as well, then precision
aging solutions have little chance to gain traction over
the next 25 years.

Systems Engineering and Integration

Conclusion

There have been thousands of pilot projects and early
products to monitor and support the seven vectors of
health and quality of life, but most are point solutions.
Oftentimes, they have been tested for short periods with
a very small sample. But a few-hundred-person pilot of
a medication-prompting system, social support agent,
mobility assistant, or fall prevention system provides
only anecdotal evidence. Few, if any, of these point
products will move the needle on health and quality
of life outcomes. Integration into a flexible, standardsbased, adaptive system to meet the changing needs of
health over time would improve the research, user experience, and outcomes.

The capabilities to turn precision aging from science fiction to scientific discovery to everyday practice are all
around. The emerging technologies and tools to collect
and analyze new data types from all seven health vectors increase every month. Breakthroughs in precision
medicine for cancer and other conditions appear almost
weekly.
With systems engineering and well-designed
experiments, the potential to build support systems—
embedded in what must become newly designed systems of care—for a variety of changing health needs
across the lifespan is very real. “Live long and prosper” can be more than the mantra of a science fiction
character. It can be a rallying cry to make individualized lifespan planning a reality—to enable health and
longevity for Joanne, Bernard, Carter, Emma, and all
of us.

Mixed-Discipline Innovation

There is still inadequate funding for and focus on precision aging solutions by governments, foundations,
and philanthropists. The kind of systems integration
described above is costly and complex. Iterative development and testing require mixed-discipline teams
of electrical engineers, computer scientists, software
developers, experience designers, usability engineers,
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EES Perspective

Aging, Technology, and Ethics
William M. Bulleit and
Rosalyn W. Berne

In an ethical utopia, all people would have access to the diagnoses, process-

William Bulleit

es, tools, and treatments that would ensure health and well-being throughout
life, regardless of economic means, intellectual or physical abilities, religious
beliefs, political stance, s exual orientation, gender identity, or age. But such
a reality does not (yet) exist.
Engineers, however, can do their part by being attentive to ethics in all
phases of their work, from problem scoping and initial design efforts to proto
typing, manufacture, and downstream monitoring of sociotechnological
impacts and unintended consequences. That would make a significant contribution to such an ambition.
Technology and Aging Users

Engineering design is always affected by constraints, and technology development for the aging poses special challenges, in both practical and ethical
dimensions. With age come changes in an individual’s physical and, sometimes, cognitive abilities. And there is great variety in the ways in which
older people experience age-related changes in emotional, mental, and physical health, challenging the engineer to develop adaptable technologies that
may be subject to potentially unpredictable uses. In the case of engineering
for aging persons, constraints will include the social and psychological feaRosalyn Berne

This column is produced in collaboration with the NAE’s C
 enter for Engineering Ethics
and Society to bring attention to and prompt thinking about ethical and social dimensions of engineering practice.
William Bulleit is a professor of civil and environmental engineering at Michigan
Technological University. Rosalyn Berne is director of the NAE’s Center for Engineering
Ethics and Society.
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tures of these users as well as various physical limitations, contingencies that point to pragmatism as a useful
approach to ethics in design.

The effectiveness of a
technology depends on
its capacity to motivate users
to continue using it.
Today’s aging adults have been dubbed “techno
genarians” who “[blend] machine and biology in both
their personal identities and their relations to the external world” and creatively use technological devices
“to make them more suitable for their needs even in
the face of technological design and availability constraints,” suggesting that science and technology are
central to the experiences and normative definitions of
health and wellness for aging people and the way they
“pursue, maintain, and negotiate life” (Joyce and Loe
2010, pp. 171–172).
Dimensions to Consider

One of the canons of the National Society of Professional Engineers’ code of ethics1 is that, in the fulfillment of their professional duties, engineers shall “hold
paramount the safety, health, and welfare of the public,”
which seems reasonable when designing artifacts to be
used by aging people—except that “welfare” denotes
health, happiness, well-being, which are not standard
or objective criteria for engineering design and production. This complicates matters in terms of choosing what to prioritize in design for the elderly, aiming
to minimize harm and maximize good outcomes for
the greatest number (a utilitarian approach to ethics).
Furthermore, it requires a capacity for caring, for willingly and compassionately perceiving the specific needs
of the aging individual. And as discussed below, it may
also mean pacing the increased use of a technology to
allow time to determine whether there could be important unintended consequences.
The effectiveness of a technology depends on its
capacity to motivate users to continue using it: “Only
then will it have a long-term impact on health. Thus,
personalizing technology will be critical to long-term
1

https://www.nspe.org/resources/ethics/code-ethics
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use” (Li 2013, p. 54). In this issue, for example, Mr.
Dubois, the fictional character in the paper “Aging with
the Internet of Things,” uses IoT devices, although the
authors point out some concerns (e.g., personal frustration) about moving too fast (Consel and Kaye 2019).
There is also a risk that “by getting a telehealthcare
system or a social assistive robot, the older person feels
like she is signaling to others that she is lonely, sick, and
fragile,” supporting the hypothesis that “the perception
of self is as important as you grow older as at any other
age” (Frennert 2014, p. 66).
The challenge, ethically speaking, is to determine
what technologies will work well for aged users beyond
the mechanics of an apparatus or the ease of use of artifacts or software systems (Peine and Moors 2015, p. 2):
As technology users, current generations of older persons are characterized by a simultaneous need to create
new patterns of meaning and sense of self for retirement
and later life on the one hand, and to cope with emerging illness and frailty on the other. Failing to address
this simultaneous identity as [both] agents and recipients of scientific and technological change constitutes
a risk to produce a triple loss—older persons do not get
the technologies they need, companies fail to tap into
the opportunities of the emerging silver market, and the
government subsidies for gerontechnological innovations result in prototypes and experiments that do not
spread or scale.
Seeking to Anticipate Unintended Consequences

To reduce the risk of engineering innovation to produce unintended consequences, nontraditional guidance may be helpful and even necessary. Should social
factors such as sense of self be incorporated in the design
process of technologies that serve aging (and other)
people? When a social problem is addressed through a
technological solution, the risk is that the solution will
create another, possibly more difficult problem. Social
problems may need social solutions rather than technological fixes. But ethically designed technology can
support solutions to social problems.
Aging people who are isolated and lonely need interaction with other living beings (such as pets or other
humans) that have a reasonable capacity for empathy
and care. Technological devices do not yet have those
distinctively human/animal qualities, although they
have the capacity to mimic them. It has been established
that companion robots can provide enormous benefits
to older adults in assisting them with tasks and monitor-
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ing their health and behavior (e.g., Breazeal et al. 2019
in this issue). And the potential for fruitful benefits
increases when the design phase includes input from
the potential users of the technologies.
But the human tendency to anthropomorphize can
pose serious risks if an individual gives a robot a higher
degree of trust than is warranted (Lewis et al. 2018).
As multiple studies have suggested (e.g., Frennert et
al. 2017, p. 410), older people “attribute human traits
to robots and expect them to behave intelligently and
as humans, even though they know that robots are
machines.” What happens when those expectations
lead to increased emotional dependence, and an aged
person turns to a robot companion for urgent help in
a critical situation for which the robot is not equipped
to respond? A measured and intentional introduction
to the use of such devices would make sense from an
ethical standpoint.
Engineering Ethically for an Aging Population

Issues related to aging users and technology arise out of
a complex adaptive system that comprises basic social
structures, a myriad of technological organizations,
government regulations and agencies, and each individual aging person. Systems such as this are best altered
considering individuals and small groups as much as
possible.
One way to think about this is to remember the environmental motto: Think globally, act locally. In this
case, examine the behavior of the entire system, and
when making engineering alterations begin with those
at or close to the level of the individual user.
In the context of technological systems for the aged,
this means thinking about how technologies will affect
individuals or small groups of people. For example, there
have been, and likely will be more, unintended consequences from the IoT and other emerging technologies.
Engineers should consider the consequences of the IoT
at the user’s level and, to the extent possible, examine
impacts on individuals and small groups at each step of
increased technological capability.
Some people seem to believe that changes need to be
made at the top (e.g., the federal government), so that
all agents at the local level get the same benefits at the
same time. But planned benefits do not necessarily all
occur as expected, and unintended consequences and
failures can be systemwide and even catastrophic. The
only way to avoid or reduce this possibility is to make
alterations to the system in such a way that failures are
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manageable and allow learning, variation, and selection
so that future changes can be based on those lessons.
The alteration of complex adaptive systems can be
viewed as a form of adaptation based on three principles
(Harford 2011, p. 243): First, “try new things, expecting
that some will fail”; second, “make failures survivable:
create safe spaces for failure or move forward in small
steps”; and third, “make sure that you know when you’ve
failed, or you will never learn.” These principles are not
only consistent with the general process of engineering
design but also mirror ideas from the philosophies of
Pragmatism, begun in the early 20th century, and Care,
a more modern approach arising out of medical ethics
(Nair and Bulleit 2019).
The world is highly uncertain, and the future is a function of both changes that are out of an individual’s control and changes made by individuals and society: the
future is contingent on what happens today. A pragmatist recognizes the significant uncertainty of the future
introduced by this contingency. Thus, a pragmatist is a
fallibilist who understands that any intentional changes
to any system may not work as planned and may well
have unintended negative consequences.

Like evolution,
design and development are
based on a form of
variation and selection.
Articles in this issue (Consel and Kaye 2019, Dodge
and Estrin 2019) acknowledge that the ecosystem of
technology development is complex and potential
problems exist at all scales. Pragmatism looks for what
works, i.e., what solutions are selected. The only people
who can effectively determine that are the users, in this
case the elderly. Options such as those described in the
papers in this issue must be tried in order to determine
what will happen when they are used, and then the ones
that work the best can be selected.
Like evolution, the design and development effort
is based on a form of variation and selection. This
approach is somewhat different from that of traditional
engineering, which looks for the most cost- and timeefficient solution. Introducing technological solutions
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for the elderly will likely require a longer-than-usual
time horizon to reach cost-efficient, ethical solutions.
Technological solutions to the problems of aging also
should be approached with the principles of Care in
mind, recognizing that failures will occur and adjustments will be necessary. The individual or other entity
that generates a possible solution must take care—act
responsibly—to minimize unintended consequences of
their efforts, and care about—be attentive to—the system behaviors that may indicate that the design solution
could lead to possible failures or negative impacts. They
need to make safe spaces for failures or take small steps,
acknowledge when they have failed, and be responsive
to indications of failure.
Concluding Thoughts

Successful development of technology to support the
aged could prolong their effective engagement in and
management of their lives, and end or at least significantly mitigate their pain and discomfort, impaired
functioning, and other challenges.
In the search for technological solutions to the challenges of aging, decisions are necessarily made under
the limits of both resources and knowledge. In addition, those decisions often involve judgments about
the worth and value of individual lives and of specific
collectives of people. The elderly are a particularly vulnerable group, in terms of these types of judgments. As
technologies are developed with the intention to help
aging people live well, it is important that care be taken
to avoid design decisions that may reduce the fullness
of their personhood.
Furthermore, disability, fragility, forgetfulness, physical weakness, and the like are not necessarily or only
characteristics of aging. They affect many people
regardless of age, so technological advances that are
introduced in an evolutionary way to assist the e lderly
will enhance life beyond that group. It is therefore
important, ethically speaking, to design technologies
for the whole person rather than a condition such as a
faulty memory, painful hip, shaking hands, depression,
or loss of sense of purpose. Otherwise, their use may be
more likely to produce the unintended consequence of
ignoring the personhood of those who need the help.
As the aging population grows exponentially in this
and many other countries, technological innovation
and development can play a crucial role in supporting
these users. Engineers of all ages will do well to think
carefully about the ramifications of their efforts to sup-

port this user group, and to actively engage them in the
design and development process.
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An Interview with . . .
Veronica O. Davis, PE,
Transportation Engineer
and Entrepreneur

MS. DAVIS: I do. I love puzzles, like Sudoku and all
that stuff.
RML: Tell us a little about yourself. I know you’re a
civil engineer. Where did you study?
MS. DAVIS: The University of Maryland, College
Park.
RML: I’ve always thought that civil engineers are,
among the engineering population, the folks who have
perhaps the most interest and engagement in things
that are more oriented toward public policy. I sense in
your involvement in transportation that you have the
same character in terms of your interest in things that
affect the community and urban planning issues. Tell us
about how that evolved.

Veronica O. Davis. Photo credit: Edward Underwood.

RON LATANISION (RML): Hi, Veronica, this is
Ron.
CAMERON FLETCHER (CHF): And this is
Cameron. Nice to meet you, Veronica. Thanks so much
for agreeing to talk with us.
VERONICA O. DAVIS: Nice to meet you both.
Everyone has a Ron in their name.
[Laughter]
RML: Did that just occur to you right now?
MS. DAVIS: Yes. I wrote down the names and saw that
everyone has a Ron in their name.
CHF: Do you usually see patterns in things?

MS. DAVIS: I was born into this: my dad is a civil engineer. The fun fact is that my mom went into labor at
the US Department of Transportation building, the old
massive building at l’Enfant Plaza. I was meant to be in
transportation!
My dad worked at the federal Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA) at the time and then
we moved to New Jersey when he went to work for the
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey. Then he
went to work for Sealand and stayed through its transition to CSX before becoming deputy executive director
and then executive director for the American Society
of Civil Engineers (ASCE). So that’s how I ended up in
that world.
My dad used to say that civil engineers have done
more to save lives than doctors, for example in terms of
disease prevention—the fact that we have clean drinking water and sanitation automatically provides a level
of health.
As a child, a lot of my toys were transportation
related. My dad bought me a Lionel train set and I set it
up in the basement. I don’t know if you remember toys
called the Little People? They were like little wooden
dowels with heads, and there was a whole town that I
set up around my Lionel train set—a house, a daycare, a
farm, an airport, a parking garage, an airplane…. I still
have them all. You can’t get them now.
I also had My Little Pony, so I made My Little Pony
Land; they were the protectors of the town to make
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sure everybody was good. And I had GI Joe and Star
Wars, that was my military. I created this whole world
and I think that’s where my parents started their “training.” And my mom works for New York City Transit
Authority, in training and development. If I didn’t have
school, I was at one of their jobs which was transportation related. So I think it was just fated, as much as I
tried to run from it.
CHF: How did you try to run from it?
MS. DAVIS: My parents started me in dance school
when I was 18 months old. I was trained in ballet, modern, and tap, and I thought I was going to go to Juilliard.
I was good. I wasn’t Juilliard good, but if I’d focused and
not done sports and all the other stuff I probably would
have been.

The growing group of people
getting on bikes is young
retirees, especially women
between 55 and 65.
When I realized I wasn’t going to get into Juilliard,
my dad said, “Why don’t you look at engineering?” I was
like, “No, dad, that’s boring. I don’t even know what
that is.” But I was naturally good at math and science.
In my junior year of high school I took a senior p hysics
and junior AP chemistry, just because—why not? My
dad encouraged me to do civil engineering. I didn’t
know what else to do with my life since J uilliard didn’t
pan out, so I applied to Maryland and other schools. I
just put “engineering, undecided.”
The University of Maryland has a summer bridge program. When I was there it was specifically for minority
students in the STEM fields, to get acquainted with the
school and adjusted and to make sure we were all prepared for engineering.
Coming out of that I thought I wanted to do chemical
engineering. My first semester I took Chem 133, which
is chem 1 and 2 in one semester for engineers. When I
walked out of the first exam I thought, ‘I never want to
take another chemistry class.’ That’s when I declared
civil engineering as my field.
Between both my sophomore and junior year and my
junior and senior year I worked on a construction site.

I realized I didn’t like construction but my junior year I
met my professor, Dr. M. William Sermons in the Civil
and Environmental Engineering Department. He’s no
longer at Maryland but he taught the introduction to
transportation planning and I thought, ‘This is awesome. I love this. This is really cool, to think about how
you align a roadway, how to weigh all the things you
have to think about—the environment, people, access,
transportation, safety.’ I thrived in that class.
And that’s when I got interested in planning. With
Dr. Sermons’ encouragement I started looking into
planning schools for master’s programs; I got my master’s
and ended up specializing in transportation.
RML: Do you speak to young people, and especially
young women, about your path to where you are?
MS. DAVIS: All the time. There aren’t a lot of women
in the leadership of transportation, so naturally people
gravitate to the few of us. I have a bunch of mentees
right now.
RML: That leads to what I read about your founding
Nspiregreen. I understand that the intention or the
motivation there is to help women find their way to
leadership positions. How does it work?
MS. DAVIS: Here’s a brief history of our company.
We’re largely women—we do have men working for us
now—and women came to us for our perspective as a
woman-owned company. We are also a minority-owned
company. People reach out to us and want to work for
us. A lot of them start part-time until they earn their
full-time job.
RML: Are the staff focused on engineering leadership
positions or broader-based leadership?
MS. DAVIS: Most of them are transportation planners.
RML: When did you found your company?
MS. DAVIS: In 2009. We just wrapped up nine years.
CHF: Congratulations.
RML: That’s great.
MS. DAVIS: Thank you.
CHF: And how many staff do you have?
MS. DAVIS: There’s nine of us.
RML: Tell us about Black Women Bike. I read about it
on the web and am intrigued. This seems typical of your
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response to things: You find something that is of concern and find a way of attracting people to understand
the cultural issues and the societal issues.
MS. DAVIS: Black Women Bike just kind of happened.
It started from a conversation between two friends talking about biking. This was around the time of the DC
mayoral election and bike lanes became like a code
word for stuff white people liked. Then one night I was
biking to meet a friend for a movie and this little girl
saw me and she was so excited: “Mommy, Mommy, look
at the black woman biking!”
My friends and I started using the hashtag #Black
Women Bike. Then we started a Facebook group, and it
grew organically from there. We do monthly rides and
have events. I’m probably less involved now than I was
in the past just because of life. But it’s been great.
I would say the growing group of people getting on
bikes is young retirees. A lot of people in this region
were either under the old federal system or the old DC
government system and able to retire at age 55. They’re
still young and they want to be active. So probably our
largest group is women between 55 and 65.
CHF: When you say it’s grown organically, have you
heard from women in other cities?
MS. DAVIS: We have. There’s another group, Black
Girls Do Bike; they’re a for-profit company, so they have
a different level of focus and chapters all around. We’re
a little different because we’re not just a bike club. We
advocate for bike infrastructure in your neighborhood
and try to get people to think about biking as a form of
transportation, maybe to get to work or for lots of other
trips of less than a mile that you could use a bike for and
it would be quicker.
CHF: That seems increasingly easy in Washington,
with all of the GoBikes springing up. Is that your experience, that more people are biking because they’re taking
advantage of these pay-as-you-go bike stands?
MS. DAVIS: Absolutely. It’s been interesting to see the
adoption. I haven’t dug into the data but I would say
anecdotally that I think the most surprising group in
terms of adoption of both the bikes and the scooters has
been teenagers, particularly black and brown teenagers
in DC.
RML: I also understand from reading about your history
that you’re interested in public service. You won election
as a committee woman. Are you still serving in that role?

Veronica Davis, wearing a Black Women Bike shirt, helps a girl
with her helmet for a National Night Out event in the District
of Columbia.

MS. DAVIS: No. My four years are up and I did not seek
reelection because of reprioritizing my time. I definitely
understand that you’re limited to how much time you
have, so I’m no longer there, but I am involved in the
Metropolitan Women’s Democratic Club. I’m working
to do a health symposium in the spring, around urban
planning issues like active transportation, food security.
I’m also on the board of America Walks.
In terms of my aspirations, when I was 22 years old,
I saw Secretary Norman Mineta in a press conference,
and I thought, ‘This is a job you can have? Why didn’t
anyone say this?’ Then I went to work for the New
York City Department of Transportation the following
summer, 2002. My office was maybe two blocks from
Ground Zero. I worked in the Office of Private Ferry
Operations because everything else in the transportation system was shut down and ferries were the way
to get people across the river, out of the city. Even a
year later, people were riding the ferries, because they
felt like if something happened, at least they’re “above
ground,” above the water.
Then I got a chance to meet Norman Mineta and I
went to work for the Federal Highway Administration.
Mary Peters was the federal highway administrator—
she is, like, the greatest person ever. It was at a US DOT
holiday party but because there were a lot of people and
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the room only held so many, it was like a lottery system
to actually go. Somehow I ended up there. I was a GS-9,
near the bottom of the totem pole. But I’m kind of a
bold person, and when I saw Mary Peters I decided to
introduce myself, because I worked for her and I thought
she should know that. That was my thought process.
So I walked up and said, “Hi, Administrator Peters.
My name is Veronica, I’m a GS-9 in planning, blah blah
blah.” And she said, “It’s so good to meet you. What do
you want to be when you grow up?” I said, “Secretary of
Transportation,” of course. She hugs me, runs me across
the room, pushes Norman Mineta’s Secret Service out
of the way and introduces me to him.
RML: Tell us about your vision of transportation going
forward. Let’s suppose that in 2030 or sometime in the
future you are in a leadership position in the Department of Transportation. Do you have a vision of where
you think transportation will be in 20 years?
MS. DAVIS: I think it could be something different
if we do something different. The situation now looks
like the definition of insanity: We have old tools and
old thinking, and we’re expecting a different result, for
example in how we model institutions—the transportation demand model hasn’t really changed much in the
last couple of decades.

My concern about
autonomous vehicles
is that right now
the technology companies
are driving the conversation.
I’m of the opinion that we need to change how we
do planning. Instead of spinning something in a model
and saying, “This is what our future will be,” I think we
should start to define our future. We have to say “This
is what it should be,” for example whether it’s going to
be autonomous vehicles.
I will say, though, that no matter what happens with
our technology, we’re still going to walk. That’s something that will be a constant.
RML: Let’s take the case of autonomous vehicles just
for reference. I personally like driving my car very much
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there will likely be autonomous vehicles on our highways and streets. What do you see in terms of the benefits and the downside of autonomous vehicles? Do you
think they are useful or are you concerned about them?
MS. DAVIS: My concern is that right now the technology companies are driving the conversation. And even
for cities that are “preparing” for them, it’s from a place of
defense and not offense. I’m on the ASCE Policy Committee and even as we grapple with these things, there’s
so much we don’t know. But there seems to be a hesitancy
to set parameters around safety and how cities want the
new technologies to fit in the transportation system.
Like I said, bikes and pedestrians aren’t going anywhere. The bicycle is a transportation mode that has
stood the test of time and basically functions the same
as it did 100 years ago. And we’ll always have our feet;
for those of us that are able bodied, our feet aren’t going
anywhere. And wheelchairs are a mobility device.
I think there’s an opportunity with autonomous
vehicles if we set the vision and define what it looks
like. And it could be anything. It could be support for
AVs but you have to be able to operate within these
constraints.
But I don’t think anyone’s really thinking like that.
There are small cities that still want to invest millions
of dollars in parking. Why are we investing in this infrastructure if we don’t need it? I think it’s because people
are thinking, ‘Ron, you’ll have your AV, and Cameron,
you’ll have your AV, and I’ll have mine.’ We’re not
thinking in terms of a shared economy model for AVs.
If we share vehicles we don’t need as much roadway
infrastructure.
RML: No doubt that that would affect the congestion
on our streets as well.
One of the things that concerns me as a technologist is unintended consequences. We have a great
example of that in the internet. It’s being used as it was
intended—to provide a platform for information to be
available to just about everyone, everywhere—but it’s
also being used for purposes that were not intended, like
the recruitment of terrorists, for example, and false news
and information. I don’t think that was anticipated.
I wonder whether concerns about unintended consequences might apply to autonomous cars. For example,
what would prevent someone from loading up an autonomous vehicle with an explosive and driving it to the
entrance of a building in Washington? How do we con-
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trol that? We know it’s possible. There’s no reason why
that could not happen and, in fact, the danger is that it
will. What kind of parameters do we construct, from a
transportation point of view, to minimize that potential
or to eliminate it? How do you see that—do you see any
avenue for making sure that we anticipate some of these
unanticipated consequences and deal with a real threat?
MS. DAVIS: Well, I’m sort of on the optimism side.
I think if cities define their vision and make the tech
companies meet that vision, AV use could be phenomenal because it allows us to reduce the amount of pavement and roadway and to make more spaces for people,
more clean spaces, more infrastructure for biking and
walking, and better public transit systems, because we’re
still going to need mass transit to move a lot of people
at a time. I think it will improve air quality. There’s so
much that can come from it—if we define our vision.
Also, I’m really into sci-fi, like Black Mirror or The
Twilight Zone. Sci-fi makes an interesting commentary on who we are as people in a fictional way that
is very thought provoking. One of the sci-fi movies
I loved as a kid is Maximum Overdrive (1986). It was
probably hot stuff back in the day, but it’s definitely a
B horror movie now. Essentially, something fries the
system so everything that’s electronic begins to operate a utonomously—drawbridges just open and people
fall off, a semi truck chases people around town. And
there’s obviously Terminator 2 and Skynet. If we don’t
think about what the dark sides could be, we don’t plan
for them.
RML: Yes. From the point of view of transportation, do
you see anything that will really change? Autonomous
vehicles are one change. Do you see anything that will
change the way we travel in terms of new approaches to
mass transport?
MS. DAVIS: I think change will be limited by how
we envision the future. Right now the way we fund
transportation isn’t set up to think about the future.
Because even now a lot of our funding is from the gas
tax alone, and we’re not even thinking about other revenue sources.
We need to invest in public transit. Some people
think that transit should make money but no one looks
at the intrinsic value of transit. I think that we’re going
to get to a point where the government, the US DOT,
is going to have to shift funding streams, but until that
changes, I think we’re going to end up with city road
blocks. The way we’re funded is limiting technology.

RML: If you look at gas prices and gas taxes in much
of the rest of the world, US gasoline prices are still a
bargain compared to Europe or Japan or any of the
other industrialized nations. It could make a considerable dent in the national debt, I think, although it may
be politically difficult to do, if US gasoline prices were
similar to those in Asia and Europe. That would make a
big difference in our revenue stream, no question. And
the funds could be used for purposes that would be of
benefit to the country. We just don’t have the political
or probably the personal will to do that. No one wants
to pay higher gas taxes even though it might serve the
common good. Would you advocate for that?
MS. DAVIS: Absolutely. ASCE updates its policies every three years and now has one on innovative
financing for infrastructure. How do we pay for what we
need? For a variety of reasons, I don’t think we’ve leveraged the private sector enough.

The way we fund
transportation isn’t set up
to think about the future.
The way we’re funded is
limiting technology.
I’m working with one city that doesn’t have a lot of
funding but as we were going around the city, I noticed
several million square feet of development coming and
asked, “Why aren’t the developers building your bike
lanes? For them to add it on to their project, it’s a nother
$50K. That’s an underground parking space.” That’s
where you negotiate. I understand that you have to put
in a certain number of parking spaces; let’s reduce that
by half and build bike lanes. You’ve got to leverage that,
otherwise you’re never going to get these systems built.
With developers, the private sector is okay with it as
long as it’s predictable. They know that their property
becomes more valuable when there’s high-quality, frequent, reliable transit, when there are bike lanes and
bike infrastructure and walking infrastructure. Developers have been involved in the Urban Land Institute
long enough to know that that’s where they really get
the value out of their building. They want to build as
little parking as possible.
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you’re a mayor or other
elected official, you need
people that are willing to
support it.
The other thing you
realize when you are
the person who is going
to lead change is that
you have a very limited
term so you have to be
effective.
And you also have to
understand that eventually there will be a course
correction. I think we’re
seeing that now with our
national government.
The system always kind
of corrects itself. It might
do so in the wrong area
Veronica Davis participates in the Salzburg Global Seminar on Building Healthy, Equitable
but it always happens.
Communities: The Role of Inclusive Urban Development and Investment, October 2018.
For example, I was on
my condo board and was
brought in to be the change agent implementing the
RML: I see. Well, Veronica, what’s next on your
residents’ vision. We got everything done and we got a
agenda? I’m curious about political life. You strike me
lot accomplished. We invested in the community. We
as someone who has the inclination and motivation
got everything in tiptop shape. But then all it took was
and vision to serve very effectively in an elected, or
a couple of people who didn’t want all of that and now
maybe an appointed, political position. What are your
we’ve course corrected and our condos are losing value.
thoughts on that? Secretary of transportation would be
Those things happen. Everything is cyclical.
one such position. What about elected office?
MS. DAVIS: I would be open to the idea. For an
appointed position, I would need very strong c hampions
because I think that if you put a dynamic, visionary person in a position and don’t provide them the support
to implement, nothing’s going to get done. I’ve worked
with a lot of really great people who ended up getting
burned out because there was no champion. You need
someone who understands that change is hard and we’re
going to get through this together, who understands that
people get upset in the face of change but who can help
explain that it’s important for a neighborhood to have
sidewalks, it’s important to have trees and benches, and
that, even as you age in your community or as the community changes, we can meet needs.
Let’s plan for a person with disabilities from the
beginning and not just accommodate them. Let’s actually build a city where they can move seamlessly versus,
after the fact, putting in a ramp and patting ourselves
on the back. But I think in order to do that, whether

CHF: Yes, it’s part of human nature. What I’m hearing
from you, Veronica, with your verve and vision, is both
the civil engineering and transportation perspective but
also it seems to me a systems perspective, because you
really are looking at myriad dimensions of daily life and
quality of life. Is that an intentional component of your
approach? Or how do you see yourself going forward
using that?
MS. DAVIS: I’m always a student and there’s always an
opportunity to learn. For example, I’ve learned about
the public health side of cities, and it’s helpful to have
that language and understanding. I was in Salzburg,
Austria, talking about building healthy and equitable
communities; I’m always thinking about infrastructure,
but there I heard about the impact of cities on mental
health.
I’m always evolving, always learning and understanding the bigger systems and how things relate to each
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other and how we can “multi-solve.” As long as we’re
trying to solve one problem at a time, it’s going to take
forever to solve any problems. But if we can solve several things at one time, we can get somewhere quicker.
For example, in a community with a lot of people
who have asthma, if we can put in green infrastructure
and trees and reduce the number of vehicles in that area
to make the air quality better, you not only help move
people and provide or improve access for people to get
to jobs and schools, you make it safe for people to be
able to walk and bike. And on top of that, we’ve cleaned
the air so now people can breathe better. That’s why I
think we have to get into this view of multi-solving.
RML: That certainly sounds like a systems engineer to
me and I think you’re exactly right. I’m going to venture to say that you’re going to provide some important
leadership going forward. This is one of those moments
where 10 years from now we’ll look back and say, “I
talked with her when she was just starting.” You’ve
got a lot of the kinds of instincts that I think are of
tremendous importance to this country and, in fact, to
people all over the world. I hope you will continue to
travel that path and find ways of making your vision
and your thoughts come to fruition for the people who
will benefit.

MS. DAVIS: Thank you. I appreciate that.
RML: One last thing, Veronica, is there any particular
message you’d like to pass on to the members of the
NAE and other readers of The Bridge?
MS. DAVIS: I think as we move forward as a country,
we really have to think about how to make sure the
transportation system is affordable, reliable, safe for all
users. This means really being thoughtful about every
type of user, bringing them into the conversation,
having them at the table when we’re thinking about
it, whether it’s the technology side of the vehicles or
the infrastructure side—all users. I think that the more
diverse voices we can have at the table the better our
cities and rural areas and suburbs will be in the future.
Because the reality is that we have blind spots. I really
think that is what we need for the future. We need to
set the vision and the parameters versus trying to model
something that may or may not exist.
RML: Thank you, Veronica. I’ve enjoyed this conversation enormously.
CHF: I have too. I can’t wait to hear more about where
you go and what you do, Veronica.
MS. DAVIS: Definitely let’s keep in touch.
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NAE News and Notes
Class of 2019 Elected
In February the NAE elected 86 new
members and 18 foreign members,
bringing the total US membership
to 2,297 and the number of foreign
members to 272.
Academy membership honors
those who have made outstanding contributions to “engineering
research, practice, or education,
including, where appropriate, significant contributions to the engineering literature,” and to “the pioneering
of new and developing fields of technology, making major advancements
in traditional fields of engineering,
or developing/implementing innovative 
approaches to engineering
education.”
A list of the newly elected members and foreign members follows,
with their primary affiliations at the
time of election and a brief statement of their principal engineering
accomplishments.
New Members

Dereje Agonafer, Jenkins Garrett
Professor and director, Mechanical
and Aerospace Engineering
Department, University of Texas,
Arlington. For contributions to
computer-aided electro/thermo/
mechanical design and modeling of
electronic equipment.
Krishan K. Ahuja, Regents Professor, Daniel Guggenheim School
of Aerospace Engineering, Georgia
Tech, Atlanta. For the development
of quieter aerosystems and contributions to aeroacoustics research, literature, and education.
Joanna Aizenberg, Amy Smith
Berylson Professor of Materials

Science and professor of chemistry
and chemical biology, School of
Engineering, Harvard University,
Cambridge, MA. For contributions
to understanding of biological systems and bioinspired materials
design.
Erik K. Antonsson, president
and chief executive officer, aiPod
Inc., Pasadena, CA. For leadership
in the development of aerospace/
defense systems, formal methods
of engineering design, and active
learning in engineering education.
Penina Axelrad, Joseph T. Negler
Professor, Ann and H.J. Smead
Aerospace Engineering Sciences,
University of Colorado Boulder. For
analysis of multipath GPS signals
to improve satellite navigation and
new approaches to remote sensing.
Mary Baker, chair and president,
ATA Engineering Inc., San Diego.
For computer simulation methods
for structural mechanics problems
and engineering leadership.
Wayne S. Balta, vice president,
corporate environmental affairs and
product safety, IBM Corp., Armonk,
NY. For advancing corporate environmental sustainability practices
worldwide.
Gilda A. Barabino, Daniel and
Frances Berg Professor and dean,
Grove School of Engineering, City
College of New York. For leadership in bioengineering research and
inclusive models of bioengineering
education and faculty mentoring.
Rodolphe Barrangou, Todd
R. Klaenhammer Distinguished
Scholar in Probiotics Research,
and professor, food, bioprocess-

ing, and nutrition science, North
Carolina State University, Raleigh.
For discovery of CRISPR-Cas
genome editing and engineering
microbes, plants, and animals for
food and other applications.
Ana P. Barros, James L. Meriam
Professor of Civil and Environ
mental Engineering, Duke University, Durham, NC. For contributions
to understanding and prediction of
precipitation dynamics and flood
hazards in mountainous terrains.
Marc R. Benioff, chair and co–
chief executive officer, Salesforce,
San Francisco. For leadership in
cloud computing and corporate
philanthropy.
David J. Bishop, director,
CELL-MET Engineering Research
Center, and head, Division of
Materials Science and Engineering,
Boston University. For contributions
and leadership in high-
capacity
optical switch technology.
Pratim Biswas, Stanley and
Lucy Lopata Professor and chair,
Department of Energy, Environmental, and Chemical Engineering,
Washington University, St. Louis.
For advancing the science of aerosol dynamics and particle removal
technologies.
Richard D. Braatz, Edwin R.
Gilliland Professor of Chemical
Engineering, Chemical Engineering
Department, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge.
For contributions to diagnosis and
control of large-scale and molecular processes for materials, microelectronics, and pharmaceuticals
manufacturing.
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Linda J. Broadbelt, Sarah
 ebecca Roland Professor, DepartR
ment of Chemical and Biological
Engineering, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL. For contributions to complex kinetic modeling,
particularly for understanding the
pathways by which hydrocarbons
and polymers undergo pyrolysis.
Wei Chen, Wilson-Cook Professor in Engineering Design and professor of mechanical engineering,
Northwestern University, Evanston,
IL. For contributions to design
under uncertainty in products and
systems, and leadership in the engineering design community.
Douglas S. Clark, dean, College
of Chemistry, and professor of chemical and biomolecular engineering,
University of California, Berkeley.
For advances in bio
catalyst and
bioreaction engineering for drug
discovery, drug screening, and
bioprocessing.
Harry M. “Red” Conger IV,
president and chief operating officer, Americas, Freeport-McMoRan
Inc., Phoenix. For contributions
to copper mine/plant design and
leadership of Freeport to become the
world’s top private copper producer.
Karl Deisseroth, D.H. Chen
Professor, bioengineering and psychiatry and behavioral sciences,
Stanford University and Howard
Hughes Medical Institute, Stanford, CA. For molecular and optical tools for discovery and control
of neuronal signals behind animal
behavior in health and disease.
Hariklia Deligianni, retired
research scientist, IBM Corp.,
Tenafly, NJ. For electrochemical processes used by major microelectronic
chip producers worldwide.
Thomas J. Eccles, rear admiral,
US Navy (retired), and chief executive officer, Trident Maritime Sys-

tems, Arlington, VA. For service in
naval engineering and advances in
submarine technology.
Paul England, director, Microsoft
Research, Redmond, WA. For
defining the hardware foundations
of secure computing, Trusted Platform Module, and secure enclaves,
and for conceiving the darknet.
Ali Erdemir, Distinguished Fellow and program lead, materials for
harsh conditions, Applied Materials
Division, Argonne National Laboratory, IL. For contributions to the
science and technology of friction,
lubrication, and wear.
Robert J. Fascetti, retired vice
president, global powertrain engineering, Ford Motor Co., Bloomfield
Hills, MI. For leadership in power
train products with improved fuel
economy, superior performance, and
reduced greenhouse gas emissions.
Alec D. Gallimore, Robert J.
Vlasic Dean of Engineering and
professor, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor. For advanced spacecraft
electric propulsion, especially Hall
thruster technology.
Sharon C. Glotzer, Anthony
C. Lembke Department Chair of
Chemical Engineering and professor, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor. For development of computer-based design principles for
assembly engineering and manufacturing of advanced materials and
nanotechnology.
Dorota A. Grejner-Brzezinska,
Lowber B. Strange Endowed Professor and chair, Department of Civil,
Environmental, and Geodetic
Engineering, Ohio State University, Columbus. For contributions to
geodetic science and satellite navigation, including integration with
artificial intelligence.
Joseph Y. Halpern, Joseph C.
Ford Professor of Engineering, Com-

puter Science Department, Cornell
University, Ithaca, NY. For m
 ethods
of reasoning about knowledge,
belief, and uncertainty and their
applications to distributed computing and multiagent systems.
Yassin A. Hassan, Sallie and
Don Davis ’61 Professor in Engineering, Departments of Nuclear
Engineering and Mechanical Engineering, Texas A&M University,
College Station. For experimentally
validated thermal hydraulic analyses
of multiphase flow fields for nuclear
reactor operations.
Jonathan P. Heritage, professor
emeritus, Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineering, University of California, Davis. For
contributions to optical pulse shaping and wavelength selective optical
switches.
Linda P. Hudson, chair and
chief executive officer, The Cardea
Group, Charlotte, NC. For leadership in development and production of military systems, and for
mentoring and developing future
engineering leaders.
Steven E. Ingebritsen, research
hydrologist, US Geological Survey,
US Department of Interior, Menlo
Park, CA. For contributions to
understanding the role of groundwater in geologic processes.
William C. Jordan, principal,
Jordan Analytics LLC, Beverly

Hills, MI. For development of analytic methods to improve manufacturing systems and for quantitative
analysis of future mobility systems.
Joseph Katz, William F. Ward Sr.
Distinguished Professor, Department
of Mechanical Engineering, Johns
Hopkins University, B
 altimore. For
development of optical methods in
experimental fluid mechanics for
turbomachinery, cavitation, turbulence, and environmental flows.
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Behrokh Khoshnevis, president and chief executive officer, C
 ontour Crafting Corp., El
Segundo, CA. For innovations in
manufacturing and construction,
including the application of 3D
printing methods.
Sara Kiesler, program director, Division of Social and Economic Sciences, National Science
Foundation, Alexandria, VA. For
leader
ship, technical innovation,
and identification of social trends
with the adoption of computers and
robots in work and society.
Charles A. Kircher, principal,
Kircher & Associates, Palo Alto,
CA. For advancing structural engineering practice in earthquake
engineering and loss prevention in
building design.
Robert Kiss, vice president, process and analytical development,
Sutro Biopharma Inc., South San
Francisco. For contributions to
mammalian cell culture and microbial processes that produce recombinant proteins and antibodies.
Jessica E. Kogel, associate director for mining, National Institute
for Occupational Safety and Health,
Atlanta. For sustainable development and innovation of industrial
clay products and processes.
John H. Koon, president, John
H. Koon & Associates, Atlanta.
For contributions to the design of
systems to treat chemically complex
industrial wastewaters.
Charles J. Kuehmann, vice
president of materials engineering, SpaceX and Tesla Motors, Palo
Alto, CA. For contributions to the
creation and commercialization of
computational materials design.
Anil Kumar, associate fellow,
specialty coatings and materials,
PPG, Monroeville, PA. For contributions in photochromism and vari-

able polarization and leadership in
commercialization.
Monica S. Lam, professor, Computer Science Department, Stanford
University, Stanford, CA. For contributions to the design of advanced
compiler and analysis systems for
high-performance computers.
Jefferson C. Lievense, senior
advisor to the chief executive officer, bioengineering and technology,
Genomatica Inc., San Diego. For
leadership in biomanufacturing of
sustainable chemicals.
Robert D. Lorenz,1 Elmer and
Janet Kaiser Chair and Consolidated Papers Professor of Controls Engineering, Department of
Mechanical Engineering, University of Wisconsin, Madison. For contributions to modeling and control
of cross-coupled electromechanical
systems for high-performance electric machines and drives.
Kathryn A. McCarthy, vice president, research and development,
Canadian Nuclear Laboratories,
Chalk River, Ontario. For leadership in research and data analysis in
support of licensing extensions for
light water nuclear reactors.
Laura J. McGill, vice president,
engineering, Raytheon 
M issile
Systems, Tucson. For technical
leadership of missile systems for the
United States and its allies.
Gareth H. McKinley, School of
Engineering Professor of Teaching
Innovation, Mechanical Engineering Department, M
 assachusetts
Institute of Technology, C
 ambridge.
For contributions in rheology,
understanding of complex fluid
dynamical instabilities, and interfacial engineering of super-repellent
textured surfaces.
Mahta Moghaddam, William M.
Hogue Professorship in Electrical
1

Elected posthumously

Engineering and professor of electrical engineering-electrophysics,
University of Southern California,
Los Angeles. For development of
physics-based computational algorithms for mapping of subsurface
characteristics.
Sasan Mokhtari, president
and chief executive officer, Open
Access Technology International
Inc., Minneapolis. For development
of software for web-based electric
power transmission access, including tagging and scheduling.
Thomas A. Morel, president, Gamma Technologies Inc.,
Westmont, IL. For development of
computer-aided engineering tools
for engines and vehicles.
Robert T. Morris, professor,
Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge. For contributions
to programmable network routers,
wireless mesh networks, and networked computer systems.
Mary Pat Moyer, founder, chief
executive officer, and chief science officer, INCELL Corp. LLC,
San Antonio. For entrepreneurship
and development of cell lines, cell
media, and testing technologies
for regenerative medicine and bio
pharma products.
Sharon L. Nunes, retired vice
president, smarter cities and big
green innovations, IBM Corp.,
Falmouth, MA. For corporate
leadership in development of nextgeneration green technologies,
focusing on novel materials and
processes.
Stephanie L. O’Sullivan, consultant and retired principal deputy
director, US Office of the Director
of National Intelligence, Duck Key,
FL. For science, technology, and
leadership in national security.
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Rosalind Picard, professor and
director of affective computing
research, Media Lab, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge.
For contributions to affective and
wearable computing.
Darryll J. Pines, professor and
dean, A. James Clark School
of Engineering, University of
Maryland, College Park. For inspirational leadership and contributions
to engineering education excellence
in the United States.
Kimberly A. Prather, Distinguished Chair in Atmospheric
Chemistry, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry and Scripps
Institution of Oceanography, University of California, San Diego, La
Jolla. For technologies that transformed understanding of aerosols
and their impacts on air quality, climate, and human health.
John Reid, director, product
technology and innovation, Moline
Technology Innovation Center,
John Deere Company, IL. For innovation in automation technologies
for agricultural systems.
Clifford M. Samuel, senior vice
president, access operations and
emerging markets, Gilead Sciences
Inc., Foster City, CA. For innovations in supply chain management
and manufacturing technologies
central to delivering medication in
developing countries.
A. Miguel San Martin, chief
engineer, guidance, navigation, and
control, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, CA. For technical contributions and leadership in guidance,
navigation, and control leading to
successful Mars entry, descent, and
landing.
Nadine B. Sarter, professor,
industrial and operations engineering, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor. For innovation in the

design and use of tactile displays for
improved safety in aviation, automobiles, and health care.
Christopher A. Schuh, department head and professor, materials science and engineering,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge. For contributions
to design science and application of
nanocrystalline metals.
Robert A. Scott, vice president,
technology transfer, surgical
research and development, Alcon,
Lake Forest, CA. For contributions
in ophthalmological biomaterials
for intraocular lenses, glaucoma
implants, and surgical equipment.
Margo I. Seltzer, Herchel Smith
Professor of Computer Science,
School of Engineering and Applied
Science, Harvard University,
Cambridge, MA. For engineering
contributions to databases, file systems, and operating systems.
Sheldon Lee Semiatin, senior scientist, materials/processing science
and research leader, Metals Processing Group, Air Force Research
Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, OH. For contributions
to thermomechanical processing of
aerospace alloys and emerging intermetallic materials.
Patrick M. Shanahan, acting secretary, US Department of Defense,
Washington, DC. For aerospace
industry leadership in commercial
aircraft, missile defense, and rotorcraft and for service to the Department of Defense.
Barry L. Shoop, dean and professor of electrical engineering, Albert
Nerken School of Engineering, The
Cooper Union, New York City. For
leadership in developing engineering systems solutions for national
security and contributions to military engineering education.
Heidi Shyu, president and chief

executive officer, Heidi Shyu Inc.,
Arlington, VA. For development
of innovative radar/electro-optics/
infrared systems in support of the
US Army and Air Force.
Wanda A. Sigur, retired vice
president and general manager,
civil space, Lockheed Martin Corp.,
Seabrook, TX. For contributions
to human spaceflight exploration
systems.
Jane McKee Smith, senior
research scientist for hydrodynamic
phenomena, Engineering Research
and Development Center, US Army
Corps of Engineers, Vicksburg, MS.
For leadership in coastal engineering
research and development resulting
in improved infrastructure resilience.
John G. Speer, John Henry
Moore Distinguished Professor and
director, Advanced Steel Processing and Products Research Center,
Colorado School of Mines, Golden.
For the conception, invention, and
reduction to practice of quenching
and partitioning steel.
Kay M. Stanney, president and
founder, Design Interactive Inc.,
Orlando, FL. For contributions to
human factors engineering through
virtual reality technology and strategic leadership.
Robert M. Stein, consultant,
Brookline, MA. For contributions
to electronic systems for national
security applications.
Daniel B. Stephens, chair of the
board and principal hydrologist,
Daniel B. Stephens & Associates
Inc., Albuquerque. For innovations
in vadose zone hydrologic practice
and theory.
Richard Tabors, president, Tabors
Caramanis Rudkevich, B
 oston. For
development of technologies for
real-time locational pricing of electricity for reduced electric transmission congestion.
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Vahid Tarokh, Rhodes Family
Professor of Electrical and Com
puter Engineering, Duke University,
Durham, NC. For contributions to
space-time coding and its applications to multi-antenna wireless
communications.
Hemant K. Thapar, chair and
chief executive officer, OmniTier
Inc., Milpitas, CA. For contributions to theory and practice of
coding and signal processing for
high-density magnetic recording.
Jean W. Tom, group director,
process research and development, Bristol-Myers Squibb, New
Brunswick, NJ. For leadership in
the process development of multiple
commercialized drugs.
Claire J. Tomlin, Charles A.
Desoer Chair and professor, electrical engineering and computer
sciences, University of California,
Berkeley. For contributions to
design tools for safety-focused control of cyberphysical systems.
Susan Trolier-McKinstry, professor of ceramic science and engineering, Pennsylvania State University,
University Park. For development
of thin film multilayer ceramic
capacitors and piezoelectric microelectromechanical systems.
Yannis Tsividis, Edwin Howard
Armstrong Professor of Electrical
Engineering, Columbia University,
New York City. For contributions to
analog and mixed-signal integrated
circuit technology and engineering
education.
Eric A. Udren, executive advisor,
Quanta Technology, LLC, Raleigh,
NC. For leadership in advancing
protection technologies for electric
power grids.
P.P. Vaidyanathan, Kiyo and
Eiko Tomiyasu Professor of Electrical Engineering, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena. For

contributions to digital filter bank
theory and design.
Christine A. Wang, senior staff
scientist, Laser Technology and
Applications Group, MIT Lincoln
Laboratory, Lexington, MA. For contributions to epitaxial crystal growth
of III-V compound semiconductors
and design of organometallic vaporphase epitaxy reactors.
Margaret M. Wu, retired senior
scientific advisor, ExxonMobil
Research and Engineering Co.,
Odenton, MD. For contributions
to synthetic lubricants for improved
energy efficiency and machine
protection.
New Foreign Members

Pierre Claude Bétin, retired
senior vice president, Safran SA/
SNECMA, Villenave d’Ornon,
France. For leadership of Europe’s
solid rocket propulsion industry and
contributions to launch and missile
systems.
Esteban A. Brignole, professor emeritus, chemical engineering, Universidad Nacional
Sur/
C ONICET, Bahía Blanca,
Argentina. For contributions to
molecular design of solvents, model
ing of high-pressure phase equilibria, and leadership in research and
academic-industry collaborations.
Michael E. Cates, Lucasian Professor of Mathematics and Royal
Society Research Professor, Department of Applied Mathematics and
Theoretical Physics, University of
Cambridge, United Kingdom. For
research on the rheology, dynamics,
and thermodynamics of complex
fluids, and for scientific leadership
in the European Community.
Aart J. de Geus, chair and co–
chief executive officer, Synopsys
Inc., Mountain View, CA. For
leader
ship and technical contri-

butions to logic synthesis for inte
grated circuits.
Jean-Jacques Dordain, consultant and former director general,
European Space Agency, Paris. For
contributions to complex space systems and leadership of space exploration programs worldwide.
James Dyson, chair and
founder, Dyson Technology Ltd.,
M almesbury, Wiltshire, United

Kingdom. For development of
advanced technologies and innovative products and for contributions to design and engineering
education.
Samuel E. Jonah, executive
chair, Jonah Capital, Accra, Ghana.
For leadership and technical contributions in advancing the mineral
industry in Africa.
Gilbert Laporte, Canada Research
Chair in Distribution Management and professor, Department of
Decision Sciences, HEC Montréal,
Canada. For domain-defining contributions to the theory and practice
of vehicle routing, facility location,
and distribution management.
Robert Mair, emeritus professor
of civil engineering and director of
research, University of Cambridge,
United Kingdom. For contributions
to underground construction and
smart infrastructure and for leadership in government, engineering
practice, research, and education.
Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw, chair
and managing director, Biocon
Limited, Bangalore. For development of affordable biopharmaceuticals and the biotechnology industry
in India.
Christopher B. Murray, Richard Perry University Professor of
Chemistry and Materials Science
Engineering, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. For invention
and development of solvothermal
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synthesis of monodisperse nanocrystal quantum dots for displays, photovoltaics, and memory.
Jiuhui Qu, professor, Research
Center for Eco-Environmental Sciences, Chinese Academy of S
 ciences,
Beijing. For development of water
treatment technology and leadership
in improving water quality in China.
Mylavarapu Ramamoorty, former chancellor, K L University,
Vijayawada, Nacharam, Hyderabad.
For technical leadership of power
engineering research, development,
education, and establishing national
laboratories in India.

Hugh Rudnick, emeritus professor, electrical engineering, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile,
Santiago. For leadership in South
American electric power markets,
resource and transmission planning,
and standards.
Saeed Sohrabpour, professor,
mechanical engineering, Sharif
University of Technology, Tehran.
For establishing Sharif University as
an academic Center of Excellence
and advancing engineering and science education in Iran.
Nicola A. Spaldin, professor
for materials theory, ETH Zürich.

For theoretical contributions to
advance the field of multiferroics.
Molly Stevens, professor of biomedical materials and regenera
tive medicine, Imperial College
London, South Kensington. For
contributions to materials-based
approaches for tissue regeneration
and biosensing.
Nikolay Zheludev, head of
nanophotonics and metamaterials,
Optoelectronics Research Centre,
University of Southampton, United
Kingdom. For leadership and technical contributions to optical metamaterials and nanophotonics.

Emery N. Brown, Taplin Professor of Medical Engineering, Harvard
Medical School, Massachusetts
General Hospital, and Edward Hood
Taplin Professor of Medical Engineering and Computational Neuroscience, Department of Brain and
Cognitive Sciences, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, has been
awarded the Dickson Prize in Science by Carnegie Mellon University. After presentation of the prize
on January 31 in Pittsburgh, Dr.
Brown delivered the Dickson Prize
lecture, titled “The Dynamics of the
Unconscious Brain under General
Anesthesia.”
Ross B. Corotis, Denver Business
Challenge Professor, Department of
Civil, Environmental, and Architectural Engineering, University of
Colorado Boulder, is the recipient
of the 2019 OPAL (Outstanding
Projects and Leaders) Award in

Education for “demonstrated excellence in furthering civil engineering
education.” The award was presented to Dr. Corotis by ASCE at the

2019 OPAL Gala on March 14 in
Washington.
Naomi J. Halas, Stanley C. Moore
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Rice University,
received the 2019 Spiers Memorial
Award from the Royal Society of
Chemistry in February in London. Dr.
Halas was recognized for “pioneering
research at the intersection of optics
and nanoscience, and the demonstration of optical property manipulation
by nanoparticle geometry.”
Eric Horvitz, Distinguished
Scientist and director, Microsoft
Research, and Eric E. Schmidt, chair
of the Defense Innovation Board
and technical advisor to the board of
Alphabet Inc., have been appointed
to serve on the National Security
Commission on Artificial Intelligence. The commission is intended
to review advances in artificial intelligence, machine learning, and associated technologies with national
security implications, including the
competitiveness of US efforts, international trends and cooperation,

NAE Newsmakers
Daniel N. Baker, director, Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space
Physics, University of Colorado

Boulder, was honored with the 2018
William Bowie Medal of the American Geophysical Union on December 12 during its fall meeting. The
medal is AGU’s highest honor and is
given in recognition of “outstanding
contributions to fundamental geophysics and for unselfish cooperation
in research.”
Zdeněk P. Bažant, McCormick
Institute Professor and W.P. Murphy
Professor of Civil and Mechanical
Engineering and Materials Science,
Northwestern University, received
the ASCE Alfred M. Freudenthal
Medal at the annual meeting of the
ASCE Engineering Mechanics Institute on May 31, 2018. This biennial
medal is regarded as the highest recognition for contributions to structural
safety and probabilistic mechanics.
Dr. Bažant was cited for “developing a
comprehensive theory of probabilistic
mechanics of strength, lifetime, and
size effect of quasi-brittle structures.”
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workforce and education incentives,
data standards, and ethical considerations for future application.
Cato T. Laurencin, University
Professor; professor of chemical,
materials, and biomolecular engineering; and director, Institute for
Regenerative Engineering, University of Connecticut, is the winner
of the 2019 Philip Hauge Abelson
Prize, presented February 14 by
the American Association for the
Advancement of Science during its
annual meeting in Washington. Dr.
Laurencin received the prize in recognition of “his global leadership in
biomedical technology innovation,
public service in shaping US technology policy, and invaluable mentorship to a generation of minority
scientists.”
John C. Martin, executive chair,
Gilead Sciences, will receive the
NAS Award for Chemistry in Service to Society. His citation reads
“For his tireless contributions to
human health, including treatments
for HIV/AIDS.” He will be honored
April 28, during the NAS annual
meeting.
Larry A. Mayer, professor and
director, Center for Coastal and
Ocean Mapping, University of New
Hampshire, has been elected a foreign member of the Royal Swedish
Academy of Sciences. This lifelong
appointment recognizes successful
achievements in research or services
to science. Dr. Mayer was selected
for his scholarship that has g reatly
increased understanding of the
world’s oceans and his mentorship of
students from around the globe that
has extended this knowledge and created a worldwide network of bathymetry scholars and practitioners.
Nicholas A. Peppas, Cockrell
Family Regents Chair in Engineering #6 and professor, Departments of

Biomedical Engineering, Chemical
and Biomedical Engineering, Pediatrics Surgery, and Pharmacy, Dell
Medical School, University of Texas
at Austin, received the 2018 Distinguished Pharmaceutical Scientist
Award from the American Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists.
The award recognizes an individual
who has made substantial contributions in research and advancement
of pharmaceutical science that have
had a lasting impact.
George M. Pharr IV, TEES
Distinguished Research Professor,
Department of Materials Science and
Engineering, Texas A&M University,
was awarded the 2018 Nadai Medal
by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. He was recognized
for his work in the development of
nano-indentation and fundamental
contributions in the field of contact
mechanics.
The Global Semiconductor Alliance has honored Lisa T. Su, president and CEO, Advanced Micro
Devices Inc., with the prestigious
Dr. Morris Chang Exemplary
Leadership Award, which r ecognizes
individuals for their exceptional
contributions that exemplify how
their vision and global leadership
have transformed and elevated the
semiconductor industry. Dr. Su was
selected for her technological contributions, exceptional business
acumen, status as a positive and
inspiring role model, and respect in
the technology industry and business
community.
James J. Truchard, president,
CEO, and founder, National Instruments Inc., is the recipient of the
2018 Award of the Republic of
Armenia for Global Contribution to Humanity through IT,
“granted annually to an individual
whose internationally acclaimed

contributions to IT have resulted in
near-revolutionary or revolutionary
developments that have positively
impacted or hold the potential to
positively impact humanity.” The
acting Minister of Transport, Communications, and Information Technology said Dr. Truchard was chosen
for his “contribution to the availability of alternative energy sources,
the development of pharmacology
and medicine, protection of the eco
system, and creation of safe cyberspace and reality.” Former recipients
of the award include Craig R. B
 arrett
(2010), retired CEO and chair, Intel
Corporation, and Steve Wozniak
(2011), chief scientist, Primary Data,
and professional speaker, New Leaf
Speakers LLC, and cofounder of
Apple Computer Inc.
Warren M. Washington, senior
scientist, Climate Change Research
Section, Climate and Global
Dynamics Division, National C
 enter
for Atmospheric Research, has been
chosen to share the 2019 Tyler
Prize for Environmental Achievement with Michael E. Mann of Penn
State University. The prize, often
called the “Nobel Prize for the Environment,” is awarded for environmental science, health, and energy
conferring great benefit on humanity. Drs. Washington and Mann were
selected “because they have not only
advanced our knowledge of climate
change but also demonstrated exceptional courage and commitment to
public policy.” The two laureates will
be honored at a private ceremony on
May 3 in San Francisco.
Bruce Watson, Institute Professor
of Science, Department of Earth and
Environmental Sciences, R
 ensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, has been
awarded the Roebling Medal, the
highest honor of the Mineralogical
Society of America. The award was
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presented during MSA’s joint annual
meeting with the Geological Society
of America in Indianapolis, November 4–7, 2018.
Albert Nelson Marquis Lifetime
Achievement Awards have been
presented to Robert D. 
Maurer,
retired research fellow, Corning
Incorporated; Alan W. Pense, professor emeritus, ATLSS Engineering
Research Center, Lehigh University; Julia M. Phillips, retired vice
president and chief technology officer, Sandia National Laboratories;
and Lyle H. Schwartz, professor,
Institute for Advanced Discovery
& Innovation, University of South
Florida, and retired director, Air
Force Office of Scientific Research.
The award recognizes individuals
who have many years’ experience
in their professional network and
have been noted for achievements,
leadership qualities, and credentials
in their respective fields.
The American Association for
the Advancement of Science has
honored Esther S. Takeuchi, chief
scientist, Energy Sciences Directorate, Brookhaven National Laboratory, and SUNY Distinguished
Professor, Stony Brook University,
and Katherine A. Yelick, professor
and associate laboratory director,
Computer Science/Computing Sciences, Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, University of California,
Berkeley, as AAAS Fellows.
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers has announced its
2018 honors recipients. The N
 ancy
Deloye Fitzroy and Roland V.
Fitzroy Medal is awarded to Ivar
Giaever, chief technical officer,
Applied BioPhysics Inc., for innovative experimental work in super
conductor tunneling that led to a
major advance in understanding of
superconductivity and to new sci-

entific instruments. Thomas J.R.
Hughes, Peter O’Donnell Jr. Chair
in Computational and Applied
Mathematics and professor of
aerospace engineering and engineering mechanics, Institute for
Computational Engineering and
Sciences, University of Texas at
Austin, received the ASME Medal
for the pioneering development of
computer-aided engineering and
design technologies disseminated in
industrial and commercial software
used throughout the world, thereby improving engineering product
development; and for originating
and leading new fields of computational engineering research. Honorary ASME membership is conferred
on Alan Needleman, University
Distinguished Professor, Department
of Materials Science and Engineering, Texas A&M University; Robert
M. Nerem, Institute Professor and
Parker H. Petit Professor Emeritus,
Institute for Bioengineering and
Bioscience, Georgia Institute of
Technology; and Frank E. Talke,
professor of mechanical engineering, Center for Magnetic Recording
Research, University of California,
San Diego.
The Franklin Institute has
announced its awards class of 2019.
Frances H. Arnold, Linus Pauling
Professor of Chemical Engineering,
Bioengineering and Biochemistry,
California Institute of Technology,
will receive the Bower Award and
Prize for Achievement in Science
for “pioneering the development of
directed protein evolution—a paradigm shift in the engineering of biological catalysts that mimics natural
evolution in a laboratory setting and
enables greener, less energy-intensive,
and less polluting manufacturing
processes.” John A. Rogers, Louis
Simpson and Kimberly Querrey Pro-

fessor of Materials, Science and Engineering, Biomedical Engineering and
Neurological Surgery, McCormick
School of Engineering and Feinberg
School of Medicine, Northwestern
University, will be awarded the
Benjamin Franklin Medal in Materials Engineering for “pioneering the
engineering of flexible and stretchable electronic systems for e-health
and exploratory neuroscience.” Eli
Yablonovitch, professor of electrical
engineering and computer sciences,
University of California, Berkeley,
will receive the Benjamin Franklin
Medal in Electrical Engineering
for “widely used scientific improvements to radio- and light-based
technologies in wireless communications and solar energy applications.”
The awards ceremony will be held
April 11 in Philadelphia.
The 2018 class of National
Academy of Inventors Fellows
will be inducted on April 11 as part
of the Eighth NAI Annual Meeting in Houston. Included are Rod
C. Alferness, Richard A. Auhll
Professor and dean, University of
California, Santa Barbara, and retired
chief scientist, Alcatel-Lucent;
Frank S. Bates, Regents Professor,
Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis;
Constance Chang-Hasnain, John
R. Whinnery Distinguished Chair
Professor, Electrical Engineering
and Applied Science, University
of California, Berkeley; Jindřich
Kopeček, Distinguished Professor of
Bioengineering and Pharmaceutics
and Pharmaceutical Chemistry, University of Utah; Thomas P. Russell,
Silvio O. Conte Distinguished Professor, Polymer Science and Engineering Department, University of
Massachusetts at Amherst; David A.
Tirrell, Ross McCollum–William H.
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Corcoran Professor of Chemistry and
Chemical Engineering, 
California
Institute of Technology; and Michael
S. Waterman, University Professor
and USC Associates Chair in Natural Sciences, University of Southern California. NAI Fellow status is
the highest professional distinction
given to academic inventors who
have demonstrated a “spirit of innovation in creating or facilitating outstanding inventions that have made
a tangible impact on quality of life,

economic development, and the welfare of society.”
The 2019 Class of National
Academy of Inventors Fellows will
be inducted on May 11. Among
them are these seven NAE members:
Chieko Asakawa, IBM Fellow, IBM
Research, IBM Japan Ltd.; Rebecca
R. Richards-Kortum, Malcolm Gillis
University Professor, Department
of Bioengineering, Rice University;
Dennis M. Ritchie, member of the
technical staff, Bell Laboratories,

Lucent Technologies (posthumous);
Edmund O. Schweitzer III, president, Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories Inc.; Kenneth Thompson,
retired member of the technical
staff, Bell Laboratories, Lucent Technologies; James J. Truchard, president, CEO, and founder, National
Instruments Inc.; and David R.
Walt, Department of Pathology,
Brigham and Women’s Hospital.

New NAE Program Director
Following a national search, we are
pleased to announce the appointment of Dr. Guru Madhavan as
director of National Academy of

Dr. Guru Madhavan

Engineering programs effective
February 4. He succeeded Dr. Beth
Cady, who served as interim director
since last summer.
Guru brings to his new role
10 years of experience at the
National Academies. He started in
2008 as a Christine Mirzayan Science and Technology Policy Fellow
and was hired as a program officer
in the Policy and Global Affairs
Division. Then as a senior program
officer in the Health and Medicine Division, he led many influential reports, including the recent
Making Medicines Affordable. He also
directed a novel effort involving the
design and development of a systems
analysis platform for prioritizing
new vaccines, for which he received
the National Academies’ Innovator
Award and the Cecil Medal from

the National Academy of Medicine.
Bridge readers will be familiar with
his coauthored articles in the winter
2018 and summer 2016 issues.
A systems engineer by background, Guru received his MS and
PhD in biomedical engineering and
MBA from the State University of
New York. He has worked in the
medical device industry and served
as a technical advisor to the US
Department of Health and Human
Services. In recognition of his books
and lectures, he was named the 2018
recipient of the IEEE-USA Award
for Distinguished Literary Contributions Furthering Public Understanding and the Advancement of
the Engineering Profession.
We warmly welcome Guru and
thank Beth for her service as interim director of the NAE Programs.
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Donor Spotlight: Asad Madni
We thank Asad Madni (’11) and his
family for being so helpful to the NAE.
Dr. Madni is a member of the advisory board for the Arnold and Mabel
Beckman Center and the NAE Membership Policy Committee; past chair of
the Section 7 Search Committee and the
selection committee for the Bernard M.
Gordon Prize for Innovation in Engineering and Technology Education; and
past member of the Future NAE Study
Group and Section 7 Peer Committee.
In addition, he created a “procedures
manual” for Section 7 and shared it
with other sections. We’re deeply grateful for the two giving challenges he and
his family created early in his membership and for the friends he’s introduced
us to.
You’ve been a pioneer in engineering
technology. Can you tell us something about your career choices?
I was president, chief operating officer, and CTO of BEI Technologies
Inc., headquartered in California,
from 1992 until my retirement in
2006. I led the development and
commercialization of intelligent sensors, systems, and instrumentation
for aerospace, commercial, transportation, and medical industries.
Of particular note are the Extremely
Slow Motion Servo Control System
for Hubble Space Telescope’s Star
Selector System, which ensured
unprecedented accuracy and stability to enable remarkable images
that have enhanced understanding
of the universe; and the revolutionary MEMS GyroChip® technology,
used worldwide for electronic stability control and rollover protection in
passenger vehicles to save millions of
lives every year.

NAE President C. D. Mote, Jr. with NAE member Asad Madni, his son Jamal, wife Taj,
and former NAE Chair Chad Holliday.

Before joining BEI, I was with
Systron Donner Corporation for 18
years in senior technical and executive positions, eventually as chair,
president, and CEO. I led the development of RF and microwave systems and instrumentation, which
significantly enhanced the combat
readiness of the US Navy (and its
allies) and enabled the Department
of Defense to simulate more threatrepresentative electronic countermeasure environments for advanced
warfare training.
I am now an independent consultant, distinguished adjunct professor
and distinguished scientist in the
Electrical and Computer Engineering Department at UCLA, and executive managing director and CTO of
Crocker Capital, a San Francisco–
based private venture firm specializing in emerging technologies.
I am particularly gratified that all
my inventions were commercialized

by my respective companies, resulting in substantial revenues and earnings that allowed us to employ a large
number of engineers, scientists, and
technicians. Most of all, I am humbled by the fact that these inventions
have had a major impact on society
and humanity in general.
You and your wife and son have
been very generous to the NAE and
are members of both the Einstein
Society and the Heritage Society.
Can you talk about your decisions to
become involved philanthropically?
I was inducted in 2011 and during the
orientation program, led by President
Charles Vest, the excellent lectures
and panel discussions left the three
of us with the following impressions.
1. Rarely does one get an opportunity to be exposed to so many
brilliant minds under one roof,
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selflessly providing their expertise
and working in tandem toward the
goals of globally improving quality of life and offering independent, well-researched, strategic
recommendations that are vital
to our nation’s ability to maintain
global economic and technical
leadership.
2. The NAE has a substantial need for
discretionary financial resources
to ensure the independence of
our voice on national policy; to
support our work to increase the
number, quality, and diversity of
US engineering graduates; and to
advance US capacity for 21st century innovation and global competitiveness.
3. NAE studies, reports, and recommendations have played a pivotal
role in national policymaking.
Private support enables the NAE
to initiate vital projects such as
Rising above the Gathering Storm
and America’s Energy Future, two
examples of privately funded,
influential reports on fundamentally important issues.
Even before that first annual meeting ended, it was clear to Taj, Jamal,
and me that the NAE embodies
our philanthropic views and values.
We approached Radka Nebesky
and then–Vice President Maxine
Savitz to determine how we might
assist the NAE, and established two
challenges:
The first focused on newer members and matched, dollar for dollar up
to $50,000, any gift to the NAE made
by December 31, 2012, by the classes
of 2009, 2010, 2011, and 2012.
The second challenge was the
first-ever section-specific challenge
for Section 7: Electronics, Communication and Information Systems,
the largest of the 12 NAE sections.

This challenge also matched, dollar
for dollar up to $50,000, any new
gifts or any increase in a donor’s
2012 contributions above their gift
in 2011.
The two challenges generated
$457,000 for the NAE and inspired
challenges from other members.
This year we decided to include
the NAE in our estate plans and
established an annuity.
Now in your “retirement,” how do
you see your role in the world of
engineering?
I believe that a professionally successful career that does not include
philanthropy is an incomplete and
unsatisfying one. I never forget that
my professional success makes it
incumbent upon me and my family
to give back and help the generation
following us, especially the underprivileged. Taj, Jamal, and I actively
pursue our philanthropic goals by
contributing to the NAE and various academic and charitable organizations. In addition, at UCLA I am
guiding doctoral research, mentoring students, and inspiring the next
generation of engineers, and in other
ways I enjoy bringing an awareness of
the NAE Grand Challenges to university, community college, and high
school students.
What can you say about the challenges for following generations?
Traditional technologies based on
classical disciplines and thought
processes are no longer viable in
addressing today’s challenges. New
approaches based on interdisciplinary
thinking are necessary. Fortunately,
numerous emerging technologies
such as MEMS, nanotechnology, deep
machine learning, artificial intelli-

gence, behavioral informatics, cloud
computing, advanced signal processing, and others are advancing at an
unimaginable rate, and the convergence of these technologies demonstrates the potential to address major
challenges and enhance lives, businesses, government, society, and the
health of the planet.
Dr. Vest said that “we live in the
most exciting era for science and
engineering in human history.” I
completely agree. But our generation is leaving behind a paradoxical
legacy to the generation following us.
While we are providing them with
unprecedented advances in technology that can revolutionize the world
in unimagined ways, we are also leaving a world in turmoil. We bequeath
them a far better understanding of
the universe than ever thought possible, with advances in medical science
and health care that improve longevity and quality of life, and a greater
awareness of our planet and environment. We also leave them with
poverty, global warming, energy and
water shortages, ethical violations at
the highest levels, and major ongoing wars as some of the challenges
to address. So their inheritance may
be best described with the opening
sentences of Charles Dickens’ Tale of
Two Cities: “It was the best of times,
it was the worst of times, it was the
age of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it
was the epoch of incredulity, it was
the season of light, it was the season
of darkness, it was the spring of hope,
it was the winter of despair.”
I am convinced that we will see
an increasing number of engineers,
scientists, and technologists who will
carry forward the banner of human
progress. But they have to be trained
in new ways to address the challenges.
Two NAE reports, The Engineer of
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2020 (2004) and Educating the Engineer of 2020 (2005), analyzed the
global dynamics, societal needs, and
changing expectations of science and
technology research to determine
both the essential attributes for the
engineer of 2020 and the educational transformation needed to prepare
this engineer. I quote the concluding
paragraph of the 2004 report:
He or she will aspire to have the
ingenuity of Lillian Gilbreth, the
problem-solving capabilities of Gordon Moore, the scientific insight of
Albert Einstein, the creativity of
Pablo Picasso, the determination

of the Wright brothers, the leader
ship abilities of Bill Gates, the
conscience of Eleanor Roosevelt,
the vision of Martin Luther King,
and the curiosity and wonder of our
grandchildren.

New engineers will have to be educated with depth as well as breadth;
they will need to have extraordinary
communication skills and be able to
work in interdisciplinary and multicultural teams whose members have
different areas of expertise and are of
varied backgrounds, countries, and
cultures; they will need to understand the importance and advantages

of diversity; they will need to be
dedicated and focused; they will have
to be not only good at problem solving but creative, imaginative, and
visionary; they will have to be inspirational leaders; and finally, they will
have to uphold the highest ideals of
ethics and be cognizant of the impact
of their work on society, humanity,
and the planet.
I look forward to continuing to
support the NAE in our important
mission of providing engineering
leadership in service to the nation.

Message from NAE Vice President Corale L. Brierley

Corale L. Brierley

I am thrilled to report that more
than 700 members and friends of
the NAE invested over $5.4 million
in new cash and pledges in 2018.
Thank you!
Your support makes a world of difference. You help ensure that the engineers of tomorrow—today’s girls and
boys, young women and men—are
engaged and equipped to take on the
most pressing challenges facing our
country and the world. Philanthropy
continues to support about one-third
of our work, and almost every program
depends on private funds.
A number of key NAE programs
depend on support from our members

and friends: EngineerGirl and the
Grand Challenges Scholars Program
for developing engineering talent;
Frontiers of Engineering for sustaining engineering excellence; and the
Center for Engineering Ethics and
Society to ensure the integrity of
the profession. Additionally, necessary endowment funding builds the
NAE’s capacity to respond to “big
ideas” or unexpected crises.
You, our members and friends,
play a vital role in ensuring a
vibrant engineering profession. As
a nonprofit organization, the NAE
relies heavily on support from its
members and friends. I am grateful
for your confidence in NAE leader
ship. Your generosity enables the
NAE to serve the engineering community, young people, policymakers,
and the public.
In addition to recognizing our
Annual Giving Society donors, I am
pleased to welcome new members of
the Einstein Society (11), Golden
Bridge Society (19), and Heritage
Society (2). It is also worth noting
that we once again can boast 100%

giving participation from the NAE
Council leadership—this marks four
years in a row! I hope you will make
note of the new giving society members, and thank them and all the
generous NAE donors named in the
following pages.
Section Challenge Update

2018 also marked the completion
of four section giving challenges.
The Section 1 challenge from Noel
Longuemare, the Section 2 challenge from the Arindam Bose family,
the Section 8 challenge from Chad
Holliday, and the Section 12 challenge from the Blankenship family all
concluded successfully on December
31, 2018. Since NAE chair G
 ordon
England announced a matching
challenge grant to motivate member
giving in Section 1, these challenges have grown in popularity among
the sections as a way to expand and
develop the culture of philanthropy
at the NAE. Please visit www.nae.
edu/giving for information about these
matching challenges, and see the
results for 2018.
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Onward

Your ongoing philanthropic investment ensures a solid foundation
from which to sustain important
projects and spearhead inspiring
new programs.

The energy and vision of our
members and friends make it

possible for the NAE to drive
forward. Thank you for your continued support.

PS Keep an eye out for the 2018
Annual Report, which will be
available online this summer. It
will provide a more comprehensive list of the year’s gifts and
donors, and present a detailed
financial report for the Academy.

Corale L. Brierley

For more information about ways to give, please contact:
Radka Nebesky, Director of Development

Lauren Bartolozzi, Associate Director of Development

202.334.3417 or RNebesky@nae.edu

202.334.3258 or LBartolozzi@nae.edu

2018 Honor Roll of Donors
We greatly appreciate the generosity of our donors. Your contributions enhance the impact of the National Academy
of Engineering’s work and support its vital role as advisor to the nation. The NAE acknowledges contributions made
as personal gifts or as gifts facilitated by the donor through a donor-advised fund (DAF), matching gift program, or
family foundation.
Lifetime Giving Societies

We gratefully acknowledge the following members and friends who have made generous charitable lifetime contributions. Their collective, private philanthropy enhances the impact of the academies as advisor to the nation on matters
of science, engineering, and medicine.
Einstein Society

In recognition of members and friends who have made lifetime contributions of $100,000 or more to the National
Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering, or National Academy of Medicine. Boldfaced names are
NAE members.
$10 million or more

Arnold and Mabel
Beckman*
Bernard M. Gordon

Fred Kavli*
Daniel E. Koshland, Jr.*
George P. Mitchell*

Raymond* and Beverly
Sackler

James H. and Marilyn
Simons

Peter O’Donnell, Jr.

Fritz J. and Dolores H. Russ
Prize Fund of the Russ
College of Engineering
and Technology at Ohio
University

Dame Jillian Sackler

$5 million to $9.9 million

Donald L. Bren
William R. and Rosemary
B. Hewlett*

*Deceased
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$1 million to $4.9 million

Bruce and Betty Alberts
Richard and Rita
Atkinson
Norman R. Augustine
Craig and Barbara
Barrett
Jordan* and Rhoda
Baruch
Stephen D. Bechtel, Jr.
Harry E. Bovay, Jr.*

Harvey V. Fineberg and
Mary E. Wilson
Cecil H. Green*
Michael and Sheila
Held*
Ming and Eva Hsieh
Irwin and Joan Jacobs
Kenneth A. Jonsson*
Tillie K. Lubin*
John F. McDonnell

The Ambrose Monell
Foundation
Gordon and Betty Moore
Philip and Sima
Needleman
Robert* and Mayari
Pritzker
Richard L. and Hinda G.
Rosenthal*
Martine A. Rothblatt

Jack W. and Valerie
Rowe
Bernard and Rhoda
Sarnat*
Leonard D. Schaeffer
Sara Lee and Axel
Schupf
Anthony J. Yun and
Kimberly A. Bazar

James McConnell Clark
Henry David*
Richard Evans*
Eugene Garfield
Foundation
Theodore Geballe
Penny and Bill George,
George Family
Foundation
William T.* and
Catherine Morrison
Golden
Alexander Hollaender*

Thomas V. Jones*
Cindy and Jeong Kim
Ralph and Claire Landau*
Asta and William W.
Lang*
Ruben F.* and Donna
Mettler
Dane* and Mary Louise
Miller
Oliver E. and Gerda K.
Nelson*
Gilbert S. Omenn and
Martha A. Darling

Shela and Kumar Patel
William J. Rutter
Herbert A. and Dorothea
P. Simon*
Raymond S. Stata
Roy and Diana Vagelos
Andrew and Erna*
Viterbi
Alan M. Voorhees*
Anonymous (1)

David and Miriam
Donoho
Dotty and Gordon
England
Jerome H.* and Barbara
N. Grossman
John L. Hennessy
Chad and Ann Holliday
William R. Jackson*
Robert L. and Anne K.
James
Mary and Howard* Kehrl

Robin K. and Rose M.
McGuire
Janet and Richard M.*
Morrow
Clayton Daniel and
Patricia L. Mote
Ralph S. O’Connor
Kenneth H. Olsen*
Ann and Michael Ramage
Simon Ramo*
Anne and Walt Robb
Matthew L. Rogers and
Swati Mylavarapu

Stephen* and Anne Ryan
Henry and Susan Samueli
H.E. Simmons*
John and Janet Swanson
Judy Swanson
Marci and James J.
Truchard
Ted Turner
Leslie L. Vadasz
Martha Vaughan*
Charles M.* and Rebecca
M. Vest
Anonymous (1)

Holt Ashley*
Francisco J. and Hana
Ayala

William F. Ballhaus, Sr.*
David Baltimore

Thomas D.* and Janice
H. Barrow

$500,000 to $999,999

Rose-Marie and Jack R.
Anderson*
John and Elizabeth
Armstrong
Kenneth E. Behring
Gordon Bell
Elkan R.* and Gail F.
Blout
Carson Family Charitable
Trust
Charina Endowment Fund
Ralph J.* and Carol M.
Cicerone
$250,000 to $499,999

The Agouron Institute
W.O. Baker*
Warren L. Batts
Elwyn and Jennifer
Berlekamp
George* and Virginia
Bugliarello
Clarence S. Coe*
Rosie and Stirling A.
Colgate*
W. Dale and Jeanne C.
Compton*

$100,000 to $249,999

John and Pat Anderson
*Deceased
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H.H. and Eleanor F.
Barschall*
Donald and Joan Beall
Daniel and Frances Berg
Diane and Norman
Bernstein
Bharati and Murty
Bhavaraju
Chip and Belinda
Blankenship
Erich Bloch*
Barry W. Boehm
Arindam Bose
David G. Bradley
Lewis M. Branscomb
Daniel Branton
Sydney Brenner
Malin Burnham
Ursula Burns and Lloyd
Bean
Chau-Chyun Chen
John and Assia Cioffi
Paul Citron and Margaret
Carlson Citron
A. James Clark*
G. Wayne Clough
Barry and Bobbi Coller
John D. Corbett*
Ross and Stephanie
Corotis
Ruth A. David and Stan
Dains
Lance and Susan Davis
Roman W. DeSanctis
Robert* and Florence
Deutsch
Nicholas M. Donofrio
Paul M. Doty*
Charles W. Duncan, Jr.
Ruth and Victor Dzau
George and Maggie Eads
Robert and Cornelia
Eaton
The Eleftheria
Foundation
James O. Ellis, Jr. and
Elisabeth Paté-Cornell
*Deceased

Emanuel and Peggy
Epstein
Olivia and Peter Farrell
Michiko So* and
Lawrence Finegold
Tobie and Daniel J.*
Fink
George and Ann Fisher
Robert C.* and Marilyn
G. Forney
Harold K.* and Betty
Forsen
Edward H. Frank and
Sarah G. Ratchye
William L. and Mary Kay
Friend
Christopher Galvin
William H. and Melinda
F. Gates III
Nan and Chuck
Geschke
Jack and Linda Gill
Martin E. and Lucinda
Glicksman
George and Christine
Gloeckler
Christa and Detlef Gloge
Avram Goldstein*
Robert W. Gore
Paul and Judy Gray
Corbin Gwaltney
John O. Hallquist
Margaret A. Hamburg
and Peter F. Brown
William M. Haney III
Wesley L. Harris
George* and Daphne
Hatsopoulos
Jane E. Henney and
Robert Graham
Lyda Hill
Jane Hirsh
Michael W. Hunkapiller
M. Blakeman Ingle
Richard B. Johnston, Jr.
Anita K. Jones
Trevor O. Jones
Thomas Kailath
Yuet Wai and Alvera Kan

John and Wilma
Kassakian
Leon K. and Olga
Kirchmayer*
Frederick A.
Klingenstein
William I. Koch
Gail F. Koshland
Jill Howell Kramer
Kent Kresa
John W. Landis*
Janet and Barry Lang
Ming-wai Lau
Gerald and Doris
Laubach
David M.* and Natalie
Lederman
Bonnie Berger and Frank
Thomson Leighton
Frances and George
Ligler
Noel Longuemare
Whitney and Betty
MacMillan
Asad M., Gowhartaj, and
Jamal Madni
Davis L. Masten and
Christopher Ireland
Roger L. McCarthy
William W. McGuire
Burt* and Deedee
McMurtry
Marcia K. McNutt
G. William* and Ariadna
Miller
Ronald D. Miller
Stanley L. Miller*
Sanjit K. and Nandita
Mitra
Joe and Glenna Moore
David* and Lindsay
Morgenthaler
Narayana and Sudha
Murty
Jaya and Venky
Narayanamurti
Ellen and Philip Neches
Ronald and Joan
Nordgren

Susan and Franklin M.
Orr, Jr.
David Packard*
Charles and Doris
Pankow*
Larry* and Carol Papay
Jack S. Parker*
Edward E. Penhoet
Allen E.* and Marilynn
Puckett
Richard F. and Terri W.
Rashid
Alexander Rich*
Arthur D. Riggs
Ronald L. Rivest
Julie and Alton D.
Romig, Jr.
Henry M. Rowan*
Joseph E. and Anne P.
Rowe*
Jonathan J. Rubinstein
Maxine L. Savitz
Walter Schlup*
Wendy and Eric Schmidt
Richard P. Simmons
Robert F. and Lee S.
Sproull
Georges C. St. Laurent,
Jr.
Arnold and Constance
Stancell
Richard J. and Bobby
Ann Stegemeier
Edward C. Stone
Thomas and Marilyn
Sutton
Charlotte and Morris
Tanenbaum
Peter and Vivian Teets
James M. Tien and Ellen
S. Weston
Gary and Diane Tooker
John C. Wall
Robert and Joan
Wertheim
Robert M.* and Mavis E.
White
John C. Whitehead*
Jean D. Wilson
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Wm. A. Wulf
Ken Xie

Tachi and Leslie Yamada
Adrian Zaccaria

Alejandro Zaffaroni*
Janet and Jerry Zucker

Anonymous (2)

Golden Bridge Society

In recognition of NAE members and friends who have made lifetime contributions totaling $20,000 to $99,999.
Boldfaced names are NAE members.
$75,000 to $99,999

Kristine L. Bueche
Sunlin Chou*
Thomas E. Everhart
Robert E. Kahn

Paul and Julie Kaminski
Rita Vaughn and
Theodore C.* Kennedy

Johanna M.H. Levelt
Sengers
Jane and Norman N. Li
John Neerhout, Jr.

Roberto Padovani

Gerard W. Elverum
Priscilla and Paul E.*
Gray
Kathryn S. and Peter S.
Kim
James K. and Holly T.
Mitchell
Darla and George E.*
Mueller

Jane and Alan R. Mulally
Cherry A. Murray
Cynthia J. and Norman
A. Nadel
Robert M. and Marilyn R.
Nerem
Ellen and George A.*
Roberts
Linda S. Sanford

Leo John* and Joanne
Thomas
David W. Thompson
Julia and Johannes
Weertman*
Sheila E. Widnall
A. Thomas Young
Elias A. Zerhouni

Diane and Samuel W.*
Bodman
Rudolph Bonaparte
Kathleen and H. Kent
Bowen
Corale L. Brierley
James A. Brierley
Lenore and Rob
Briskman
Rodney A. Brooks
Alan C. Brown
Andrew and Malaney L.
Brown
Harold Brown*
Robert L. Byer
Sigrid and Vint Cerf
Vinay and Uma
Chowdhry
Joseph M. Colucci
Rosemary L. and Harry
M. Conger
Kay and Gary Cowger

Natalie W. Crawford
Malcolm R. Currie
David and Susan Daniel
Pablo G. Debenedetti
Carl de Boor
Mary and Raymond
Decker
Tom and Bettie Deen
Elisabeth M. Drake
E. Linn Draper, Jr.
James J. Duderstadt
Stephen N. Finger
Edith M. Flanigen
Samuel C. Florman
G. David Forney, Jr.
Douglas W. and Margaret
P. Fuerstenau
Elsa M. Garmire and
Robert H. Russell
Richard L. and Lois E.
Garwin

Arthur and Helen
Geoffrion
Louis V. Gerstner, Jr.
Paul H. Gilbert
Eduardo D. Glandt
Arthur L. and Vida F.
Goldstein
Mary L. Good
Joseph W. Goodman
Kathy and Albert G.
Greenberg
Delon Hampton
Eli Harari
Janina and Siegfried
Hecker
Robert and Darlene
Hermann
David and Susan Hodges
Edward E. Hood, Jr.
Lee Hood and Valerie
Logan Hood

$50,000 to $74,999

Jane K. and William F.
Ballhaus, Jr.
Paul F. Boulos
Corbett Caudill
William Cavanaugh
Selim A. Chacour
Josephine Cheng
The Crown Family
Jeffrey Dean
$20,000 to $49,999

Andreas and Juana
Acrivos
Rodney C. Adkins
Alice Merner Agogino
Clarence R. Allen
Valerie and William A.
Anders
Seta and Diran Apelian
Frances H. Arnold
Ruth and Ken Arnold
Kamla* and Bishnu S.
Atal
Nadine Aubry and John
L. Batton
Ken Austin
Clyde and Jeanette Baker
William F. Banholzer
David K. Barton
Becky and Tom Bergman
R. Byron Bird
*Deceased
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Evelyn L. Hu and David
L. Clarke
J. Stuart Hunter
Ray R. Irani
Edward G.* and Naomi
Jefferson
George W. Jeffs
Frank and Pam Joklik
Howard* and Evelyn
Jones
Min H. Kao
James R.* and Isabelle
Katzer
Diana S. and Michael D.
King
Albert S. and Elizabeth
M. Kobayashi
Robert M. and Pauline
W. Koerner
Demetrious Koutsoftas
James N. Krebs
Lester C.* and Joan M.
Krogh
Ellen J. Kullman
Louis J. and M. Yvonne
DeWolf Lanzerotti
Cato and Cynthia
Laurencin
Yoon-Woo Lee
Burn-Jeng Lin
Jack E. Little

Thomas* and Caroline
Maddock
Thomas J. Malone
John C. Martin
James F. Mathis
Robert D. Maurer
Dan and Dalia* Maydan
James C. McGroddy
Kishor C. Mehta
Richard A. Meserve
James J. Mikulski
Susan M. and Richard B.
Miles
Sharon and Arthur
Money
Duncan T. Moore
Van and Barbara Mow
Matt O’Donnell
Claire L. Parkinson
Arogyaswami J. Paulraj
Cathy and Paul S.*
Peercy
Aliene and Thomas K.
Perkins
Lee* and Bill Perry
Donald E. Petersen
Julia M. Phillips and
John A. Connor
Dennis J. Picard
Leonard and Diane
Fineblum Pinchuk

John W. and Susan M.
Poduska
Henry H. Rachford, Jr.
Srilatha and Prabhakar
Raghavan
Joy and George*
Rathmann
Buddy Ratner and
Cheryl Cromer
Kenneth and Martha
Reifsnider
Bernard I. Robertson
Howie Rosen and Susan
Doherty
William B. and Priscilla
Russel
Vinod K. Sahney
Steve* and Kathryn
Sample
John M. Samuels, Jr.
Jerry Sanders III
Robert E.* and Mary L.
Schafrik
Ronald V. Schmidt
William R. Schowalter
Martin B. and Beatrice
E. Sherwin
Megan J. Smith
Alfred Z. Spector and
Rhonda G. Kost

David B. and Virginia H.
Spencer
Henry E. Stone
Gaye and Alan Taub
Rosemary and George
Tchobanglous
Daniel M. Tellep
Matthew V. Tirrell
Katherine K. and John J.
Tracy
James A. Trainham and
Linda D. Waters
Raymond Viskanta
Robert and Robyn
Wagoner
David Walt and Michele
May
Daniel I. Wang
Albert R. C. and Jeannie
Westwood
David and Tilly Whelan
Willis S. White, Jr.
George M. Whitesides
John J. Wise
Edgar S. Woolard, Jr.
Israel J. Wygnanski
Yannis C. Yortsos
William and Sherry
Young
Teresa and Steve Zinkle
Anonymous (1)

Heritage Society

In recognition of members and friends who have included the National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of
Engineering, or National Academy of Medicine in their estate plans or who have made some other type of planned
gift to the Academies. Boldfaced names are NAE members.
Gene M.* and Marian
Amdahl
Betsy Ancker-Johnson
John C. Angus
John and Elizabeth
Armstrong
Norman R. Augustine
Jack D. Barchas
Harrison H. and
Catherine C. Barrett
*Deceased

Stanley Baum
Clyde J. Behney
Elisabeth Belmont
Daniel and Frances Berg
Paul Berg
Elkan R.* and Gail F.
Blout
Enriqueta C. Bond
Daniel Branton
Robert and Lillian Brent
Corale L. Brierley
James A. Brierley

Lenore and Rob Briskman
Kristine L. Bueche
Dorit Carmelli
Peggy and Thomas Caskey
A. Ray Chamberlain
Linda and Frank Chisari
Rita K. Chow
Paul Citron and Margaret
Carlson Citron
John A. Clements
D. Walter Cohen*
Morrel H. Cohen

Stanley N. Cohen
Graham A. Colditz and
Patti L. Cox
Colleen Conway-Welch*
Ross and Stephanie
Corotis
Ellis and Bettsy Cowling
Molly Joel Coye
Barbara J. Culliton
Malcolm R. Currie
David and Susan Daniel
Peter N. Devreotes
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Gerard W. Elverum
Dotty and Gordon
England
Emanuel and Peggy
Epstein
Tobie and Daniel J.*
Fink
Robert C.* and Marilyn
G. Forney
William L. and Mary Kay
Friend
Arthur and Helen
Geoffrion
Paul H. Gilbert
Martin E. and Lucinda
Glicksman
George and Christine
Gloeckler
Christa and Detlef Gloge
Joseph W. Goodman
Chushiro* and Yoshiko
Hayashi
John G. Hildebrand and
Gail D. Burd

Nancy S. and Thomas S.
Inui
Richard B. Johnston, Jr.
Anita K. Jones
Jerome Kagan
Diana S. and Michael D.
King
Norma M. Lang
Daniel P. Loucks
R. Duncan* and Carolyn
Scheer Luce
Thomas* and Caroline
Maddock
Asad and Taj Madni
Pat and Jim McLaughlin
Jane Menken
Sharon and Arthur
Money
Arno G. Motulsky*
Van and Barbara Mow
Guido Munch
Mary O. Mundinger
Philip and Sima
Needleman

Norman F. Ness
Ronald and Joan
Nordgren
Gilbert S. Omenn and
Martha A. Darling
Bradford W. and Virgina
W. Parkinson
Zack T. Pate
Neil and Barbara
Pedersen
Frank Press
James J. Reisa, Jr.
Emanuel P. Rivers
Richard J. and Bonnie B.
Robbins
Eugene* and Ruth
Roberts
Julie and Alton D.
Romig, Jr.
James F. Roth
Esther and Lewis*
Rowland
Sheila A. Ryan
Paul R. Schimmel

Stuart F. Schlossman
Rudi* and Sonja Schmid
Susan C. Scrimshaw
Kenneth I. Shine
Arnold and Constance
Stancell
H. Eugene Stanley
Rosemary A. Stevens
John and Janet Swanson
Esther Sans Takeuchi
Paul and Pamela Talalay
Walter Unger
John C. Wall
Patricia Bray-Ward and
David C. Ward
Robert and Joan
Wertheim
Maw-Kuen Wu
Wm. A. Wulf
Tilahun D. Yilma
Michael and Leslee
Zubkoff
Anonymous (3)

Annual Giving Societies

The National Academy of Engineering gratefully acknowledges the following members and friends who made charitable contributions to the NAE, and NAE members who supported the Committee on Human Rights, a joint committee of the three academies, during 2018. The collective, private philanthropy of these individuals has a great impact
on the NAE and its ability to be a national voice for engineering. We acknowledge contributions made as personal
gifts or as gifts facilitated by the donor through a donor-advised fund, matching gift program, or family foundation.
Noel Longuemare gave $100,000 to fund a challenge for Section 1. Members who participated in the 2018 Engineering Challenge are noted with the # symbol.
Arindam Bose gave $100,000 to fund a challenge for Section 2. Members who participated in the Arindam Bose
Family Challenge are noted with the † symbol.
Chad Holliday gave $100,000 to fund a challenge for Section 8. Members who participated in the Section 8 Challenge are noted with the Ω symbol.
Charles and Belinda Blankenship gave $100,000 to fund a challenge for Section 12. Members who participated
in the Section 12 Challenge are noted with the ♦ symbol.

*Deceased
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Catalyst Society
$50,000+

John and Pat Anderson
Chip and Belinda
Blankenship♦
Chau-Chyun Chen
Paul Citron and Margaret
Carlson Citron†

Dotty and Gordon
England
Wesley L. Harris#
Ming and Eva Hsieh
Noel Longuemare#

Robin K. and Rose M.
McGuire
Sharon and Arthur
Money♦
Marci and James J.
Truchard

Friend
John F. McDonnell

Rosette Society
$25,000 to $49,999

Jeffrey Dean
James O. Ellis, Jr. and
Elisabeth Paté-Cornell♦
Gerard W. Elverum#

John O. Hallquist
John and Wilma
Kassakian
Kent Kresa#

Jane and Norman N. Li
Clayton Daniel and
Patricia L. Mote

Narayana and Sudha
Murty
Wendy and Eric Schmidt
Anonymous (2)

Lance and Susan Davis
Nicholas M. Donofrio
Olivia and Peter Farrell
Martin E. and Lucinda
Glicksman
Paul and Judy Gray
Kathy and Albert
Greenberg
Michael W. Hunkapiller
Kristina M. Johnson

Frances and George
Ligler♦
Gordon and Betty Moore
Jaya and Venky
Narayanamurti
Larry* and Carol Papay
Arogyaswami J. Paulraj
Henry and Susan Samueli
John M. Samuels, Jr.Ω
Megan J. Smith
Richard J. Stegemeier

Yongkui Sun
Gary and Diane Tooker
Katherine K. and John J.
Tracy#
Adrian Zaccaria
Teresa and Steve Zinkle

Frances H. Arnold
Ruth and Ken Arnold
R. Lyndon Arscott
Thomas W. Asmus
Aziz I. Asphahani
Nadine Aubry and John L.
Batton
Ken Austin♦
Amos A. Avidan
Arthur B. Baggeroer♦
William F. Baker

Harrison H. and
Catherine C. Barrett†
Lionel O. Barthold
David K. Barton
Tamer Basar
James B. Bassingthwaighte†
Steven Battel#
Craig and Karen Benson
Daniel and Frances BergΩ
Thomas and Becky
Bergman

Elwyn and Jennifer
Berlekamp
Bharati and Murty
Bhavaraju
Mark and Kathy Board
Mark T. Bohr
Rudolph Bonaparte
Lillian C. Borrone
Anjan and Francy Bose
Klaus D. Bowers
Craig T. Bowman
Frank Bowman♦

Challenge Society
$10,000 to $24,999

John and Elizabeth
Armstrong
Gordon Bell
Barry W. Boehm
Arindam Bose†
Josephine ChengΩ
Sunlin Chou*
Larry A. Coldren
Joseph M. Colucci
Ruth A. David and Stan
Dains

Friend
Cathy Peercy

Charter Society
$1,000 to $9,999

Ilesanmi Adesida
Rodney C. AdkinsΩ
Ronald J. Adrian
Montgomery and Ann
Alger
Frank F. Aplan
Minoru S. Araki#
* Deceased
# Section 1 Challenge
† Section 2 Challenge
Ω Section 8 Challenge
♦ Section 12 Challenge
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Lewis M. Branscomb
Corale L. Brierley
James A. Brierley
Lenore and Rob
Briskman
Andrei Z. Broder
Andrew and Malaney L.
BrownΩ
John H. Bruning
George* and Virginia
Bugliarello
Antonio J. Busalacchi♦
Cleopatra Cabuz
Stuart K. Card
François J. Castaing
Corbett Caudill#
Selim A. Chacour
Don B. ChaffinΩ
Weng C. Chew
Dianne ChongΩ
Vinay and Uma
Chowdhry
John and Assia Cioffi
G. Wayne Clough
James J. Coleman
Rosemary L. and Harry
M. Conger
Robert W. Conn
Stuart L. Cooper
Richard W. Couch, Jr.
Kay and Gary CowgerΩ
Natalie W. Crawford
Robert L. Crippen
Steven L. and Karen L.
Crouch
David and Susan Daniel
L. Berkley Davis
Carl de Boor
Pablo G. Debenedetti
Mary and Raymond
Decker
Thomas F. and Anne R.
Degnan
George E. Dieter
* Deceased
# Section 1 Challenge
† Section 2 Challenge
Ω Section 8 Challenge
♦ Section 12 Challenge

Ali H. Dogru
Albert A. Dorman
Fiona M. Doyle
Elisabeth M. Drake
Eric Ducharme#
James J. Duderstadt♦
Susan T. Dumais
Tariq S. Durrani
Christine A. EhligEconomides
Farouk El-Baz
Derek Elsworth
John V. Evans
Robert R. Everett*
Thomas E. Everhart
Hans K. Fauske
Robert E. FentonΩ
Leroy M. Fingerson
Bruce A. Finlayson
Edith M. Flanigen
Samuel C. Florman♦
Raymond Fonck
G. David Forney, Jr.
Robert C.* and Marilyn
G. Forney
Efi Foufoula-Georgiou♦
Katharine G. Frase
William L. and Mary Kay
Friend
Douglas W. and Margaret
P. Fuerstenau
Elsa M. Garmire and
Robert H. Russell
Ronald L. Geer
Arthur Gelb
Arthur and Helen
GeoffrionΩ
Louis V. Gerstner, Jr.Ω
Nan and Chuck Geschke
Paul H. Gilbert
Eduardo D. Glandt
Earnest F. Gloyna*
Dan M. Goebel♦
Arthur L. and Vida F.
Goldstein
Mary L. Good
John B. Goodenough
Joseph W. Goodman
David Goodyear

Helen Greiner
Gary S. Grest
Hermann K. Gummel
Carol K. Hall
John C. Hancock
Eliyahou Harari
James S. Harris, Jr.
Juris Hartmanis
George* and Daphne
Hatsopoulos
William A. Hawkins III†
Janina and Siegfried
Hecker
Chris T. Hendrickson
Robert and Paula Henry
Arthur H. Heuer
Hugh D. Hibbitt
Grace and Thom
HodgsonΩ
Urs Hölzle
Edward E. Hood, Jr.
Lee Hood and Valerie
Logan Hood
John R. Howell
J. Stuart HunterΩ
Ray R. Irani♦
Wilhelmina and Stephen
Jaffe
Leah H. Jamieson♦
James O. Jirsa
David W. Johnson, Jr.
Michael R. Johnson
Frank and Pam Joklik
Anita K. Jones
Marshall G. Jones
Kahle/Austin Foundation
Robert E. Kahn
Eric W. and Karen F.
Kaler
Eugenia Kalnay♦
Paul and Julie Kaminski#
James R.* and Isabelle
Katzer
Michael C. Kavanaugh
Leon M. Keer
Mary and Howard* Kehrl
Chaitan Khosla and Susi
Ebert-Khosla
Judson and Jeanne King

Diana S. and Michael D.
King♦
Albert S. and Elizabeth
M. Kobayashi
Paul C. Kocher
Charles E. Kolb♦
Jindrich Kopecek
Demetrious Koutsoftas
Philip T. Krein
Ellen J. Kullman♦
Derrick M. Kuzak
Louis J. and M. Yvonne
DeWolf Lanzerotti♦
David C. Larbalestier
Lou-Chuang Lee♦
James U. Lemke
Frederick J. Leonberger
Mark J. Levin†
Steven B. Lipner♦
Jack E. Little
John D.C. LittleΩ
Daniel P. Loucks
Asad M., Gowhartaj, and
Jamal Madni
Christopher L. Magee♦
Thomas J. MaloneΩ
Henrique S. Malvar
David A. Markle
W. Allen Marr
John C. Martin†
Gary S. May♦
Dan and Dalia* MaydanΩ
Jyotirmoy Mazumder
Roger L. McCarthy
Larry V. McIntire
Kishor C. Mehta
Richard A. Meserve
Robert M. Metcalfe
R.K. Michel♦
Susan M. and Richard B.
Miles
Richard K. and Beth
Miller♦
James K. and Holly T.
Mitchell
Carl L. Monismith
Duncan T. Moore♦
Charles W. Moorman
William B. Morgan♦
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Norman R. Morrow
Edward and Stephanie
Moses♦
Dennis A. Muilenburg#
Cherry A. Murray
Cynthia J. and Norman
A. Nadel
Albert Narath
David J. Nash
Alan Needleman
John Neerhout, Jr.
Robert M. and Marilyn
R. Nerem
Paul and Dotty Nielsen
Ronald and Joan
Nordgren
Matt O’Donnell†
Babatunde and Anna
Ogunnaike
Susan and Franklin M.
Orr, Jr.
Fran and Kwadwo OsseoAsare
Roberto Padovani
Sorab Panday
Bradford W. and Virginia
W. Parkinson#
Claire L. Parkinson♦
P. Hunter Peckham
Celestino R. Pennoni
John H. Perepezko
Aliene and Thomas K.
Perkins
Lee* and Bill Perry
Kurt E. Petersen
Julia M. Phillips and
John A. Connor
Leonard and Diane
Fineblum Pinchuk
James D. Plummer
Victor L. Poirier
H. Vincent Poor
Randall W. Poston
Dana A. Powers
* Deceased
# Section 1 Challenge
† Section 2 Challenge
Ω Section 8 Challenge
♦ Section 12 Challenge

William F. Powers♦
Michael Prats
William R. PulleyblankΩ
Srilatha and Prabhakar
Raghavan
Vivian and Subbiah
Ramalingam
Doraiswami Ramkrishna
Buddy Ratner and Cheryl
Cromer†
Wanda K. Reder
L. Rafael Reif♦
Kenneth and Martha
Reifsnider
Eli Reshotko
Thomas J. Richardson
Richard J. and Bonnie B.
Robbins
Bernard I. Robertson
C. Paul Robinson♦
Thomas E. Romesser♦
Julie and Alton D.
Romig, Jr.#
David W. Roop
Murray W. Rosenthal
William B. and Priscilla
Russel
Vinod K. SahneyΩ
Jerry Sanders III
Linda S. SanfordΩ
Maxine L. SavitzΩ
Robert F. Sawyer
Jan C. Schilling
John H. Schmertmann
Ronald V. Schmidt
William R. Schowalter
Henry G. Schwartz, Jr.
Lyle H. Schwartz
Norman R. Scott♦
Dominick M. Servedio
Martin B. and Beatrice E.
Sherwin
Neil G. Siegel♦
Daniel P. Siewiorek
Kumares C. Sinha
Debra and Alexander
SlocumΩ

Alvy Ray Smith
Alfred Z. Spector and
Rhonda G. Kost
David B. and Virginia H.
Spencer
Robert F. and Lee S.
Sproull
Raymond S. Stata
George L. Stegemeier
Robert L. Steigerwald
Gunter Stein
Dean E. Stephan
Kenneth E. Stinson
Kenneth H. Stokoe
William D. Strecker
Virginia and Carl
Sulzberger
John and Janet Swanson
Daniel Tassin
Gaye and Alan Taub
Peter and Vivian Teets#
James M. Tien and Ellen
S. WestonΩ
Rex W. Tillerson
Matthew V. Tirrell
Gavin P. Towler
James A. Trainham and
Linda D. Waters
John R. Treichler
Richard H. Truly
David M. Van Wie
Suzanne M. Vautrinot♦
Charles M.* and Rebecca
M. Vest
Andrew and Erna*
Viterbi
Robert and Robyn
Wagoner
John C. Wall
David Walt and Michele
May
Kuo K. WangΩ
Robert S. Ward†
John E. Warnock
Darsh T. Wasan
Warren and Mary
Washington♦

Sheldon Weinig
Robert and Joan
Wertheim#
Robert M.* and Mavis E.
White
Willis S. White, Jr.
George M. Whitesides
Janusz S. Wilczynski
Ward O. Winer
Sharon L. Wood
Edgar S. Woolard, Jr.Ω
Wm. A. Wulf
Israel J. Wygnanski#
Beverly and Loring
Wyllie
William W-G. Yeh
Paul G. Yock
Yannis C. Yortsos
William and Sherry
Young
Elias A. Zerhouni
Ben T. Zinn
Mary Lou and Mark D.
Zoback
Stacey I. Zones
Charles F. Zukoski
Anonymous (1)
Friends
Josephine F. Berg
Kristine L. Bueche
Ka Yan Chan
Bruce B. Darling
Drew Dean
Ann T. Everett
Frances Gaver
Curtis Jones
Howard* and Evelyn
Jones
Janice F. Muntz
Allison Okamura
Brigette Rosendall
Lee S. Sproull
Mandana Veiseh
Rhoda A.M. Weisz
Toby Wolf
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Foundations, Corporations, and Other Organizations

In recognition of foundations, corporations, and other organizations that made gifts or grants to support the National
Academy of Engineering in 2018.
Amazon.com, Inc.
AmazonSmile
Foundation
American Enterprise
Investment Services,
Inc.
The AYCO Charitable
Foundation
Bell Family Foundation
Benevity Community
Impact Fund
BMO Charitable Fund
Program
Boer Family Foundation,
Inc.
Branscomb Family
Foundation
Card Family Foundation,
Inc.
Castaing Family
Foundation
Chevron Corporation
Chevron Matching
Employee Funds
Combined Jewish
Philanthropies
Committee of 100
ConocoPhillips
Cummins, Inc.
Dassault Systèmes
Facebook
FEV North America, Inc.

Fidelity Charitable Gift
Fund
The Ford Foundation
Forney Family Foundation
GE Aviation
GE Foundation
Goldman Sachs
Philanthropy Fund
Google, Inc.
The Grainger Foundation
Gratis Foundation
Henry & Sally Schwartz
Family Foundation
Henry M. Rowan Family
Foundation, Inc.
Honda Aircraft
Company, LLC
Honeywell International
Charity Matching
Houston Jewish
Community
Foundation
Hsieh Family Foundation
Jewish Community
Foundation San Diego
JK Group, Inc.
The William R. Kenan
Institute at NC State
University
Lockheed Martin
Corporation
Microsoft Corporation

The Gordon and Betty
Moore Foundation
North Carolina State
University
The Omaha Community
Foundation
Oracle Corporation
Orcas Island Community
Foundation
Pennoni Family
Foundation
Pfizer Foundation
Matching Gifts
Program
Pfizer, Inc.
Philanthropic Ventures
Foundation
PJM Interconnection
The T. Rowe Price
Program for Charitable
Giving
Purdue University
Qualcomm, Inc.
Fritz J. and Dolores
H. Russ Prize Fund
of the Russ College
of Engineering and
Technology at Ohio
University
Saint Louis Community
Foundation
Samueli Foundation

Schwab Charitable Fund
Shanghai Yaspeed
Information
Technology Co.
Shell Oil Company
Foundation
Educational Matching
Gift Program
Siegel & Friend
Foundation
Silicon Valley
Community
Foundation
STV
Tawny & Jerry Sanders
Charitable Foundation
The Seattle Foundation
Transamerica Life
Insurance Company
Triangle Community
Foundation, Inc.
University of California,
Davis College of
Engineering
Vanguard Charitable
Endowment Program
W.M. Keck Foundation
Weinig Foundation, Inc.
Zerhouni Family
Charitable
Foundation, Inc.
Anonymous (2)

We have made every effort to list donors accurately and according to their wishes. If we have made an error, please
accept our apologies and contact the Office of Development at 202.334.2431 or giving@nae.edu so we can correct
our records.
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Christine Mirzayan Fellows Join the Program Office

Kassandra Grimes

KASSANDRA GRIMES is com
pleting a PhD in civil and environmental engineering at the
University of Virginia as a National
Science Foundation Graduate
Research Fellow. She holds an MS
from the University of Virginia and
a BS from Rowan University, both
in civil and environmental engineering. Her dissertation research focuses
on evaluating sustainable wastewater
treatment technologies for the treatment of constituents that stimulate
antibiotic-resistant bacteria in the
environment. She has worked for
UVa CHARGE developing programs to improve faculty hiring procedures and promotion and tenure
processes to facilitate better hiring
and retention of faculty from underrepresented groups; and she is the
Outreach Chair for the universitywide Graduate Engineering Student
Council, coordinating programs to
support and advocate for her fellow
engineering graduate students and
organizing science outreach initiatives with the Charlottesville com-

munity. During her undergraduate
studies she worked as an engineering outreach coordinator, facilitating
programs to engage K–12 students in
New Jersey with engineering education. At the NAE Kassie is working
with the E
 ngineerGirl program, primarily researching projects for the
website’s “Try It Yourself” section
that allows students to build and
create something related to specific
fields of engineering. She is also creating big-picture narratives to share
with girls to help them understand
how engineers influence society in
areas like culture, politics, and economics. In addition, she is a liaison
with the Academies’ Committee on
Women in Science, Engineering, and
Medicine (CWSEM) to help the two
programs support each other more
effectively.
REBECCA MONTELEONE is
a doctoral candidate in the School
for the Future of Innovation in
Society at Arizona State University.
A former NSF IGERT Fellow and
Fulbright Postgraduate Scholar, she
holds a BA in disability studies from
Ohio State University and an MA
in intellectual and developmental
disabilities (sociology, social policy,
and social research) from the University of Kent. Her research centers
on how and by whom disability is
defined and operationalized in the
design and deployment of biomedical
and assistive technologies, with particular attention to whose claims are
taken seriously, who is excluded in
decision making and deployment of
technologies, and assumptions about
bodies, minds, and quality of life. In

Rebecca Monteleone

addition to her research, she works
with 
several grassroots disability
organizations, is coediting an anthology about disability justice in Kenya,
and founded the Ohio Disability
Pride Parade and Festival in 2014.
She is passionate about creating
ethical, justice-driven research that
empowers people with disabilities

and contributes to building a culture
that values all of its members. In her
work with the NAE’s Center for Engineering Ethics and Society, Becca is
excited to gain valuable experience
building effective interdisciplinary
collaborations and developing
guidance and recommendations at
the highest level. She will focus on
two projects: (1) improving accessibility of the Online Ethics Center
(OEC) for people with disabilities;
and (2), as part of the CEES project
“Infusing Ethics into the Development of Engineers,” work with institutional research teams to help them
prepare resources for the OEC.
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Calendar of Meetings and Events
March 1–31
March 15

March 21–23

March 28

April 1
April 8
April 24

Election of NAE Officers and Councillors
Deans’ Roundtable on Linking Defense
Basic Research to Leading Academia
Research and Engineering Communities
(by invitation only)
German-American Frontiers of
Engineering
Hamburg
NAE Regional Meeting: Bioengineering,
Advancing Our World
Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara,
California
NAE Awards Nominations due
NAE Convocation on Diversity and
Inclusion in the Engineering Workplace
NAE Regional Meeting: Smart Cities
Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago

May 1

May 9–10
May 14

May 15–17

May 21

NAE Regional Meeting: Cyber-Physical
Systems: The Defining Technologies of
the 21st Century
University of Virginia, Charlottesville
NAE Council Meeting
2019 Bernard M. Gordon Prize for
Innovation in Engineering and
Technology Education Presentation
Georgia Institute of Technology
Grand Challenges Scholars Program
Workshop
Bucharest, Romania
NAE Regional Meeting
DEKA Research, Manchester, New
Hampshire

All meetings are held in National Academies facilities in
Washington, DC, unless otherwise noted.

In Memoriam
HAROLD BROWN, 91, counselor, Center for Strategic and International Studies, died January 4, 2019.
Dr. Brown was elected in 1967 for
development of nuclear technology.
JAMES L. EVERETT III, 92, retired
chair, PECO Energy, died November
12, 2018. Mr. Everett was elected in
1974 for leadership in the development and utilization of nuclear power
for the electric utility industry.
EARNEST F. GLOYNA, 97,
emeritus dean, Cockrell School of
Engineering, Department of Civil,
Environmental and Architectural
Engineering, University of Texas
at Austin, died January 9, 2019.
Dr. Gloyna was elected in 1970 for
leader
ship in engineering education, water resources management,
and environmental engineering.
FREDERICK J. KAROL, 85,
retired Senior Corporate Fellow,
Union Carbide Corporation, died

December 16, 2018. Dr. Karol was
elected in 1992 for leadership in
invention of olefin polymerization
catalysts and development of a
fluidized bed olefin polymerization
process.

ing, University of Texas at Austin,
died January 15, 2019. Dr. McKetta
was elected in 1970 for enlightening experiments on fluid behavior and the director of technical
publications.

SAU-HAI LAM, 87, Edwin Wilsey
’04 Professor Emeritus, Princeton
University, died October 29, 2018.
Dr. Lam was elected in 2006 for
contributions to aerospace engineering in the areas of plasma flows,
combustion, turbulence, and adaptive controls.

ANESTIS S. VELETSOS, 91, Distinguished Adjunct Professor, University of Houston, died October
25, 2018. Dr. Veletsos was elected in
1979 for contributions to advancement in structural dynamics and
earthquake engineering, especially
in inelastic behavior and soil-structure interaction.

RICHARD H. LYON, 89, chair,
RH Lyon Corp., died January 21,
2019. Dr. Lyon was elected in 1995
for development of statistical energy
analysis and machinery diagnostic
techniques.
JOHN J. MCKETTA JR., 103,
Joe C. Walter Chair Emeritus in
Chemical Engineering, McKetta
Department of Chemical Engineer-

HERBERT H. WOODSON, 93,
dean emeritus, Cockrell School of
Engineering, University of Texas at
Austin, died November 30, 2018.
Dr. Woodson was elected in 1975
for contributions to education in
electromechanics and power systems, and to advancing rotating
machinery technology.
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Publications of Interest
The following reports whose authoring committees included NAE members were recently published by the
National Academy of Engineering
or the National Research Council.
Unless otherwise noted, all publications are for sale (prepaid) from the
National Academies Press (NAP),
500 Fifth Street NW–Keck 360,
Washington, DC 20055. For more
information or to place an order,
contact NAP online at <www.nap.
edu> or by phone at (888) 6246242. (Note: Prices quoted are subject
to change without notice. There is a 10
percent discount for online orders when
you sign up for a MyNAP account.
Add $6.50 for shipping and handling
for the first book and $1.50 for each
additional book. Add applicable sales
tax or GST if you live in CA, CT,
DC, FL, MD, NC, NY, VA, WI, or
Canada.)
Understanding the Educational and
Career Pathways of Engineers. Engineering skills and knowledge are
foundational to technological
innovation and development that
drive economic growth and help
solve societal challenges. To ensure
national competitiveness and quality
of life it is important both to understand and to continuously adapt and
improve the educational and career
pathways of engineers in the United
States. Such an understanding
requires the study of (1) people with
engineering skills and knowledge
and (2) the system of institutions,
policies, m
 arkets, people, and other
resources that together prepare,
deploy, and replenish the nation’s
engineering workforce. This report
explores the characteristics and
career choices of engineering gradu-

ates, particularly those with a BS
or MS degree (the vast majority of
degreed engineers), as well as those
with non-engineering degrees who
are employed as engineers in the
United States. It provides data and
insight into their educational and
career pathways and related decision making, factors that influence
their decisions, and implications
for major elements of engineering
education-to-workforce pathways.
Jean-Lou A. Chameau (chair),
president emeritus, California Institute of Technology; Rodney C.
Adkins (vice chair), retired senior
vice president, International Business Machines Corporation; Eric
H. Ducharme, general manager,
Advanced Technology, Engineering Department, General Electric
Aviation; Gary S. May, chancellor, University of California, Davis;
and Richard K. Miller, president
and professor of mechanical engineering, Franklin W. Olin College
of Engineering, served on the study
committee. Paper, $85.00.
Engineering Societies’ Activities in Promoting Diversity and Inclusion: Proceedings of a Workshop—in Brief. As part
of a series of workshops on the role
of engineering societies in engineering education in the United States,
the NAE held a workshop in June
2018 to explore how engineering
societies can promote diversity and
inclusion in engineering, provide
an opportunity for societies to share
promising practices, and investigate
possible collaborative actions. This
publication summarizes the workshop presentations and discussions.
Leah Jamieson (chair), Ransburg
Distinguished Professor of Electri-

cal and Computer Engineering and
John A. Edwardson Dean Emerita
of Engineering, Purdue University;
Don P. Giddens, professor and
dean emeritus, Georgia Institute of
Technology and Emory University;
Asad M. Madni, retired president,
chief operating officer, and CTO,
BEI Technologies, Inc.; and John
C. Wall, retired vice president and
CTO, Cummins Inc., served on the
workshop organizing committee.
Free PDF.
Frontiers of Engineering: Reports on
Leading-Edge Engineering from the 2018
Symposium. This volume presents
papers on the topics covered at the
NAE’s 2018 US Frontiers of Engineering Symposium. Every year
the symposium brings together 100
outstanding young leaders in engineering to share their cutting-edge
research and innovations in s elected
areas. The 2018 symposium was held
September 5–7 and hosted by MIT
Lincoln Laboratory in L
 exington.
Topics covered were quantum computers, the role of engineering in
the face of conflict and disasters,
resilient and reliable infrastructure,
and theranostics. The intent of this
book is to convey the excitement
of this unique meeting and to highlight innovative developments in
engineering research and technical
work.
Jennifer L. West, Fitzpatrick
Family University Professor, Duke
University, chaired the symposium organizing committee. Paper,
$45.00.
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